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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared pursuant to Section 17 of IRDA Act 2007 and is an account of works and activities done by IRDA.
Neither IRDA nor any of its employees make any warranties, expressed or implied, or assume any legal liability for the
accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any information or process disclosed or represents that its use would not infringe
privately owned rights.
Reference herein to any specific commercial trade name, trademark, manufacturer or otherwise does not necessarily
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation or favouring by IRDA. The views and opinions expressed by authors
herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the Malaysian Government or the State Government of Johor or any
agencies thereof.
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Iskandar Malaysia is not just about realising a vision;
it is about creating a place where all of us can be
inspired to reach our highest potential.
In this year’s Annual Report, our journey of
‘Inspiring Aspirations’ is reflected through a child
releasing a paper plane into the limitless sky,
reminiscent of our earliest dreams of soaring
to greater heights.
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ISKANDAR MALAYSIA
Over the years, Malaysia has experienced tremendous economic and development
transformation, rising up to be one of the fastest growing economies in the region.
Iskandar Malaysia was conceived to secure the country’s competitiveness in a rapidly
changing global economy.

Located in the south of Peninsular Malaysia, Iskandar Malaysia was built
upon the solid foundation of Johor’s past successes, while striving to
unlock the state’s future potential.
Iskandar Malaysia is rapidly transforming the socio-economic landscape of Johor, elevating it to more than just a vibrant metropolis.
At three times the size of Singapore, the 2,212 square kilometre
main southern development corridor is the single largest development
project initiated by the Federal and State governments to be undertaken
in the region.

Thriving Metropolis
Iskandar Malaysia is envisaged to be a metropolis burgeoning ahead
of its time, where living, entertainment and business would seamlessly
converge in a vibrant and sustainable environment of international standing. Meticulous planning has been invested into ensuring that development is sustainable, while protecting the direct and indirect needs of its
respective stakeholders.
As part of the Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore Growth Triangle,

Iskandar Malaysia’s strategic location and proximity to some of the
world’s most dynamic economies is a key differentiating factor in its
advancement. Located at the confluence of important East-West trade
routes, it is rooted between the region’s two economic powerhouses,
China and Japan.
As it is easily accessible by air, land and sea, Iskandar Malaysia enjoys
a standard of living comparable to some of the region’s more developed
economies, but at a much lower expense.
Besides being rich in natural resources, Iskandar Malaysia boasts an
educated, highly skilled and multi-lingual workforce enhanced by friendly policies and a conducive business environment.
Iskandar Malaysia has also been identified as an exclusive project
with access to financing under a Facilitation Fund provided under the
10 th Malaysia Plan.
This underlines the Malaysian Government’s continuous commitment towards creating a vibrant and dynamic city, perfect for business
as well as leisure.
Iskandar Malaysia has been divided into five flagship zones designated as key nodes for development:

ISKANDAR MALAYSIA
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FLAGSHIP A: JB CITY CENTRE
• Financial Advisory & Consulting
• Cultural & Urban Tourism
FLAGSHIP B: NUSAJAYA
• Education & Medical Tourism
• Entertainment & Recreation
• State Administration
• Financial Advisory & Consulting
• Biotechnology
FLAGSHIP C: WESTERN GATE
DEVELOPMENT
• Logistics
• Regional Distribution, International
Procurement
• Oil Storage Terminals
FLAGSHIP D: EASTERN GATE
DEVELOPMENT
• Manufacturing (Electronics, 			
Petrochemicals, Olechemicals etc)
• Oil Storage Terminals
• Education
FLAGSHIP E: SENAI-SKUDAI
• Logistics
• Manufacturing (esp. High-tech and 		
Aerospace related)
• Tourism (Luxury Destination Shopping)
• Cybercity
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IRDA

ISKANDAR REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
The Iskandar Regional Development Authority (IRDA) was established by an Act
of Parliament – the Iskandar Regional Development Authority Act, 2007.
Under Section 4 of the Act, the objective of IRDA is to develop the Iskandar Development
Region into a strong and sustainable metropolis of international standing.

IRDA was set up in February 2007. As a statutory body under the Federal
Government, IRDA plays a pivotal role in the development of Iskandar
Malaysia.
The IRDA Act 2007 highlights its functions and responsibilities in
relation to establishing national policies, directions and strategies for the
development of the corridor.
The core functions and primary roles of IRDA can be summarised
as follows:

Promotion
• Serving as the brand guardian of Iskandar Malaysia as an investment
hub.
• Promotion of Iskandar Malaysia to the general public and potential
investors in both local as well as international markets.
• Monitoring and aligning sector developments and required enablers
in line with the Iskandar Malaysia vision.

Facilitation
Planning
• Integrating and recommending planning policies of key partners,
Federal and State governments, and other agencies to advance and
realise the vision of Iskandar Malaysia.
• Identifying and developing strategies to enhance infrastructure,
skills, science and technology research for the development of
Iskandar Malaysia.

• Providing consultancy and information on investment support in
Iskandar Malaysia.
• Acting as the principal coordinating agent on behalf of relevant
government agencies for the processing and expediting of requisite
approvals for investors.
• Assisting existing investors in the resolution of issues affecting their
business environment.

The road towards Johor Premium Outlets

PLAN
PROMOTE
FACILITATE

VISION TO CREATE ISKANDAR MALAYSIA AS THE FIRST CHOICE TO INVEST, WORK,
LIVE AND PLAY. MISSION WE ARE COMMITTED TO EXCEEDING OUR CUSTOMERS’
EXPECTATIONS - WE ADVOCATE BEST PRACTICES THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS AND
SEAMLESS DELIVERY - WE ENHANCE COMMUNITY AND INDIVIDUAL WELL-BEING
- WE CARE ABOUT OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT - WE VALUE OUR EMPLOYEES.
SHARED VALUES INTERNATIONAL STANDING WE MUST BENCHMARK AGAINST
OTHER SUSTAINABLE WORLD-CLASS ORGANISATIONS IN TERMS OF ISKANDAR
MALAYSIA’S VISION, OUR MIND-SET, DISPLAYING THE RIGHT BEHAVIOUR AND
DEPLOYING INTERNATIONAL STANDARD BEST PRACTICES. INTEGRITY WE UPHOLD
INTEGRITY BY DOING THE RIGHT THING ETHICALLY AND PROFESSIONALLY,
REGARDLESS OF JOB SECURITY OR POPULARITY AND WITHOUT FEAR OF SCRUTINY.
ENGAGE WE ARE FULLY COMMITTED IN ENGAGING WITH STAKEHOLDERS WITH
HUMILITY, ASSERTIVENESS AND INTELLIGENCE TO ACHIEVE EFFECTIVE AND
CONTINUOUS COMMUNICATION AT ALL TIMES. ENVISION WE HAVE THE FORESIGHT
TO DRIVE ISKANDAR MALAYSIA’S VISION THROUGH EXEMPLARY LEADERSHIP,
INNOVATION AND PROACTIVITY WHILST BEING RELEVANT AND SENSITIVE TOWARDS
OUR ENVIRONMENT AND STAKEHOLDERS. ENABLE WE STRIVE FOR STRONG
COLLABORATIONS WITH PARTNERS, STAKEHOLDERS AND ESPECIALLY INVESTORS TO
FACILITATE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF DESIRED RESULTS AND OUTCOMES.
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Iskandar Malaysia’s development is
also exemplary in the way it focuses
on talent management, business
and employment opportunities, and
social inclusiveness to ensure fair
and equitable wealth distribution
among the rakyat.

SOARING TO NEW HORIZONS
Y.A.B. Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib Tun Abdul Razak
Co-Chairman IRDA
Prime Minister of Malaysia

2012 was a ‘tipping point’ year of triumphed challenges
and fulfilled promises resulting in remarkable achievements and accelerated growth for Iskandar Malaysia.
Awareness of Iskandar Malaysia as the preferred destination to
invest, work, live and play was catapulted higher than before and it
is distinguished as the southern economic corridor, which excelled
beyond expectations.
In terms of investments, Iskandar Malaysia recorded a total cumulative committed investment of RM106.31 billion in various sectors with 41
per cent being realised as at December 2012. This figure surpassed the
Government’s target of RM100 billion for the region as at end 2012.
The corridor’s performance illustrates the vast potential of the
region. We witnessed the realisation and operations of key catalytic
projects in 2012 such as LEGOLAND® Malaysia, the Puteri Harbour Family
Theme Park, and the success of EduCity – namely Newcastle University,
University of Southampton Malaysia Campus and Raffles University
Iskandar, as well as other educational institutions such as Marlborough
College and Raffles American School.
In addition, Iskandar Malaysia also witnessed another vital recognition when it was identified as the first “smart metropolis” of Asia, founded
on sustainable principles of low carbon, green economy, green technologies and social integration.

The region’s strong position in green and sustainable development
was further highlighted with the launch of the Iskandar Malaysia Low
Carbon Society Blueprint at the COP18 in Doha in November.
All these have reinforced the investor value proposition of Iskandar
Malaysia and would certainly spur the interest and attraction for even
more investments into Malaysia.
Iskandar Malaysia’s development is also exemplary in the way it
focuses on talent management, business and employment opportunities, and social inclusiveness to ensure fair and equitable wealth distribution among the rakyat.
Once again, IRDA – the Authority mandated to realise the vision of
Iskandar Malaysia – along with its relevant stakeholders and partners, has
demonstrated an outstanding accomplishment in this journey of transforming the region to be “a strong and sustainable metropolis of international standing”.
Iskandar Malaysia is set to soar and is taking the lead in being a testament to the Government’s efforts in enabling the rakyat to move up a
higher value chain towards a high-income generation.
As we face a new year, there are more challenges to be met and
promises to be delivered. Let us target to sow even more seeds to be
harvested in a bigger and more bountiful way in 2013.
Congratulations to IRDA and all the partners of Iskandar Malaysia.

STATEMENTS
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The development is geared towards
being inclusive and sustainable,
providing a multitude of prospects
for growth and prosperity to be
enjoyed by all stakeholders in
southern Johor.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL
Y.A.B. Dato’ Haji Abdul Ghani bin Othman
Co-Chairman, IRDA
Chief Minister of Johor

Iskandar Malaysia has grown beyond expectations and I
am proud that the region is contributing to the economic
and social growth of the state of Johor.
The achievement of the RM100 billion-investment milestone is a
result of the collaboration between Federal and State agencies and the
various stakeholders.
Investment figures have been impressive but, in addition, due to
the economic activities generated in Iskandar Malaysia, there has been
further demand for employees in Johor. It is estimated that 390,000 new
jobs have been created in the Manufacturing and Service sectors from
2007 to 2012.
In addition to that, various business opportunities are being created
for the local community. For example, currently, Johor is the third state,
after Selangor and Kuala Lumpur, with the largest number of Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Malaysia. A total of 10.7 per cent of the
nation’s SMEs are located in Johor and 90 per cent of these are in the
Services sector.
Realising the potential of SME development in Iskandar Malaysia,
IRDA is currently developing an Iskandar Malaysia SME Strategic
Framework to ensure SME businesses are accelerated and internationalised, so that their inclusion in the rapid development of Iskandar Malaysia
is greatly felt.
The development of Iskandar Malaysia is important to Johor as it is

a manifestation of the Government’s plan to decentralise development
and spread it out to all corners of Malaysia, thereby helping to ensure that
no Malaysian is left behind in reaping the benefits from, and seizing the
opportunities generated by our nation’s economic growth.
Looking at Iskandar Malaysia within the national context, it is an
economic corridor with a role to play in driving the nation towards a highincome nation. We are pleased that Johor has such a significant and influential role in contributing towards the nation’s growth.
In some instances, I am proud to say that Iskandar Malaysia has taken
the lead. However, the journey to develop Iskandar Malaysia is far from
over, but we are definitely on the way to making a change in the nation.
In fact, in certain areas, such as the catalytic developments in areas of
Tourism, Education and also Local Public Housing, we already see a
difference being made.
The development is geared towards being inclusive and sustainable, providing a multitude of prospects for growth and prosperity to be
enjoyed by all stakeholders in southern Johor.
While investments play an important role to the realisation of
Iskandar Malaysia, the focus is now on the environmental and socioeconomic growth within the areas of Infrastructure, Environment, Safety
and Security, Healthcare, Education and Tourism.
This is what makes Iskandar Malaysia different and this is the proven
strategy which has enabled Iskandar Malaysia’s success.
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Some of the key outcomes for
2012 include a significant drop
in crime and the kick-off of the
Johor Bahru Transformation
Programme, which managed to
attract new business activities
in the central business district
of Johor Bahru.

EXPERIENCING ISKANDAR MALAYSIA
Datuk Ismail bin Ibrahim
Chief Executive, IRDA

When Iskandar Malaysia was first launched in 2006,
many people did not have a compelling reason to believe
in the project or the vision it promised to achieve. There
were negative comments and sceptical criticism. Hence,
it was an amazing and satisfying experience to see disbelievers turn
ambassadors and champions for the region as they began to see the
development unfold on the ground, and key catalytic projects begin to
manifest physically.
Year 2012 was identified as the ‘tipping point’ for Iskandar Malaysia,
and it truly was. Not only were projects realised, but also the people’s
aspirations and needs were met and this, truly is the recognition for
Iskandar Malaysia.
On the international platform, Iskandar Malaysia continued to
receive recognition when The Financial Times-owned fDI magazine
ranked Iskandar Malaysia as the fourth best investment destination of
the Global Free Zone of the Future 2012/2013, behind the Dubai Airport
Free Zone, the Dubai International Financial Centre and Shanghai’s
Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone.
This continues to prove to the community, both local and foreign,
that Iskandar Malaysia is a destination to be reckoned with and boosts
the region’s proposition as a destination of choice for investors.
Some of the key outcomes for 2012 include a significant drop in
crime and the kick-off of the Johor Bahru Transformation Programme,
which managed to attract new business activities in the central business district of Johor Bahru, and is on track to achieve an estimated gross
development value (GDV) of RM5 billion by 2015.
In addition, Bas Iskandar Malaysia achieved 33.47 per cent ridership (105,033 passengers per month) while the Bus Express Transit

(BeXTRA) from Kulai to Johor Bahru city successfully reduced travel
time by 30 minutes.
On the social development front, more than 1,200 locals have been
trained and placed to support manpower requirements of catalytic
projects. On top of that, 4,700 job applicants during the KEPAK career fairs
were registered and 23 per cent managed to obtain direct employment.
With the launch of Rumah Iskandar Malaysia (RIM) in 2011, a total of
500 units have been occupied and the remaining 1,000 units are expected to be fully tenanted by the third quarter of 2013.
On behalf of IRDA, I also wish to thank the Government who has so
far committed RM7.3 billion in Iskandar Malaysia to build new infrastructure and upgrade existing ones under the RMK-9 and RMK-10 period to
attract investment and improve living standards.
However, while we relish in the achievements attained, we are well
aware of the need to make the Iskandar Malaysia economic corridor
story relevant and unique to stand out from among the region’s heavyweights (Jakarta, Thailand, Hong Kong), especially in the current market
uncertainty and weak economic indicators.
Iskandar Malaysia has grown so much and it will continue to grow
as the future unfolds. The Creative, Healthcare, Financial Services and
Logistics sectors will be the magnet for new investments in the year 2013
to 2015 and no matter what challenges lie ahead, IRDA, along with our
strategic partners and stakeholders, will rise up to meet those challenges
and ensure the realisation of Iskandar Malaysia’s vision.
My heartfelt thanks goes to all who have made Iskandar Malaysia’s
progress and growth possible. Let us continue to work hand-in-hand to
scale even higher mountains to achieve even greater breakthroughs for
the region and the nation.

MEMBERS OF
THE AUTHORITY
& COMMITTEES

Pulau Kukup
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MEMBERS
OF THE
AUTHORITY
As stipulated in the Act, IRDA
is governed by board members
officially known as the Authority.
The primary responsibility of
the Authority includes but is not
limited to the setting of strategies,
directions and policies relating to
the development within Iskandar
Malaysia and other functions in
connection therewith.
The Authority consists of the
following members:
The Co-Chairmen:
• Prime Minister of Malaysia
• Chief Minister of Johor
Two representatives from the Federal
Government:
• Secretary-General of Treasury
• Director General of Economic 		
Planning Unit
Two representatives from the Johor State
Government:
• State Secretary of Johor
• Director of State Economic
Planning Unit
Two professional representatives were
appointed by the Co-Chairmen based
on the representatives’ knowledge,
experience, academic qualifications and
shown capacity and professionalism in
matters relating to banking, finance,
planning, local government, commerce,
business or administration.
The Authority is assisted by an Executive
Committee (EXCO), which consists of nine
Members appointed by the Authority.
The day-to-day administration of IRDA is
entrusted by the Chief Executive who is
also the Secretary to the Authority.
In 2012, the Authority met twice, in June
and December.

Y.A.B. Dato’ Sri Mohd
Najib Tun Abdul Razak
Prime Minister of Malaysia
Prior to the premiership, Y.A.B. Dato’ Sri
was the Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia
since 2004. He was appointed twice as the
Minister of Defence from 1990 to 1995 and
from 1999 to 2008.
Other cabinet ministerial posts held were
Minister of Education (1995–1999), Minister
of Youth and Sports (1987–1990) and
Minister of Culture, Youth and Sports (1986–
1987). He also served as Chief Minister of
Pahang from 1982 to 1986.
Prior to that, he was the Deputy Minister of
Finance (1981–1982), Deputy Minister of
Education (1980–1981) and Deputy Minister
of Energy, Telecommunications and Posts
(1978–1980).
Y.A.B. Dato’ Sri pursued his tertiary
education at the University of Nottingham,
UK where he graduated in 1974 in
Industrial Economics.

Y.A.B. Dato’ Haji Abdul Ghani
bin Othman
Co-Chairman, IRDA
Chief Minister of Johor
Y.A.B. Dato’ Haji Abdul Ghani bin Othman
is the Chief Minister of the state of Johor, a
position he has held since 1995.
He was previously the Minister of Youth
and Sports at the Federal Governmentlevel (1993–1995). Prior to that, he was
the Deputy Minister of Finance (1990–
1993) and Deputy Minister of Energy,
Telecommunications and Post (1987–1990).
Y.A.B. Dato’ was a Colombo Plan scholar
and graduated with an Honours degree
in Economics from La Trobe University,
Melbourne, Australia and a Master’s
degree in Political Economy from the
University of Queensland, Brisbane,
Australia. He holds an Honorary Doctorate
of Laws from La Trobe University from 1998.

MEMBERS OF THE AUTHORITY

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dr. Wan Abdul
Aziz bin Wan Abdullah
Secretary-General of Treasury
in Ministry of Finance

Y.Bhg. Datuk Seri Dr. Mohd Irwan
Serigar bin Abdullah
Secretary-General of Treasury in
Ministry of Finance

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri was the former Secretary
General of Treasury in the Ministry
of Finance, a post he assumed from
February 2007 until August 2012.
He had served various divisions in
the Prime Minister’s Department
and Ministry of Finance since 1975.
He was appointed the alternate
Executive Director, World Bank Group,
Washington DC, USA (on secondment
from the Government of Malaysia)
representing Brunei Darussalam,
Fiji, Indonesia, Laos PDR, Malaysia,
Nepal, Singapore, Thailand, Tonga
and Vietnam. He graduated with
a Bachelor of Economics (Hons) in
Applied Economics from the University
of Malaya. He pursued his Master’s in
Philosophy (Development Studies) at
the University of Sussex, UK and later
his PhD (Business Economics) from the
University of Leeds, UK.

Y. Bhg. Datuk Seri is the current Secretary
General of Treasury, Ministry of Finance.
He began his career in the public sector
at the Economic Planning Unit (EPU) of
the Prime Minister’s Department in 1984.
During his tenure at EPU, he served in
various capacities in the areas of urban
development, energy and privatisation.
He joined the Ministry of Finance in
October 2003 where he held various
positions including in the Economic
Division, and later as Section Head, Deputy
Secretary and Secretary of the Economic
Analysis and International Division (Macro
Economy). He then served in the Ministry
of Finance as Deputy Secretary General
(Policy) from December 2010 to August
2012, before his appointment as the
Secretary General of Treasury.
He holds a PhD in Economics from the
International Islamic University of Malaysia
and a Masters of Science in Energy
Management and Policy from the University
of Pennsylvania, USA. He also received
his Bachelor of Arts (Hons) degree in
Demography from the University of Malaya.

Retired on 23 August 2012

Appointed on 24 August 2012
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Y. Bhg. Datuk Dr. Rahamat Bivi
binti Yusoff
Director General of Economic
Planning Unit, Prime Minister’s
Department
Y. Bhg. Datuk is currently the DirectorGeneral of the Economic Planning Unit.
Having served for more than 30 years
in the Malaysian Public Service, she was
the Deputy Secretary General (System &
Control) in the Ministry of Finance, prior to
her appointment in October 2011.
She holds a Doctorate from the Australian
National University and has a Masters in
Economics from the University of Western
Michigan, USA.
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Y.B. Dato’ Haji Obet bin Tawil
State Secretary of Johor
Y.B. Dato’ is currently the State Secretary
of Johor since March 2011.
Prior to that, he was the Director of Johor
Land and Mines Department. He has
served in the public sector since 1979, in
various government agencies including
Land Office of Mersing, Kluang and Muar.
He holds a Bachelor of Commerce
(Accountancy) from Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia.

MEMBERS OF THE AUTHORITY

Tuan Haji Elias bin Hasran
Director of Johor State Economic
Planning Unit
Tuan Haji Elias is the current Director
of Johor State Economic Planning Unit,
succeeding Y.B. Dato’ Haji Hamsan bin
Saringat who retired in December 2011.
He began serving the Johor Civil Service in
1981 and has been serving the Johor State
Government for more than 30 years.
Prior to his appointment, he was the District
Officer for Kulai and the Director of Jabatan
Agama Johor.
He holds a Bachelor of Social Sciences
(Hons) from the Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia.
Appointed on 1 March 2012

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dato’ Azman
bin Haji Mokhtar
Managing Director of Khazanah
Nasional Berhad
Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dato’ Azman is the Managing
Director of Khazanah Nasional Berhad
(Khazanah), the strategic investment arm of the
Malaysian Government.
Prior to his appointment in June 2004, he
was the Managing Director and Co-founder
of BinaFikir Sdn Bhd, a financial consultancy
agency, Director and Head of Country
Research, Salomon Smith Barney Malaysia and
Director and Head of Research of Union Bank
of Switzerland, Malaysia. Before that, he held
various positions in Tenaga Nasional Berhad
(TNB, formerly known as National
Electricity Board, LLN).
Tan Sri Dato’ Azman is the Chairman of Iskandar
Investment Berhad, Axiata Group Berhad
(formerly known as TM International Berhad),
Valuecap Sdn Bhd and holds various board
memberships including with UEM Berhad.
He serves on various public service bodies
including the Advisory Board for Cluster of
Excellence Schools, the Board of Governors
of the Malay College, Kuala Kangsar, the
Malaysian Directors Academy, Yayasan
Khazanah and the Executive Committee of
Malaysia International Islamic Financial Centre
(MIFC). He is also a member of the Kuala
Lumpur Business Club, the Asia Business
Council and the INSEAD East Asia Council.

MEMBERS OF THE AUTHORITY

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dato’ Tan Kay Hock
Chairman & Chief Executive of
Johan Holdings Berhad
Y.Bhg. Tan Sri Dato’ Tan is a lawyer by
training, having been called to the Bar by
Lincoln’s Inn, UK in 1971. In 1972, he was
admitted as an advocate and solicitor to the
Supreme Court of Malaysia.
He is the Chairman and Chief Executive of
Johan Holdings Berhad and a Non-Executive
Chairman of George Kent (Malaysia)
Berhad, both listed on the Malaysian Bourse
(Bursa Malaysia) as well as a Non-Executive
Chairman of Jacks International Ltd, a public
company listed on the Singapore Exchange
Trading Limited.
He also sits on the Malaysian-Philippines
Business Council and the Steering
Committee of ASEAN-Japan Business
Meeting.
In addition to that, he is a trustee of the
Malaysian Humanitarian Foundation.
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Y. Bhg. Datuk Ismail bin Ibrahim
Chief Executive of IRDA
Y. Bhg. Datuk Ismail received his early education at the
Malay College, Kuala Kangsar and later at the Heriot-Watt
University in Edinburgh, Scotland majoring in
town planning.
He joined the Malaysian Civil Service in 1983 as a townplanning officer attached to the Federal Department of
Town and Country Planning, Ministry of Housing and Local
Government. In 1990, he was awarded the British Council
Fellowship to specialise in Planning Law at Newcastle
University in England.
In April 2003, he was appointed as Penang State Town and
Country Planning Department Director. In February 2006,
he was seconded as Khazanah Nasional’s Senior Vice
President of Special Projects to oversee the planning of the
southern economic region in Johor, known today
as Iskandar Malaysia.
In January 2009, he was appointed as Director of Physical
Planning Division, Town and Country Planning Department
at its headquarters in Kuala Lumpur. He also served as
Secretariat to the National Physical Planning Council
chaired by the Prime Minister.
Effective 1 January 2010, Datuk Ismail was appointed as the
Chief Executive of IRDA.
He is currently a Board Member of the Malaysia Town
Planners Board, Vice President of the Malaysia Institute of
Planners (MIP), President of MCOBA Southern Chapter
and a Harvard Business School Alumni. He sits in the
Malaysia – Singapore Business Council and a member of
the National Bio Technology Council.
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ADVISORY COUNCIL

ADVISORY
COUNCIL
The Advisory Council (AC)
was established by resolution
at the first Authority Meeting
in February 2007. The
Council consists of eminent
Malaysians and foreign
nationals who are, in the
view of the Prime Minister
with the concurrence of the
Chief Minister of Johor, in
the position to provide advice
and guidance to promote
the aspirations of Iskandar
Malaysia as a metropolis of
international standing.

Y.A.Bhg. Tun Musa bin Hitam

Y.Bhg. Tan Sri Samsudin Osman

Before becoming Malaysia’s fifth Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Home Affairs (1981–1986), Y. A. Bhg.
Tun Musa bin Hitam held a number of key government
posts, including Chairman of Federal Land Development
Authority (FElDA), Deputy Minister of Trade & Industry,
Ministry of Primary Industries and Minister of Education.
Between 1990 and 1991, he was Malaysia’s Special
Envoy to the United Nations and from 1995 to 2002, the
Prime Minister’s Special Envoy to the Commonwealth
Ministerial Action Group (CMAG). He led Malaysia’s
delegation to the UN Commission on Human Rights from
1993 to 1998 and was Chairman of the 52nd Session of
the Commission in 1995.
He has held posts at an international level various
times. These included Chairman of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association, member of the Board of
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) and leader of various
Commonwealth Missions.
Y. Bhg. Tun is currently Chairman of three public-listed
companies, i.e. Lion Industries Berhad, UMLand Berhad
and Sime Darby Berhad. He is also a Joint Chairman of
Malaysia-China Business Council, Chairman of the World
Islamic Economic Forum, and Chairman of the Eminent
Persons Group on the ASEAN Charter and Special
Envoy of the Commonwealth Secretary-General to
the Maldives.
He received a Bachelor of Arts from the University of
Malaya, a Master’s from the University of Sussex, UK
and is a Fellow at the CFIA, Harvard University, USA. He
also holds honorary Doctorates from the University of
Sussex, UK; University Malaysia Sabah and the University
of Malaya. He is a Fellow of the Malaysian Institute of
Management and Member of the Advisory Board of the
Malaysian Journal of Diplomacy and Foreign Relations.

Y.Bhg Tan Sri is presently the Chairman
of the Employees’ Provident Fund.
Previously, he served as the President of
Putrajaya Corporation from August 2004
to July 2012.
He has over 37 years of experience in
the public sector. From February 2001
until September 2006, he served as the
Chief Secretary to the Government of
Malaysia. Prior to that, Y. Bhg. Tan Sri
was the Director-General of Public
Services Department.
Other positions held were SecretaryGeneral, Ministry of Home Affairs;
Secretary-General of the Ministry of
Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs;
Federal Secretary of Sabah (1990);
Deputy Secretary-General of the
Ministry of Transport (1978); Deputy
Director (Academic) of the National
Public Administration Institute (INTAN)
(1986–1987); Deputy Director
(Administration) of INTAN (1985
1986); Head of Finance and Account
Management Centre of INTAN (1982);
Special Officer to the Chief Secretary
to the Government of Malaysia (1977)
and Assistant Secretary/Principal
Assistant Secretary of the Public Service
Department (1969).
Tan Sri Samsudin has a Bachelor of
Arts (Honours) and a Diploma in Public
Administration from the University of
Malaya and a Master’s Degree in Public
Administration from Pennsylvania State
University, USA.

ADVISORY COUNCIL

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Kishu Tirathrai
Y. Bhg. Tan Sri is currently a Court
Fellow with the Malaysian Institute of
Management, Fellow of the Malaysian
Institute of Directors, Advisory
Council Member to the Corporate
Malaysia Roundtable and a member
of the Malaysia-British Panel of the
Roundtable.
He has served as Director of Bank
Negara Malaysia, the National
Productivity Corporation and the
Malaysian Industry-Government
Group for High Technology. He
was the Founding Chairman of the
Malaysian External Trade Development
Corporation (MATRADE) and an
Exco Member of the Malaysian Crime
Prevention Foundation. He has also
served as a Director of the Malaysian
Industrial Development Corporation
(MIDF), Sampoerna Holdings Bhd
and the KL City ASMIC Unit Trust
Management Bhd.
Y.Bhg. Tan Sri Kishu holds a Master’s in
Business Administration (Hons) from
the University of Bath, UK.

INSPIRING ASPIRATIONS
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Mr. Kuok Hock Nien
(Robert Kuok)

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Panglima
Andrew L.T. Sheng

Mr. Kuok is the Chairman of Kerry Group
Ltd. He retired from most of his businesses
in 2000.
The Kuok Group of Companies is active
in commodity trading, development of
sugar and palm-oil plantations, property
development including hotels as well
as management, logistics, shipping,
insurance and general investments.
The Group consists of a few private
companies and a number of public-listed
companies in Malaysia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, China PRC, Thailand
and the Philippines.

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri is presently the President of
Fung Global Institute. He is also the Chief
Adviser to the China Banking Regulatory
Commission and a Board Member of
Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Malaysia.
He currently serves as a member of the
International Advisory Council of the
China Investment Corporation, the China
Development Bank, the Advisory Council
on Shanghai as an International Financial
Centre and the International Council of the
Freie University, Berlin. He is also an Adjunct
Professor at the Graduate School of Economics
and Management, Tsinghua University, Beijing
and the University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur.
In 2009, he became the Pro-Chancellor of
Universiti Tun Abdul Razak. Y. Bhg. Tan Sri
Panglima served as Chairman of the Securities
and Futures Commission of Hong Kong from
1998 to 2005, having previously been a
central banker with the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority and Bank Negara Malaysia.
He also worked with the World Bank
from 1989 to 1993. From 2003 to 2005,
he chaired the Technical Committee of the
International Organisation of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO).
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The Executive Committee (EXCO) was formed in 2008 to strengthen the Authority’s
performance by helping it to function productively. It is responsible for approaching
operated decisions, which would normally be under the purview of the Authority.
In 2012, the EXCO met once in February.

CHAIRMAN
Y.A.B. Dato’ Haji Abdul Ghani bin Othman
Chief Minister of Johor
MEMBERS
Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dr. Wan Abdul Aziz bin Wan Abdullah
Secretary-General of Treasury in Ministry of Finance
Retired on 23 August 2012
Y.Bhg. Datuk Seri Dr. Mohd Irwan Serigar bin Abdullah
Secretary-General of Treasury in Ministry of Finance
Appointed on 24 August 2012
Y. Bhg. Datuk Dr. Rahamat Bivi binti Yusoff
Director General of Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister’s Department
Y. Bhg. Dato’ Ahmad Husni bin Hussain
Director General of Public Private Partnership Unit, Prime Minister’s Department
Appointed on 9 July 2012
Y.B. Dato’ Haji Obet bin Tawil
State Secretary of Johor
Y.B. Dato’ Ahmad Zahri bin Jamil
EXCO Housing, Local Government, Work and Public Amenities of Johor State
Appointed on 1 March 2012
Dr. Nungsari bin Ahmad Radhi
Executive Director, Research and Investment Strategy of Khazanah Nasional Berhad
Y. Bhg. Datuk Ismail bin Ibrahim
Chief Executive of IRDA
En. Hilmi bin Mohd Nashir
Chief Operating Officer of IRDA
Until 31 January 2012
Y. Bhg. Dato’ Benjamin bin Hasbie
Federal Commissioner of IRDA
Appointed on 1 February 2012

APPROVALS & IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE

INSPIRING ASPIRATIONS

APPROVALS & IMPLEMENTATION
COMMITTEE
The Approvals & Implementation Committee (AIC) is chaired by the Chief Minister of Johor,
while Members consist of representatives from Federal and State agencies.
Under Section 30(4) of the Act, AIC is responsible for:
• identifying proposed major or strategic development and investments in the Iskandar Development Region;
• monitoring the status of all Approvals in relation to such proposed major or strategic development and
investments;
• coordinating the roles and activities of all relevant Government Entities to expedite the implementation of
such proposed major or strategic development and investments;
• identifying any difficulties or issues arising during the implementation of such proposed major or strategic
development and investments, and taking or recommending appropriate steps and administrative actions
to resolve such difficulties or issues;
• reporting the status of the implementation of such proposed major or strategic development and
investments to the Authority; and
• performing any other functions or duties delegated to it by the Authority.
In 2012 the AIC met in April, August and November.

CHAIRMAN
• Y.A.B. Dato’ Haji Abdul Ghani bin Othman – Chief Minister of Johor
MEMBERS
• Y. Bhg. Datuk Ismail bin Ibrahim – Chief Executive of IRDA
• Senior Representative – Ministry of Finance (MOF)
• Senior Representative – Companies Commission of Malaysia (CCM)
• Senior Representative – Ministry of Home Affairs (MOHA)
• Senior Representative – Ministry of International Trade & Industry (MITI)
• Senior Representative – Ministry of Natural Resources & Environment (MNRE)
• Senior Representative – Ministry of Works (KKR)
• Senior Representative – Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA)
• Senior Representative – Economic Planning Unit (EPU), Prime Minister’s Department
• Senior Representative – Public Private Partnership Unit (3PU), Prime Minister’s Department
• Senior Representative – State Economic Planning Unit, Johor
• State Director of Department of Lands and Mines, Johor
• State Town & Country Planning Director, Johor
• IRDA Federal Commissioner
• IRDA State Commissioner
• Presidents of all local councils in Iskandar Malaysia, Johor:
- Mayor of JB City Council, Johor
- President of Johor Bahru Tengah Town Council, Johor
- President of Pasir Gudang Town Council, Johor
- President of Kulai Town Council, Johor
- President of Pontian District Council, Johor
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT

please pr
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a ge

Datuk Ismail bin Ibrahim
Chief Executive

Dato’ Benjamin Hj Hasbie
Federal Commissioner

Dr. Badrul Hisham bin Kassim
State Commissioner

Datuk Ismail bin Ibrahim, a true Johorean at
heart, was born in Muar. He received his early
education at the Malay College, Kuala Kangsar,
before majoring in Town Planning at the HeriotWatt University in Edinburgh, Scotland. In 1990,
he was awarded the British Council Fellowship
to specialise in Planning Law at Newcastle
University in England. He joined the Malaysian
Civil Service in 1983 and is registered with the
Board of Town Planners. In February 2006, he
was seconded to Khazanah Nasional Berhad as
the Senior Vice President of Special Projects and
the following year, he was seconded to IRDA as
the Senior Vice President. He was appointed as
the first Federal Commissioner for the Authority
in October that same year and member of the
Approval and Implementation Committee
(AIC). Datuk Ismail joined IRDA on 1 January
2010 as Chief Executive. He is also a member
of the Malaysia-Singapore Business Council, an
Exco member of the National Biotechnology
Implementation Council, an Advisory Board
Member of the Iskandar Malaysia UTM Research
Centre (IMREC) and Committee member of the
Johor State Town Planning Department.

Dato’ Benjamin holds a Master’s in
Comparative Laws (1996) and an LLB (Hons)
from the International Islamic University
Malaysia (1994). He started his career as
a CID Investigation Officer in Kuching,
Sarawak. He later served at the Political &
Social Desk for the Sarawak Special Branch.
In 1994, he was transferred to the Federal
Police Headquarters in Bukit Aman where he
served as the Legal Officer of the Research
& Development Branch and later as the
Assistant Director of Training (Examination). In
2004, he was appointed as the Deputy Chief
Police Officer of the Royal Malaysia Police,
Malacca contingent. In 2006, he became the
Commandant of the Royal Malaysia College
in Kuala Lumpur. He has also previously
served as the Chief of Staff (Inspector General
of the Police’s Secretariat) for the Federal
Police Headquarters. Dato’ Benjamin joined
IRDA on 1 May 2009. He currently heads the
Commisioner’s Office under the CEO
Office’s department.

Dr. Badrul holds a law degree (LLB Hons)
from Staffordshire Polytechnic, MBA from
Leicester University, and a PhD on the
regulation of privatised water companies,
from University of Glamorgan, Wales. His
PhD was fully funded by the Johor State
Government. He joined the Johor Civil
Service in 1992 and served at the Johor State
Secretariat. He has since worked in various
State departments such as the land office
and Menteri Besar’s Office, as well as being
on secondment to State and Federal GLCs.
His latest secondment was in 2006, when
he was sent to Khazanah Nasional to join a
task force for Iskandar Malaysia. Dr. Badrul
serves as Deputy Director in the Johor State
Economic Planning Unit. He is currently the
State Commissioner for IRDA.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Engku Ahmad Kamel bin
Engku Taib
Head, Economic Intelligence
Engku Kamel is a Mathematics graduate from
Lancaster University, UK (1982) and has an
MBA from Cranfield University, UK (1990).
He benefits from 30 years of national and
regional experience in Banking, Oil & Gas, IT
Consultancy, Automotive Manufacturing and
Business Process Outsourcing, managing
a wide range of retail banking services, oil
and gas marketing operations and retailing,
and system implementation activities on
a local and international level. He has also
managed a manufacturing & sales systems
environment and has headed a self- service
terminals outsourcing outfit. At various times,
he has been based in a number of locations
in Malaysia and his work has also taken him
for stints to the UK, Singapore, Thailand and
the Philippines. Engku Kamel joined IRDA
on 1 February 2010, heading the Corporate
Performance Management Division which
oversees the Corporate Planning and
Programme Management Office functions
in IRDA.

Mohd Noor bin Abdul Salam
Head, Marketing & Investment
Mohd Noor obtained a Bachelor of Civil
Engineering from UTM (1983). He brings with
him 27 years of working experience in both
government and private organisations. His
journey into land development became a 10
year working journey with Dewan Bandaraya
Kuala Lumpur (DBKL). He swiftly moved up
the ranks and left to join a private organisation
as Executive Director in 1992, mainly being
involved in privatisation of various utilities
and infrastructure works. He also served
as a General Manager attached to United
Malayan Land Bhd.for 3 years. Mohd Noor
joined IRDA on 17 January 2011 as the Head
of Flagship Development.

INSPIRING ASPIRATIONS
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Nor Hisham bin Mohd Yusof
Head, Corporate Development
& Finance
Nor Hisham obtained a Bachelor of Accounting
and Management Sciences Degree from the
University of Kent at Canterbury, UK (1991).
He started his career as a Trainee Accountant
with a Chartered Accountant firm in London,
UK and qualified as an Associate Member of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales before returning to Malaysia in 1996.
In his 20 years of professional experience, he
has held executive positions with a number of
government-linked companies and multinationals
in the areas of finance, corporate planning,
corporate governance, audit, risk management
and corporate affairs, obtaining valuable
experience locally and abroad. Nor Hisham
joined IRDA on 1 March 2007 as the Senior Vice
President of Finance.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Maimunah binti Jaffar
Head, Planning & Compliance

Nor Hisham bin Hussein
Head, Social Development

Maimunah graduated from the University
of Arizona, Tucson, USA. She has 25 years
of working experience. She worked for
four years in the US as an architect before
returning home in 1992, working with
Akitek Jururancang Malaysia and later with
AJM Planning and Urban Design Group
as an urban designer. She was involved
in the preparation of Iskandar Malaysia
Comprehensive Development Plan in 2006
as a consultant and now oversees the Review
of the document. Maimunah joined IRDA
in 2007 and is currently Head of Division
for Planning & Compliance as well as
Acting Head for the Environment division.
Her responsibilities include: ensuring
stakeholders’ alignment to the Iskandar
Malaysia vision by developing and providing
sustainability framework such as the Iskandar
Malaysia Smart City framework, as well
as driving and facilitating key blueprints
initiatives; advisory on development
compliance; and providing strategic
environmental policy advice and directions
for Iskandar Malaysia through the Greenfocused Agenda.

Nor Hisham obtained his degree in Social
Science and Humanities from UKM (1991).
He began his career in MBF Berhad in 1992.
Subsequently, he expanded his career
and joined Celcom Berhad where he rose
through the ranks from Human Resources
Development and Operations to HR Strategy
and finally as the Head of Human Resource
Development Division in 2000. Nor Hisham
joined PWC Consulting in 2000, serving
as Project Manager in the Petronas-MISC
Business Transformation Project. He was
recruited back to Celcom in year 2003 and
played an instrumental role in the Manpower
Rationalisation and Merger exercise with
TM Touch, a Telekom Malaysia subsidiary.
Nor Hisham joined IRDA on 1 May 2007
and is responsible for the development of
Iskandar Malaysia’s Human Capital Blueprint
that ensures the Human Resource and
talent requirements of the nine targeted
economic clusters of Iskandar Malaysia
are adequately met. Nor Hisham is also in
charge of monitoring and facilitating the
implementation of the initiatives formulated
under the Human Capital Blueprint and other
initiatives under the Social Development
Division. Nor Hisham oversaw Strategic
Communications for a period of 10 months
until November 2010.

Mohamad bin Sa’elal
Head, Projects & Programme
Management Office
Mohamad graduated with a Bachelor of Civil
Engineering from the University of Technology
MARA (1982). He is a registered trainer with
CIPD, UK and Member of the Malaysian
Society of Adjudicators and in collaboration
with Construction Industry Development
Board (CIDB), was involved in the training of
contractors and construction site personnel.
He regularly presents papers in seminars and
conferences both locally and abroad as well
as serving as a moderator to focus group
discussions, awareness programmes and
stakeholder engagements.Mohamed has more
than 25 years in senior positions with various
property development companies in Malaysia.
He has vast experience in the planning and
execution of various development projects,
such as The Curve, Royale Damansara Hotel,
Ikea Mutiara Damansara and the University of
Nottingham, Malaysia Campus in Selangor,
Kota Iskandar and Puteri Harbour in Nusajaya,
Johor and others. Mohamad was appointed
as the Head of Integrated Planning, IRDA on
17 February 2010. He leads the team in the
formulation of policy and strategy on land
use planning, environment, infrastructure,
transportation and safety & security for
Iskandar Malaysia. He also sits on the Board
of Prisma Harta Sdn Bhd. As the Head of
Projects and Programme Management Office,
he is responsible for the implementation and
monitoring of all projects implemented by IRDA.
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Zaini binti Long
Head, Strategic Communications

Safuan bin Yusof
Head, Corporate Services

Hanizah binti Muhammad
Head, Internal Audit

Zaini obtained her tertiary education from the
Institute of Marketing, ITM (1978) and various
management courses from the University of
Columbia, USA Her career began in product
management at Johnson & Johnson Sdn Bhd
in 1989. Subsequently, she expanded her
career to join Avon Malaysia as Marketing
Director in 1990 and was swiftly promoted
as Executive Director Regional Marketing
in 2002, based in Bangkok. She was
heading Bursa Malaysia Berhad’s marketing
division as Head of Group Marketing. Zaini
has a combination of 24 years of vast and
professional experience in marketing and
promotion including event management,
media relations and public relations activities.
Zaini joined IRDA on 8 November 2010 and is
responsible for the overall strategic marketing
and communications, which encompasses
the areas of stakeholder management, media
management, promotion and advertisement,
branding and events.

Safuan obtained his Master’s in
Computer Speech & Language
Processing from Cambridge University,
UK (1993). Prior to his return to Malaysia,
Safuan worked with a large IT company
(DEC Ltd) in the UK for about one
year. He then started his career as an
Analyst Programmer in Shell Malaysia
in 1993. Among the companies that
he has worked with are EON Berhad,
MISC Berhad, British American
Tobacco (M) Berhad, DHL and Titan
Chemicals Corporation Berhad. Safuan
joined IRDA in March 2009 as Chief
Information Officer.

Hanizah holds an Accounting degree
from Lancashire Polytechnic, Preston and
is a Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) and a
Chartered Member of the Institute of Internal
Auditors Malaysia (CMIIA). Upon graduation,
she began her career working in a Chartered
Accountancy firm in the United Kingdom.
She subsequently joined Malaysia National
Insurance and served as the Head of Treasury
in the Finance Division. Her career in Internal
Audit and Risk Management began when she
joined Sapura Holdings Sdn Bhd. She has
over 19 years of experience and has served
in Pengurusan Danaharta Nasional Berhad
and Faber Group Berhad, where she has
held various executive positions in Internal
Audit. Hanizah joined IRDA on 16 November
2009 and is responsible for the Internal Audit
function. She reports directly to the
Audit Committee.

Until 29 December 2012
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Rugayah Yasmin binti Ibrahim
Head, Human Capital Management

Balbeer Singh Jessy
Head, Legal & Secretarial Services

Rugayah obtained her degree in Business
Administration from the University of Ohio, Athens,
USA (1983). Her career in Human Resources
began in 1983 when she joined Advanced Micro
Devices, a multinational company in Penang, as
a Human Resource Officer. In 1989, she joined
Projek Lebuhraya Utara Selatan (PLUS) Berhad, a
company under the Renong Group, as an Assistant
Manager where she was tasked to oversee the
compensation and benefits unit under the Human
Resource Division. Rugayah was later transferred to
PROPEL in 1995 to head the Human Resources and
Administration Division. The following year she was
headhunted to join LITRAK, an associate company
of GAMUDA Group. In 2004, she joined Pos
Malaysia Berhad as the Deputy General Manager
directly involved in the transformation intiatives.
Rugayah joined IRDA on 5 September 2007 as the
Vice President of Human Capital Management.
By July 2010, she became the Head of Human
Capital Management. Rugayah is responsible for all
Human Capital Matters within IRDA which involve
organising, integrating and directing all human
capital management activities, supporting the
overall business strategy and design.

Balbeer holds a Master’s of Business
Administration from the University of New
England, Australia (2003), an LLB (Hons) from
the University of London and a Bachelor of Arts
(Hons) from University Sains Malaysia (USM).
He also has a Certificate in Legal Practice (CLP)
from the Malaysian Qualifying Board, having
been called to the Malaysian Bar in 2004. He
started his career working as an Assistant TV
Producer for USM. Subsequently, he joined
national newspaper, the New Straits Times
where he served in various positions including
Sub Editor, Bureau Chief, Journalist, Acting
Editor and Assistant News Editor. He later
moved into advertising and became Group
Account Director and General Manager of
Public Relations in a local agency where he
managed several blue-chip accounts. Balbeer
joined IRDA on 20 June 2007 as Assistant
Vice President, Strategic Communications.
In July 2011, he became the Head of Legal &
Secretarial Services.

Port of Tanjung Pelepas (PTP)

4.5 X

Iskandar Malaysia targets
to grow Johor’s GDP by
4.5 times and create up to
817,500 employment
opportunities.

RM106.31

BILLION

From 2006 to December 2012, Iskandar Malaysia
has recorded total cumulative committed
investments of RM 106.31 billion in various
sectors with 41 per cent of the committed
investments already realised.

554,796

554,796 jobs were created in
Iskandar Malaysia from 2007 to 2012.

INSPIRING
RM225
MILLION
RM 225 million has been spent on public housing
under the Rumah Iskandar Malaysia programme.

AS

5 THEME
PARKS
IRDA is eyeing up to five
international theme parks in
Iskandar Malaysia within the
next three to five years.

1.43 MILLION JOBS
A total of 1.43 million jobs will be created for a population
that is expected to reach three million in 2025. The rest of
Johor will also benefit with significant spill-over effects.

USD 31,100
Iskandar Malaysia’s per capita GDP
is projected at USD 31,100 in 2025.

RM383

BILLION

Iskandar Malaysia total investment target
for 20 years is to achieve RM 383 billion in 2025.

SPIRATIONS
The birth of Iskandar Malaysia was, in essence, inspired by the people
around us as well as the state of Johor. It is the seeds of this inspiration,
which continue to drive Iskandar Malaysia’s aspiration to evolve
into a metropolis of international standing.
We are inspired by the efforts of those who have brought us to where we
are today and who continue to help drive the growth in Iskandar Malaysia’s
social and economic development, and environmental management.
After six years of progressive development, we have achieved several
milestones, which have paved the way for growth opportunities. We
celebrate the success stories of the various individuals, groups and
organisations in inspiring Iskandar Malaysia’s new surroundings,
as highlighted in the following sections of the report.
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HIGHLIGHTS
& CALENDAR

HIGHLIGHTS & CALENDAR

mar 6
Human Capital Steering Committee
mar 9-10
PEMANDU LAB City & Corridor Open Day
mar 9-10
Launch of ‘Iskandar Malaysia’ publication
mar 16
Safety & Security Steering Committee
mar 19-21
Global Special Economic Summit, KL
mar 22
SME Outreach/Awareness Programme

JAN

may 29-30
Invest Iskandar Malaysia, KL

mar 30 - apr 1
KEPAK@Johor Bahru

MAR

may 21
7th Investors’ Dialogue

may 29-30
Financial Global/ Analysts Summit

mar 30
ICT Open Day

FEB

may 19
BERTAM Closing Ceremony,
Flat Taman Cendana

may 29-30
Invest Malaysia 2012, KL

mar 23
AIC Meeting
jan 31
Social
Development
Committee
Meeting

may 11-13
Iskandar Malaysia Youth Gathering

APR

MAY

feb 9
Visit by India Hicom

JUN
june 7
Social Development
Committee Meeting
june 9
CSR Environmental
Programme

apr
Joint Ministerial Committee

june 7-13
MIDA Trade Mission to
Europe

apr 16-17
Launching of OSC IRDA-Teraju
and Jejak Roadshow

june 17-23
MARTRADE Trade Mission
to Chile, Brazil & Argentina

apr 19-20
MIDA Trade Mission to Singapore

june 19-25
ICT Science Week

feb 21
EXCO Meeting

apr 23-27
MIDA Trade Mission to Japan

feb 22-25
MIDA Trade Mission –
Thailand & Myanmar

apr 27
Members of Authority Meeting

june 27
Economic Enhancement
Programme for Aborigines
and Fishermen

feb 12
Launch of IMIC
feb 16
Visit by Singapore Minister
– Mdm Grace Fu

feb 23
EU Visit
feb 25
Iskandar Malaysia
Photography Contest

apr 27-29
KEPAK@Kluang
apr 29 - may 5
MIDA Trade Mission to Houston

june 29
AIC Meeting
june 29 - jul 1
KEPAK@Muar

HIGHLIGHTS & CALENDAR
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oct
Launching of GREAT Initiative

2012
JUL

AUG

july 6
MIDA Trade Mission to
Singapore

oct
Invest Iskandar Malaysia – Singapore
oct
2nd Sustainable Metropolis
Conference
oct 15-19
MIDA Trade Mission to USA
oct 20
Media Appreciation Night
oct 23
8th Investors’ Dialogue

dec 4-6
Persada, Johor
8th World Islamic Economic
Forum (WIEF) 2012
dec 12-20
MATRADE Trade Mission to
India
dec 13
AIC Meeting

oct 25
Joint Ministerial Committee

SEPT

OCT

sept 4
JB Hari Raya Open House

NOV

dec 13 – 16
Horizon Hills - Iskandar Johor
Open 2012 (IJO)

DEC

nov 1
Social Development Committee Meeting
nov 1-7
Pulai Spring Resort,
Johor
ISKANDAR MALAYSIA
SUSTAINABILITY
SUMMIT (IMSS) 2012

july 9 - 12
MIDA Trade Mission to
Korea
july 13
Members of Authority
Meeting

12-16 sept
Jakarta Convention Centre,
Jakarta, 3rd Muslim World
Business & Investment Zone
(BIZ)
sept 13
TWOIM
Conference 2012

nov 22
Sultan of Johor’s Birthday Tea Reception
nov 23
Muar, Johor - Car
parade in conjunction
with HRH the Sultan of
Johor’s Birthday

sept 28
AIC Meeting
sept 28-30
KEPAK@Pasir Gudang

nov 28
SME Outreach/Awareness Programme
nov 28-29
MIDA Trade Mission to Singapore
nov 30
Human Capital Steering Committee
nov 30
Members of Authority Meeting

1.43 MILLION JOBS
A total of 1.43 million jobs will be created for
a population that is expected to reach three
million in 2025. The rest of Johor will also
benefit with significant spill-over effects.

WORK

INVEST
RM106.31

BILLION

From 2006 to December 2012, Iskandar Malaysia has
recorded total cumulative committed investments of
RM106.31 billion in various sectors with 41 per cent
of the committed investments already realised.

Port of Tanjung Pelepas
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COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE

COMMISSIONER’S
OFFICE

IT’S ALL ABOUT
INTERACTION
AND INTEGRATION
– Dato’ Benjamin Hj Hasbie
Federal Commissioner
It is imperative that Iskandar Malaysia is not only known as
an attractive business hub among international investors,
but also among the general public.

Iskandar Malaysia encourages open
forums and communication with the
local and regional community so that they
understand how we can make a positive
impact in their future.

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE

The Commissioner’s Office (CO) division has been tasked to facilitate and
expedite issues and development matters related to Iskandar Malaysia and
coordinate high-level engagements with Federal ministries, departments
and State agencies.
It is the role of the CO division to create shared interest amongst
government agencies and its stakeholders towards achieving Iskandar
Malaysia’s vision of becoming “a strong and sustainable metropolis of
international standing”.
In 2012, the CO division facilitated several high-level engagements
and collaboration programmes with the Federal and State governments,
coordinated the bilateral relations with Singapore via Joint Ministerial
Committee (JMC) meetings and also received visits from the Head of
State of foreign countries.

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

The JMC - Focus Group
Discussion
DATE: 18–19 April 2012
LOCATION: Puteri Pacific Hotel, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To gather all the six JMC Workgroups (i.e. Immigration,
Environment, Tourism, Transport Links, Iconic Project and
Environment) to update and discuss cross-sectorial issues.
Initiatives and plans for moving forward were identified and shared
among the JMC members.

The 9th Malaysia - Singapore JMC Meeting
DATE: 10 May 2012
LOCATION: Pulai Spring Resort, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To discuss the updates and finalise decisions on
several JMC matters.
The Malaysian delegate was led by Y.B. Tan Sri Nor Mohamed
Yakcop, Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department and Y.A.B. Dato’
Haji Abdul Ghani Othman, Chief Minister of Johor. The Singapore
delegate was led by Mr. Khaw Boon Wan, Minister of National
Development and Mr. Lui Tuck Yew, Minister of Transport.

The JMC Tourism
Workgroup – Focus Group Discussion
DATE: 1–4 July 2012
LOCATION: Holiday Inn Hotel, Melaka
OBJECTIVE: To align tourism development strategies across Federal and
State governments and Iskandar Malaysia, and to identify collaborative
tourism strategies and initiatives for Iskandar Malaysia 2012-2015
between Malaysia and Singapore under the JMC Tourism Workgroup,
which will have mutual benefits for the two countries.

INSPIRING ASPIRATIONS
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ACTIVITIES

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE

HIGHLIGHTS

The Special Transport JMC Meeting
DATE: 25 October 2012
LOCATION: Thistle Hotel, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To update the JMC members on matters related to transport
initiatives to improve the connectivity between Malaysia
and Singapore.

The JMC Industrial Cooperation Workgroup – Focus
Group Discussion
DATE: 6–7 November 2012
LOCATION: Marriot Hotel, Putrajaya
OBJECTIVE: To identify industrial areas and development opportunities
for emerging industries of clean, high-skilled and high-knowledge
workers and make recommendations through JMC to promote
industrial development that provide mutual benefits to both Malaysia
and Singapore.

The Environment JMC – Focus Group Discussion
DATE: 11-12 December 2012
LOCATION: Pullman Lake Resort, Putrajaya
OBJECTIVE: To identify new areas of collaboration on environmental
management with Singapore that will benefit both countries.
It was proposed that new areas of collaboration should include
green building initiatives (green mark applications), implementation
of Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency initiatives, and Low Carbon
Society initiatives.

The Malaysian delegate was led by the Director General of Public
Service, while the Singaporean delegate was led by the Head of Public
Service Department.

Malaysia-India CEO Forum & Luncheon
Collaboration Programmes
There were several courses and training programmes
jointly organised with government agencies in 2012:
Institute of Diplomacy and Foreign Relations Malaysia
(IDFR) Wisma Putra
DATE: 3-4 December 2012
LOCATION: IDFR Centre, Kuala Lumpur
OBJECTIVE: An internal course was conducted to increase awareness and
gain understanding of the scope of bilateral relations, international
policies and cooperation with other countries.

Institut Tadbir Awam Negara (INTAN)
DATE: 29–30 September 2012
LOCATION: Thistle Hotel, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To promote bilateral relationships between Malaysia and
Singapore, and also to instil Iskandar Malaysia’s vision between top
government officials of both countries.
The CO division collaborated with INTAN for the two-day retreat
programme for the Deputy Secretary General (TKSU) of Malaysian
Ministries and also the Deputy Permanent Secretary of Singaporean
Ministries.
The programme mainly focussed on discussions of selected economic
sectors i.e. Creative, Education and Healthcare. The programme was
followed by a friendly bowling tournament.

DATE: 12 June 2012
LOCATION: Thistle Hotel, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: Business networking and trade cooperation between
Malaysia and India.
The annual forum was attended by the CEOs of both Malaysian
and Indian companies, Federal and State agencies (i.e. Ministry of
International Trade & Industry, Malaysia Investment Development
Authority and Johor State Investment Centre) and other governmentlinked companies, namely UEM Land and Iskandar Investment Berhad.

High Profile Visits & Engagements
DATE: 3 November 2012
LOCATION: Iskandar Malaysia
OBJECTIVE: To gain first-hand experience of and insight into
Iskandar Malaysia.
The Federal Economic Councillor of Switzerland and delegates
visited Iskandar Malaysia. The Chief Executive of IRDA, the Director
of Ministry of International Trade & Industry, Malaysia Investment
Development Authority and Johor State Investment Centre, received
the delegates and presented a short briefing followed by a visit around
Iskandar Malaysia. The entourage was given a tour around Kota Iskandar
and several catalytic projects in Nusajaya, including a factory visit to
CIBA Vision – a Swiss based company at the Port of Tanjung Pelepas.
The visit sparked interest from the Swiss to further explore potential
areas of collaboration and investment in Iskandar Malaysia.

ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE
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ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE
Education
Creative
Healthcare
Financial Services
Transportation
Infrastructures
Incentives For Investment & Knowledge Workers
Wealth Sharing
Environment
Economic Information & Dissemination

WORLD-CLASS EDUCATION
AT YOUR DOORSTEP
– Engku Ahmad Kamel bin Engku Taib
Head, Economic Intelligence

Your children’s future education is one of
the main objectives of Iskandar Malaysia
with EduCity positioned to be a regional education hub
comprising the whole eco-system of education that
encompasses pre-school, primary, lower secondary, upper
secondary, pre-university and tertiary education.
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Following the recommendations of the IRDA Moving Forward (IMF) 2011 Lab,
the previous roles and functions of the Economics and Business division were
separated into Economic Intelligence and Marketing and Investments. Together
with Corporate Development and Finance, the three divisions come under the
Economic Growth group whereby Economic Growth is one of the Key Result
Areas (KRAs) proposed by the Lab.
The Economic Intelligence division was created as the focal point for research,
strategy and development of sectors and enablers, along the lines of a Strategic
Think Tank.

Education
Together with the Performance Management Delivery Unit (PEMANDU),
the Economic Intelligence division facilitated the strategic policy and
guideline changes in education (international schools and higher education), which saw the timely opening of strategic education projects in
Iskandar Malaysia in 2012 as planned.

Marlborough CollegeACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

DATE: 27 August 2012
LOCATION: EduCity
Marlborough College Malaysia (British International School) opened
with more than 360 students from 30 nationalities.

University of
Southampton

Immigration), PTPTN and other ad-hoc agencies invited on a case-bycase basis. The Education Taskforce met four times in 2012.

Smart Partnerships
Pegasus International School, in collaboration with UM Land Berhad,
established a new international school at Bandar Seri Alam – City
of Knowledge.

DATE: 1 October 2012
LOCATION: EduCity
The University
of Southampton
Malaysia Campus
offers undergraduate
and postgraduate
courses in electrical and mechanical engineering.

Global Business Summit
Education Taskforce
To address regulatory processes and issues faced by private higher
education institutions (especially the foreign branch campus), Y.A.B.
Minister of Higher Education approved the formation of the Iskandar
Malaysia Education Taskforce to resolve issues in the education sector
in Iskandar Malaysia.
The Education Taskforce – chaired by the Ministry of Higher Education
(MOHE) – comprises of representatives from IRDA, PEMANDU,
Malaysia Qualifications Agency, Ministry of Home Affairs (KDN and

DATE: 1 August 2012
LOCATION: Lancaster House, UK
The Global Business Summit on Education was organised by the UK
Trade and Investment and UK Foreign Office.
The Malaysian delegation consisted of Mr. Chris Bell (Brighton
Education Group), Dr. Andy Seldon (UCTI), Miss Low Mei Leong (IRDA),
Professor Elan (NAPEI) and Dr. Selvaraj (OUM) with Mr. C. Jolly.

ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE
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Creative
The creative industry in Iskandar Malaysia is spearheaded by Pinewood
Iskandar Malaysia Studios (PIMS). While construction of the first state-ofthe-art integrated media production studio is on-going and targeted to
open in July 2013, we had begun work on developing the eco-system to
support PIMS and Malaysia’s film and production industry as a whole.
Due to the film industry being very new in Johor, the Iskandar
Malaysia Film, Animation and Digital Games Industry Study & Roadmap
Development and Pilot Project Planning (Study) was initiated in late 2011
and completed at the end of May 2012.
Amongst the key initiatives arising from this Study are the following
Programmes:

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

Iskandar Malaysia Creative Industry Talent
Development Programme
DATE: Early 2013
Driven by the establishment of PIMS and based on the estimates of
incoming foreign productions, the Iskandar Malaysia Creative Industry
Talent Development Programme (IMCITDP) – a joint collaboration
between IRDA and PIMS – was created.
Designed to strengthen the film crew base in Malaysia, it aims to train
approximately 900 people by the end of 2013. It will focus on training
and up-skilling Malaysian film crews to be able to seamlessly integrate
with large scale international film productions.
Covering ‘above the line’ (cinematic) as well as ‘below the line’
(organisational and technical) skills, a total of 24 courses and 10 master
classes under this programme will be executed throughout 2013,
whereby the courses will take a multi-faceted approach to training.

who are looking to enter the mobile content industry. Campers may
join as an individual or a team of two to three multi-skilled Malaysian
citizens. Mentored by international award-winning mobile apps/games
developers, campers will be taught commercialisation tricks and
guided to possible funders for their future contents. At the end of the
programme, campers’ mobile apps/games will be fully developed and
ready for the market.
Sixty groups of 127 individuals pitched their apps ideas, of which
21 groups of 53 individuals were successful campers in July/August.
Thirteen apps were produced, five were successfully published on iOS
and Android Stores, and two won prizes at National Level worth more
than RM50, 000.

Johor-In-Focus - Photo Competition

DATE: March 2012
ICONapps Boot Camp@Iskandar Malaysia is a 6-week Mobile Apps
Development Programme (2-day class per week) targeted at individuals

DATE: 4-25 February 2012
OBJECTIVE: To explore and discover hidden locations, secret paths,
interesting buildings and out-of-the-way places in Johor that would be
suitable as film locations.
More than 500 photos were submitted under two categories –
buildings and nature. Six prizes were given away and these winning
photos were showcased at the Global Location Expo, Los Angeles, USA
in June 2012.

Healthcare

Fincancial Services

There has been strong interest in private healthcare including private
hospitals, dental clinics, aesthetics centres, nursing homes and retirement villages. We have begun close collaborations with the Johor State
Healthcare Department for possible smart partnerships with private
investors to expand public health facilities as well as to seek their support
in facilitating the setting up of private healthcare facilities in Johor.

Engagements continue to be a significant part of building the enablers
in this sector. It is envisioned that strategic collaborations with financial
services agencies and other stakeholders will move the promoted subsectors and entice investors to locate in Iskandar Malaysia. Among the
sub-sectors under this initiative are the financial outsourcing industry,
offshore banking and Islamic finance sectors.

ICONapps Boot Camp@Iskandar Malaysia, Season 1
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Infrastructure
We look at strategies and ways to improve the infrastructure in Iskandar
Malaysia. One of the key projects is the Sungei Segget Rehabilitation
Project within the JB Transformation Programme. This project is the first
KRA in the City and Corridor Lab by PEMANDU. The tender for different
packages will be carried out in 2013. Once completed, it will become a
catalyst for urban redevelopment.
We continue to collaborate closely with relevant agencies to
upgrade existing utilities. For example, for electricity, we worked closely
with Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) via its IM10 programme. Other
improvements in services that are in the pipeline include wider coverage
for broadband.
We also facilitated the Ministry of Energy, Green Technology and
Water on a proposal by a private consortium to set up a centralised sewerage system under the Sewerage Master Plan for Majlis Perbandaran
Johor Bahru and Majlis Perbandaran Pasir Gudang.

Incentives for Investments & Knowledge Workers

Transportation
In the area of transportation development, several transport-planning
studies were completed and/or were near completion in 2012.
One major study is the Rapid Transit System Joint Engineering
Study by both Malaysia and Singapore that looks at the potential alignments and stations for the rapid transit system between Johor Bahru and
Woodlands. The study is critical as a first step towards implementation of
a rapid transit system between the two countries and hopes to alleviate
congestion and fulfil our quest to gradually move from a car-centric city.
To improve intra Iskandar Malaysia connectivity and accessibility, the technical committee for the Bus Rapid Transit study visited
the Guangzhou BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) and the ITDP (Institute for
Transportation & Development Policy) to learn and gain more insight into
the system in terms of implementation, both on the infrastructure, operation and management.
On the ground, 10 additional Bas Iskandar Malaysia routes have
been introduced to improve accessibility and connectivity of suburban
developments to the nearby towns and city centre. Continuous awareness programmes are carried out focusing on the youth.

In line with the recommendations of the IMMF Lab, the incentive policy
and strategy functions are housed under the Economic Intelligence
division while the operational and administrative functions are retained
under the Iskandar Service Centre (ISC) unit of the Marketing and
Investments division.
The Incentive Policy and Strategy Unit (IPSU) continues to provide
direction, strategy and advisory services, while leading the management of the investment and knowledge worker fiscal incentives, supported by the ISC unit. A total of 11 Iskandar Incentive Committee meetings
were organised, in conjunction with Federal agencies and 13 major fiscal
incentive applications syndicated.
Among the notable policy changes introduced jointly with the Ministry
of Finance to improve the knowledge worker’s tax incentives are:
• The incorporation of a duty free car item for qualified knowledge
workers.
• The alignment of the effective date of the incentive with the date the
knowledge worker commences employment in Iskandar Malaysia.

Wealth Sharing
The Wealth Sharing Programme is now part of the Iskandar Malaysia
Property Action Think-tank (IMPACT), which also covers Efficient
Housing Market, Sustainable Property Management, White Knight for
Abandoned Commercial Properties and others.
IMPACT was initiated by IRDA, towards the end of 2012, as the
umbrella platform for current issues relating to the property sector in
Iskandar Malaysia to be looked into in a multi-agency, multidisciplinary
and professional manner through a holistic, solution-centric and valueadded approach.
The ultimate objective of IMPACT is to raise the standard of the property sector in Iskandar Malaysia to be in line with its vision as being “a
strong sustainable metropolis of international standing”.
Apart from other relevant Federal and State government agencies,
IMPACT also involves professional bodies such as the Royal Institution of
Surveyors Malaysia.

ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE
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IMPACT

Iskandar Malaysia Property
ACtion Think Tank
Making housing
affordable
Sustainable Property
Management
MVRE Award

White Knight
Bumi Quota
& Malay Reserve
GLCs Roundtable

Property Index
Wealth Sharing
Programme
Industry Watchdog

IMPACT

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

Dialogue Session: Monetising
Public Assets via REIT
DATE: 12 December 2012
LOCATION: Kota Iskandar
Representatives of relevant government agencies attended this session.
The panel of experts included representatives from the Malaysian REIT
Managers Association, Maybank Investment Bank, lawyers and valuers.
Low Carbon Society Blueprint Launch in COP18, Doha, Qatar

Environment
IRDA has been part of the project ‘Development of Low Carbon Society
Scenarios for Asian Regions’ initiated by the Science and Technology
Research Partnership for Sustainable Development (SATREPS).
Sponsored by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), the
project brought together a team of multidisciplinary researchers from
Kyoto University, the National Institute for Environment Studies (NIES),
Okayama University and Universiti Teknologi Malaysia with a view to
defining Low Carbon Society (LCS) visions and crafting a roadmap
towards LCS at national and city-regional levels.
The result was the Iskandar Malaysia Low Carbon Society Blueprint,
which was launched at a side event at the 18th session of the Conference
of Parties (COP18) in Doha, Qatar. The blueprint outlined 12 actions
towards reducing Iskandar Malaysia’s carbon intensity emissions by 50
per cent by 2025.

IM Bizwatch

Inside Iskandar

Economic Information and Dissemination
The IM BizWatch, our monthly e-newsletter, now in its third year,
continues to deliver economic news and updates on the economic and
social developments of Iskandar Malaysia to our subscribers.
In 2012, we issued 12 monthly editions together with four special
editions including our own analysis of the Budget 2013. Subscriptions to

the e-newsletter at the end of 2012 were 5,206.
In the first quarter of 2012, we launched Inside Iskandar, a quarterly
property digest, via collaboration with Messrs Savills Rahim & Co.
Inside Iskandar is distributed to existing and potential investors, and
is available on our website.
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MARKETING
& INVESTMENT
Investments
Iskandar Service Centre
Flagship

FLAGSHIP ZONES AS
FOCAL POINTS
– Mohd Noor bin Abdul Salam
Head, Marketing & Investment
The creation of flagship zones has diversified business
opportunities and greatly expedited construction and
development.

Within these few years, each growth sector
recorded steady progress, strengthening
the individual economic clusters.

MARKETING & INVESTMENT
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Beginning May 2012, the Marketing & Investment (MI) division was created to further
enhance the effectiveness of investment promotion with a renewed focus through the
implementation of the Iskandar Moving Forward (IMF) initiative organisational structure.
The reorganisation entailed optimising the marketing function by integrating the Iskandar
Service Centre (ISC) and Flagship Development together with the Investment team. This
effectively created a seamless end-to-end service organisation covering marketing, enablers
and facilitation for better speed and accountability.

INVESTMENTS

120
100

BLN RM

Cumulative Committed Investments 2006 – Dec 2012

2012 was an economically challenging year during which countries and
regions such as Japan, North America and the Eurozone experienced a
steady recovery.
Iskandar Malaysia, however, managed to buck the trend by delivering committed investments of RM21.53 billion (or cumulatively RM106.31
billion) compared to RM15 billion in 2011. Realised investments grew
strongly by 15.76 per cent.
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Government
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Investment & Trade Missions
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1.6% Healthcare

0.4% Creative

1.6% Education

4.2% Others

2011

2012

The MI team collaborated closely with various relevant agencies such
as the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), Malaysian
Investment and Development Authority (MIDA) and the Malaysia
External Trade Development Corporation (MATRADE), whilst adopting
a focused approach in mission selection.
The objective of these missions is to offer an effective platform to
engage international investors and promote Iskandar Malaysia’s value
proposition.
For 2012, the missions included the ASEAN countries (Singapore,
Indonesia, Thailand), Northeast Asia (Republic of Korea, Peoples
Republic of China, Japan), North America and Europe (UK).

2.1% Tourism
Port/Logistics
Petrochem/
Logistics

3.7%

5.7%

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

Manufacturing

35.1%

7.3%

Government

9.5%

Utilities

35.1%
Properties

Trade & Investment Mission
to The People’s Republic of China
DATE: December 2012
OUTCOME: The mission to the China Outbound Investment Fair
enabled IRDA to forge a closer collaboration with the Bank of
China and HSBC Bank.
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ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

Trade & Investment Mission to the Republic of Korea
DATE: 9-12 July 2012
OBJECTIVE: Meeting with the Chairman of Lotte Group, Mr. Shin DongBin and his top management team together with MITI Minister, Dato’
Sri Mustapa bin Mohamed.

MIDA Trade & Investment Mission to India
DATE: 12-16 December 2012
OUTCOME: The sectors explored during the mission were Logistics
(Regional Distribution Centre), Oil & Gas, Palm Oil, and the Special
Economic Zone (with MROs).

Trade & Investment Mission to Thailand

140

DATE: 19 June 2012
OBJECTIVE: To seek the endorsement and approval from the
Chief Executive to achieve the following:
1. Formalise IRDA’s acceptance to the invitation by the High 		
Commission of Canada to participate in conferences and B2B 		
meetings organised through the Canadian Government in London
from 9 - 12 July 2012.
2. Formalise and approve the names of participating representatives
from IRDA and the travel plan from 7 - 13 July 2011.
3. Formalise and approve an estimation of expenses to be incurred
for this Trade Mission.

days

DATE: 8-12 January 2013
OBJECTIVE: The mission focused on fieldwork, information gathering,
and promoting Iskandar Malaysia Halal Technology Hub (IMHTH) to
potential Indian investors.

Trade & Investment Mission to the Farnborough Air
Show 2012 UK
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ISKANDAR SERVICE CENTRE
The ISC is tasked with the responsibility of facilitating investors in Iskandar
Malaysia. The spectrum of facilitation services ranges from consultation at the inception stage through to the operational stage. There are
three main areas of facilitation: (1) Physical Development Facilitation, (2)
Non-Physical Facilitation and (3) Advisory Services.
The Physical Development Facilitation Department is responsible
for facilitating applications by investors on development plan approvals at Local, State and Federal government levels. Other responsibilities
include:
• Managing investors’ expectations pertaining to land, building,
planning and infrastructure.
• Constantly enhancing the processes and systems in place to ensure
speedy and transparent processing of development plan approval.
• Establishing effective working relationships with related State
agencies and networking with State authorities.

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

1.

2.

Collaborative Initiatives with Local Authorities
or Other Agencies
ISC successfully gained approval within the committed timeline. In 2012,
overall compliance to the timeline was 97.14 per cent (506 projects)
across all units within agency management.

1. Visit with MPJBT to the E&O development (zero
back-lane issues).
2. Visit with MPJBT to Seri Tanjung Pinang in Penang.

Projects/Collaborative Initiatives with Local Authorities
or Other Agencies
• Frequent pre-engagement meetings with Local Authorities (LA).
• Study visit to Dewan Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur (DBKL) on strata
development in KL (together with PTG and LA).
• Study visit to Gardens by the Bay in Singapore (together with LA and Land
Office) based on conceptual similarity to the landscape design at Urban
Wellness, Medini.
• Study visit to the Eastern & Oriental (E&O) development in Penang
(together with LA) based on conceptual similarity to Resort Wellness
in Medini.
• The Customer Satisfaction Survey revealed high investor confidence in
our development plan approval service.

Malaysian Automated Clearance System
The Malaysian Automated Clearance System (MACS) facilitates automated immigration clearance for frequent travellers between Malaysia
and Singapore at the respective CIQ Land checkpoints in Johor.
The total number of approved applications from 2009 to 2012 grew
to 246,011.

Iskandar Malaysia Expatriate Committee
From April 2012, the Ministry of Home Affairs (KDN) appointed IRDA as
the Approval Body for expatriates in Iskandar Malaysia.

120,000
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100,000
80,000
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60,000
total number
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applications
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246,011
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As of December 2012, a total of 99 applications were approved and
Professor Datuk Ismail Ibrahim or his appointed representative chaired
22 meetings.

FLAGSHIP
Flagship is a unit within the MI division that has been entrusted to
oversee the development of all five flagship zones in Iskandar Malaysia.

Education Taskforce
Y.A.B. Minister of Higher Education approved the formation of an
Education Taskforce to resolve issues pertaining to the education sector
in Iskandar Malaysia. Responsibilities include:
• Address regulatory processes, licenses and applications issues faced
by Private Higher Education Institutes.
• Promote and coordinate the development of higher education in
Iskandar Malaysia between public and private sector initiatives, including industrial collaborations.
• Create a conducive business environment in Iskandar Malaysia for the
healthy growth of the education sector.
Education Taskforce meetings were held quarterly at the Ministry
of Higher Education attended by the Ministry of Higher Education,
IRDA, the Performance Management and Delivery Unit (PEMANDU),
Malaysian Qualifications Agency, KDN and Immigration, National
Higher Education Fund Corporation (PTPTN), Education@Iskandar Sdn
Bhd and other invited organisations.

Joint Transformation
Forum Objectives

Shared Vision:
Investment Updates &
Economics Forecast

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

Joint Transformation Forum
DATE: 23 October 2012
OBJECTIVE: The Iskandar Malaysia Joint Transformation Forum (IM
JTF) is an annual strategic platform for IRDA and its stakeholders
to strengthen strategic alliances through facilitating information
exchange amongst key stakeholders.
The JTF enables productive engagements with stakeholders. It
is an effective forum to discuss and endorse new policies, plans and
proposals for approvals/implementation towards the Iskandar Malaysia
Transformation Plan.
OUTCOME: The IM JTF attracted 169 participants from various sectors.
The sectorial breakdown of participants can be seen in the pie chart
below.
Participants’ feedback from the survey that was carried out indicated
the following:
• The IM JTF Presentation session was informative.
• Participants are confident of Iskandar Malaysia’s current and future
prospects as a place to invest, work, live and play.
• Participants are willing to share with others about Iskandar Malaysia’s
success stories.

Enablers Facilitated
Strengthen
ISC Service
Delivery

OBJECTIVES
OF IM JTF

The TNB (Tenaga Nasional Berhad) Transmission Line is an important
project that provides the electricity supply required for development in
Nusajaya, especially to the key strategic developments such as Puteri
Harbour, EduCity and Medini. This project is scheduled to be complete
by June 2013.

Align
Strategic Direction
amongst various
stakeholders

Promote
PPP initiatives

6%

Sectorial Breakdown of Participants

9%

Flagship members
Services
Government Agencies

30%

Manufacturing
Others
Enablers

1%

6%

48%
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CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
& FINANCE
Small & Medium Enterprise Development
Business Development
Public Private Partnerships
Business Process Improvement
Corporate Planning
Finance

FAST, SEAMLESS
AND CONVENIENT
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
– Nor Hisham bin Mohd Yusof
Head, Corporate Development & Finance

From the beginning, it was imperative for
Iskandar Malaysia to quickly emerge as a
prominent corridor in the global market.
Apart from state-of-the-art infrastructure,
Iskandar Malaysia enjoys overwhelming administrative
support for any organisation eager to establish
itself within the region.
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The Corporate Development & Finance (CDF) division was created on 1 May 2012
following the internal re-organisation of IRDA arising from the recommendations of
the IRDA Moving Forward (IMF) Lab in 2011.
CDF strives to create value and sustainability through continuous improvement and
innovation. This is to be achieved through its roles, which are cut across six units that
focus on its relevant functions as shown below:
SME
Development

Business
Development

Public Private
Business Process Corporate
Partnerships (PPP) Improvement
Planning

Finance

Develop and
enhance SME
capabilities in
Iskandar Malaysia
to meet world
class standards,
including engaging
private sectors
to play a bigger
role in enhancing
Iskandar Malaysia
SME capabilities.

Identify and
develop viable
business
opportunities and
business models for
potential Special
Purpose Vehicles
(SPV) leading to
generation of new
sources of income
to move towards
sustainability of
the organisation.

Enhance
Infrastructure
and Enablers in
Iskandar Malaysia
through PPP and
commercialisation
of public
infrastructure
and services.

Effective financial
operations,
reporting
and treasury
management.

Increase Investors’
Confidence
through Enhanced
Business Processes
with stakeholders.

Develop IRDA’s
strategic and
annual corporate
business plan,
financial planning
and coordination
of the Risk
Management for
IRDA.

SUPPORTED BY PROJECT TEAMS
The division supports both the external and internal stakeholders

Small & Medium Enterprise Development

Public Private Partnerships

One of the key roles of the CDF division is the enhancement of the business value chain to meet international standards and the needs of investors by supporting and implementing measures towards the acceleration of growth of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), and creation of
opportunities for SMEs to support the key promoted sectors in Iskandar
Malaysia. For instance, various SME programmes were held in 2012 in
collaboration with SME agencies resulting in up to 100 per cent increase
in productivity, which subsequently translated into improved sales for
the SMEs. In addition, owing to the Facilitation Fund and Bumiputera
Company High Performance Programme (TeraS) coordinated through
TERAJU@Iskandar Malaysia, RM3.42 million worth of committed investments were secured from the SMEs in Iskandar Malaysia.

The Public Private Partnerships (PPP) unit provides advisory services to
both internal and external parties to help formulate and develop viable
PPP initiatives in Iskandar Malaysia, together with the relevant agencies.
The PPP unit also advises private investors on Facilitation Fund applications for new catalytic investments in Iskandar Malaysia.
In 2012, the unit assisted private parties in securing RM155.6 million
of Facilitation funding for the enhancement of infrastructure in Iskandar
Malaysia, namely the elevated pedestrian walkways in Johor Bahru’s city
centre as well as highways and interchanges in Nusajaya.

Business Process Improvement
The CDF division is also entrusted to provide advisory services on

CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT & FINANCE

improvements to business processes relating to an improvement in the
government delivery system for projects in Iskandar Malaysia.
In 2012, the Business Process Improvement (BPI) unit, together with
the Iskandar Service Centre (ISC), played crucial roles in assisting the
Johor Land & Mines Office to formulate the processes for land matters
pertaining to underground development (stratum). This was due to the
fact that Johor state currently does not have any proper policies and
procedures in place.
The BPI unit assisted with the planning for the implementation of
the Focus Group Discussion with the aim of developing the Stratum
Framework for approval submission to the state. Once it is approved,
future potential investors with underground development plans will be
guided with an approved framework.

Business Development
IRDA is conscious of the fact that public funding is an important avenue to
ensure that each ringgit of public sector funding is spent for the benefit
of the rakyat. Therefore, to alleviate the burden of the government to
finance IRDA’s operations, IRDA is now actively identifying new sources
of funding. This role is entrusted to the Business Development (BD) unit.
In 2012, the foundation for the income generation plan was formulated and key income generating activities and initiatives were identified for
implementation starting from 2013. Among the projects are the Iskandar
Malaysia Information Centre’s (IMIC) commercialisation initiatives,
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common micro-trenching project, Iskandar Malaysia merchandising
project and IM Tourism Booklet, which was circulated to the participants
at the World Islamic Economic Forum in December 2012.

Corporate Planning
The Corporate Planning unit plays a key role in formulating the business
strategy and ensuring that IRDA’s plans are well executed. It also ensures
that key risk faced by the organisation is constantly monitored and acted
upon through the execution of the Risk Management Framework of IRDA.

Finance
Apart from managing the operations, monitoring, reporting and treasury
functions for IRDA’s operating grants, the Finance unit is also the custodian of the public sector grants. The grants being managed include
those for the development expenditure through the Rancangan Malaysia
Ke-9 and Rancangan Malaysia Ke-10 totalling a few hundred million, the
PEMANDU Corridors and Cities grant worth RM63.4 million, and the
National Talent Enhancement Programme of RM1.66 million. In addition,
the Finance unit is also managing the disbursement of funds entrusted to
IRDA including those for the Social Project Fund and TERAJU Fund.
While ensuring the financial governance of the payment process,
the Finance unit has also been able to adhere to its target to ensure that
a speedy payment process is achieved within 10 working days from
receipt of complete documentation.
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Special Project: IRDA Moving Forward
Implementation Team
The IRDA Moving Forward Implementation Team (IMFIT) was formed to
implement IMF recommendations. Its main aim is to ensure the implementation and realisation of the IMF business model that governs both
the strategic initiatives and organisation recommendations, which will
increase the organisation’s overall performance and productivity.
Based on the IMF Lab recommendations, IRDA underwent a
re-organisation of its internal structure to adopt a full matrix organisation
effective 1 May 2012, which was fully transitioned on 15 August 2012.

MEMBERS OF AUTHORITY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
INTERNAL AUDIT

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE

ECONOMIC
INTELLIGENCE

ECONOMIC
GROWTH

PROJECTS
& PPMO

PLANNING &
COMPLIANCE
SUPPORT

MARKETING &
INVESTMENT

STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS

CORPORATE
DEVELOPMENT
& FINANCE

SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT

CORPORATE
SERVICES

LEGAL & SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

IRDA’s re-organisation of its internal structure

A total of 155 recommendations were assigned to the divisions’
owners for inclusion into their respective business plans for 2012 to 2015.

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

TERAJU@Iskandar
Malaysia
TERAJU@Iskandar Malaysia
commenced its operation in
September 2012 and is managed
in collaboration with IRDA. It is one of the arms of TERAJU that
implements TERAJU@Koridor initiatives in Iskandar Malaysia.
OBJECTIVE: To identify and assist Bumiputera companies to undertake
viable projects through the provision of the Facilitation Fund (Dana
Mudahcara) and implementation of the TeraS Programme. It also
aims to educate, inform and create awareness among the Bumiputera
community on other available supports provided for by TERAJU.

Together with the Johor State Government, TERAJU@Iskandar
Malaysia identifies areas of growth opportunities that will eventually
provide strong platforms and benefits to Bumiputera business
enterprises in Iskandar Malaysia by establishing strategic initiatives.
HIGHLIGHTS:
• RM100 million grant allocated for Iskandar Malaysia in 2012.
• RM14.1 million grant accorded to nine companies under the TeraS
Programme and three companies under the Facilitation Fund.
• 100 per cent approval rate for 44 applications received throughout
2012 for the TeraS Programme and the Facilitation Fund.
OUTCOME:
• RM3.42 billion worth of committed investment from SMEs in Iskandar
Malaysia achieved through TERAJU@Iskandar Malaysia.

CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT & FINANCE
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ACTIVITIES

SME Programmes
One of the foundations for Iskandar Malaysia’s development strategy
is growth and value creation. To support this, the SMEs in Iskandar
Malaysia are being nurtured to be significant players in realising
the vision of “A Strong And Sustainable Metropolis Of International
Standing”.
OBJECTIVE: To accelerate the growth and strengthening of SMEs’
participation to be more competitive and resilient in both local and
global markets.
HIGHLIGHTS:
• Iskandar Malaysia SME Dialogue – conducted twice yearly to keep
SMEs abreast of the latest developments and opportunities available
in Iskandar Malaysia.
• SMEs Pocket Talk – sharing of opportunities available in specific
sectors in Iskandar Malaysia with SMEs in Malaysia and Singapore.
• SME Competitive Rating for Enhancement (SCORE) – conducted
to identify strengths and weaknesses of SMEs with the aim of 		
recommending measures for improvements.
• Business Accelerator Programme and Enrichment & Enhancement
Programme.
• Targeted programmes such as Financial Grand “Coaching and Grow”
IRDA-Cradle, Smart Biz Kid Iskandar Malaysia, SME International Talk
Series and International SME Networking Programme.
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HIGHLIGHTS

OUTCOME:
• Up to 100 per cent increase in sales and productivity as a result
of the 2,500 SMEs who participated in various programmes held in
collaboration with SME agencies.
• Local SMEs penetrated the high-end and international markets
through businesses operated in Johor Premium Outlets, LEGOLAND
Malaysia as well as in educational development such as EduCity.

Iskandar Malaysia SME Strategic Framework
Realising the importance of SMEs in the development of Iskandar
Malaysia, IRDA is currently in the midst of formulating the Iskandar
Malaysia SME Strategic Framework.
OBJECTIVE: To accelerate and internationalise SME businesses. This will
in turn, create a positive impact on SMEs’ growth development, which
will subsequently contribute to the much needed support for the rapid
development of Iskandar Malaysia.
HIGHLIGHTS:
• Review, recommend and formulate current national policy and
incentives in order to expedite the growth of local and
international SMEs.
• Areas being reviewed include business planning, special target
projects, enriched and enhanced database with categorisation for
better tracking of SMEs development, quick wins as well as matters
relating to policies and incentives related to SMEs.

Iskandar SME Business Eco-System

FEEDBACK

PROGRAMME
HIP

HIP
PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME

Financial

PROGRAMME

Human Capital

HIP

Innovation

HIP
PROGRAMME

HIP

HIP

identification of
opportunities

VISION

TARGET

BACKBONE
STRENGHTENING & BALANCING

PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME
HIP

HIP
PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME
HIP

Legal Framework

HIP

HIP

Market Access

PROGRAMME

Infrastructure

HIP

PriPMA = Prioritise * Plan * Manoeuver * Accelerate
HIP

= High Impact Programme

identification of
opportunities

PLAY
5 THEME PARKS
IRDA is eyeing up to five international theme parks
in Iskandar Malaysia within the next three to five years.

RM 225 million has been spent on public housing
under the Rumah Iskandar Malaysia programme.

LIVE

RM225
MILLION

Horizon Hills
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PLANNING
& COMPLIANCE
Strengthening Planning
Ensuring Compliance
Effective Delivery of Blueprints, Standards & Guidelines
Heritage Conservation
Enhancing the Environment
Low Carbon Society for Iskandar Malaysia
Creating a Sustainable City

A CITY OF
THE FUTURE, NOW
– Maimunah binti Jaffar
Head, Planning & Compliance
We concentrated on building an intelligent city
around its people, instead of forcing them into
a mould of steel structures.

Development should be created to
complement the environment and
community within. To me, Iskandar
Malaysia is more than the city of the future.
It’s a vision of things to come.

PLANNING & COMPLIANCE
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Along with other divisions, the Planning & Compliance (P&C) division underwent major changes in
2012 in terms of staffing as well as roles and responsibilities.
With this goal in mind: “To plan, strategize and ensure compliance of blueprints, guidelines and
standards from our Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP) to achieve a sustainable metropolis
of international standing for Iskandar Malaysia”, our focus for moving forward is to “strengthen
planning via the CDP review and legislation, and establish compliance via delivery excellence and
capacity building”.

Summarised below are the division’s new roles and responsibilities:
• Plan, implement and enforce guidelines and standards from the CDP.
• Monitor and ensure the implementation of all blueprint initiatives.
• Infrastructure planning for Iskandar Malaysia (hard and soft).
• Enforce guidelines and standards from blueprints, which have been
approved by the Approval Implementation Committee (AIC).
• Benchmark Iskandar Malaysia against world-class cities.
• Plan and ensure the implementation of an environment conducive to a    
healthy lifestyle in Iskandar Malaysia.

KEY RESULT
AREA
KEY
OBJECTIVES

KEY
STRATEGIES

Economic
Growth

Stakeholders’
Confidence

Delivery
Excellence

Human Capital
Development

Social &
Environment
Sustainability

Emphasise smart
city approach for
economic growth.

Collaborate with
external agencies
to monitor
compliance.

Effective and
friendly delivery
of blueprints,
standards and
guidelines.

Provide capacity
building to promote
international
standards.

Implement
programmes which
contribute to a low
carbon society.

Legislation of
policies that
encourage
economic growth
in focused
development areas.

Formation of task
forces from various
agencies to mitigate
environment
issues and
improve physical
environment of

Optimise
technology to
disseminate
blueprints,
standards and
guidelines.

Teach-in
programmes to
ensure projects
developed
according to
blueprints,
standards and

Identify champions
and facilitate green
programmes that
focus on low carbon
footprint.

catalytic projects.
IRDA’s Key Result Areas

• Incorporate and enforce sustainable maintenance of infrastructures
into development plans.
• Promote local arts, culture and heritage.
• Develop clean and green related initiatives in Iskandar Malaysia.
• Comply with and enforce environmental guidelines and standards.
The following are key focus areas that match the roles and
responsibilities with IRDA’s Key Result Areas and show how the division
strategizes towards achieving our mission:

guidelines.
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STRENGHTENING PLANNING
Comprehensive Development Plan Review
The CDP document was prepared in July 2006 with the objective of
providing a strategic development framework for Iskandar Malaysia.
It is anticipated that data or information in the document is outdated and needs to be reviewed accordingly. The purpose of the CDP
Review exercise is to conduct a performance assessment on current
policies and programmes, and to revise the CDP content in line with
existing policies, regulations and recent development changes in
Iskandar Malaysia. There is an urgent need to review related policies outlined in the CDP to cater to development growth in Iskandar
Malaysia. Significant changes to be made should account for the current
development of the Government Transformation Programme and the
Economic Transformation Programme, which give emphasis on the New
Economic Model.
Gathering of information to obtain updates from various stakeholders was undertaken. The following are some of the events that were
organised in collaboration with other parties:

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

World Bank Event
Iskandar City Forum
As part of the CDP Review and sequenced with the Focus Group
Discussion on economic drivers in Iskandar Malaysia, the CDP team
organised the Iskandar City Forum that focussed not only on the
economic sectors, but also on urban development, infrastructure
changes and the social impact of the whole development in Iskandar
Malaysia. This session catered to participants from different
backgrounds such as developers, government agencies and
students from local IPTs (Higher Education Institutions) as well as
schoolteachers.
OBJECTIVES: To measure the level of service of selected enablers
(business environment, living environment); measure the perceptions
of priority of services (business environment, living environment); and
to get perceptions on Iskandar Malaysia’s progress in moving forward.

Several organisations such as the World Bank, Economic Planning Unit
(EPU), the Performance Management and Delivery Unit (PEMANDU),
IRDA, Core Team of CDP Review, local authorities (PBTs) and the State
EPU gathered together for a brainstorming session to solve selective
issues in Iskandar Malaysia, mainly with regards to urban revitalisation/
rejuvenation related projects, environment and economic focus, land
use management plans and green transportation.
OBJECTIVES: To utilise the expertise of the World Bank Institute to come
up with solutions or alternatives for the issues highlighted; to have
some perspective/opinions on Iskandar Malaysia’s current issues from
international experts.
The event showed that a range of approaches, rather than a single
ideal or universal model, is adopted in urban regeneration. Although
the success of some has led to replication in other cities, every city is
unique and should examine its own particular needs and situation in
determining the appropriate approach and strategies.

PLANNING & COMPLIANCE
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Smart Economy
Smart Governance

ECONOMY

SOCIAL
Smart People
Smart Living

ENVIRONMENT

Iskandar Malaysia Smart City Framework

Smart Environment
Smart Mobility

Moving Towards A Smart City
Five years on and in its second phase of development, Iskandar Malaysia
has tangible and demonstrable outcomes resulting from its planned
execution. Now is the time to reinforce the credibility of the region’s strategic roadmap to coalesce greater support to achieve its vision towards
a sustainable metropolis at local, national and international levels.
The global sustainability agenda has moved to focus on economies.
Iskandar Malaysia, touted as an economic region, has all the right ingredients and the right timing to position itself as a strong regional sustainability focal hub.
In February 2011, the Global Science and Innovation Advisory
Council (GSIAC) was formed by the Malaysian Government and the
New York Academy of Sciences in order to drive Malaysia’s efforts
forward to accelerate economic development through science, technology and innovation.
The GSIAC serves as an advisory panel to the Prime Minister of
Malaysia and is composed of international industry and academic
experts as well as experts from the Government of Malaysia.

Iskandar Malaysia ACTIVITIES
Sustainability Summit

HIGHLIGHTS

DATE: 1–2 November 2012
LOCATION: Pulai Springs, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To showcase concepts, initiatives and strategic direction.
The Iskandar Malaysia Sustainability Summit (IMSS) 2012 was organised
by the P&C division, in collaboration with the Malaysian IndustryGovernment Group for High Technology (MIGHT).
IMSS 2012 also showcased an exhibition on Smart Communities.

SMART ECONOMY
Growth & Competitiveness

SMART ENVIRONMENT
Natural Resources

SMART PEOPLE
Social & Human Capital

Economic Growth and Value Creation
Innovative Economic Growth
Equitable Wealth Distribution
Entrepreneurship

Clean Environment
Environmental Protection
Green Development
Green Infrastructure
Smart Growth
Green Economy

Caring Community
Racial Harmony
Skilled and Talented Human Capital

SMART GOVERNANCE
Efficacy & Participation
Public Participation
Efficient Pusblic and Social Services
Private Public Partnership
Transparent Governance

Iskandar Malaysia Smart City Framework

SMART MOBILITY
Connectivity & ICT
Efficient Road Accessibility
Efficient Public Transportation
Non-motorized Accessibility
Availability of ICT Infrastructure

SMART LIVING
Quality of Life
Safety and Security
Low Carbon Lifestyle
Housing Quality
Educational Quality
Health Conditions
Cultural Facilities
Tourist/Rec Attractiveness
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Economy
• Govt. Regional Electronic 			

Advancement Transformation 		
(GREAT)

PLANNING & COMPLIANCE

Environment

People

• Strategic area improvement 		

• ICT programmes at rural area

programmes

• Iskandar Malaysia as 2nd Malaysia 		

• Scenario planning in decision 		

• Iskandar Malaysia One-Stop Centre

• Green and smart development 		

ICT hub

• Integrated and Centralised niche/		
specialized retail

• Integrated REITS programmes
• Personalised concierge services
• Integrated entrepreneurship 		

making

facilitation

• Platform for public participation
• Public and social service 			
improvements

• PPP facilitation for innovative 		
projects

• Online Iskandar Malaysia 			

• Innovative racial spread programmes
and policies

• Human capital programmes

• Renewable energy programmes
• EE programmes

Living

• Smart land management 			

• Security and safety programmes

programmes

• Low-Carbon lifestyle programmes

programmes

Governance

• Poverty improvement programmes

• Housing upgradation programmes

Mobility

• Integrated ICT programmes at public

• Road efficiency programmes

schools

• Mobility and public 			

• Integrated health facilities 		

• Non-motorised facilities 			

• Healthy lifestyle

transformation
enhancement

• ICT infrastructure improvements

information

improvement

• Promoting the appreciation of art, 		
heritage and culture

• Innovative promotion of tourism 		
and recreational locations

33 Programmes Identified as Added Value

During the 2nd Inter-sessional GSIAC meeting held in Kuala
Lumpur, the Prime Minister endorsed Smart City Iskandar Malaysia with
a mandate for attended ministers to venture into related projects in
Iskandar Malaysia.
Smart City for Iskandar Malaysia is about how we focus, think and
implement, providing innovative strategies to speed up action plans to
meet Iskandar Malaysia’s targets and vision by 2025.
In providing smart mobility and connectivity, Iskandar Malaysia
focuses on public transportation for ease of movement and improving
Information and Communications Technology to ease the process of
driving business and income productivity.
As Iskandar Malaysia grows, so too should the mind-set of its
population. This can be realised through new channels of communications, utilising websites and organising public participations for feedback. Smart collaborations between the public and private sector are
the new means to manage the environment, encourage existing developers and investors to go green, and provide incentives for green

technology and infrastructure.
For a smart quality of living, there must be shared responsibility
amongst the police to combat crimes, and diversified choices of education, health and recreational facilities. Lastly, in order to sustain the
economy in Iskandar Malaysia, the strategy is to attract catalytic projects
that will generate employment, complementing not competing with
Singapore, and providing the necessary infrastructure to meet global
requirements.
In line with Iskandar Malaysia’s strategic pillars, IMSC is an integration of economic development, environmental management and social
development, focusing on six factors:
Based on the Key Performance Indicators (KPI), 33 programmes
were identified as added-value enablers and initiatives to provide ease
for doing business and improve living quality in Iskandar Malaysia (see
table above).
The progress of IMSC will be monitored and presented regularly to
the Prime Minister.
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ACTIVE

Establishment of Regulatory Compliance
: Earthworks development
: Dept. of Drainage and Irrigation (JPS)
: JAS, BPA, PBT, BAKAJ
: Planning & Compliance
: Drainage & Storm Water Management BP

One-Stop Centre
Purpose
Lead Agency
Supporting Agency
Lead IRDA Division
Compliance to

: Planning Approval Process
: Local Authorities (PBT)
: Technical agencies
: Iskandar Service Centre
: CDP Section 6.4

3K Committee
Purpose
Lead Agency
Supporting Agency
Lead IRDA Division
Compliance to
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ENSURING COMPLIANCE

Ops Lumpur
Committee
Purpose
Lead Agency
Supporting Agency
Lead IRDA Division
Compliance to

INSPIRING ASPIRATIONS

: Cleanliness, beautification and liveliness
: Johor Bahru City Council (MBJB)
: MPJBT, MPKu, MPPG, MDP
: Planning & Compliance
: Maintenance & Operations BP

Regulatory Compliance (RC) is the investigation arm of the
division where data on developers is actively compiled from the
compliance aspect. Reports and analysis on developers’ track
record will aid future decision-making processes. Activating
existing committees such as Ops Lumpur, specifically for
Iskandar Malaysia, further enhances this process. As with
a One-Stop Centre (OSC), all decisions are jointly made by
members from various agencies through discussions.
RC is also responsible for arranging capacity building for
government agencies and developers. Other than sharing
expertise, workshops and expert talks aim to enlighten
participants on case studies and best management
practices around the world.
Internally, RC provides advisory roles in terms of
compliance to other units and divisions within IRDA ensuring
integration and value-add in delivering their responsibilities.

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

REACTIVATION
STAGE

Water Quality & Environmental Monitoring Committee
Purpose
Lead Agency
Lead IRDA Division
Compliance to

: Water Quality
: Dept. of Environment
: Planning & Compliance
: Environmental Planning BP

INACTIVE

Land Development & Monitoring Committee

Ops Lumpur

Purpose
Lead Agency
Lead IRDA Division
Compliance to

Ten catalytic projects in Iskandar Malaysia were included
in the enforcement programme run by a task force
formed by various agencies.
Results achieved throughout the year were leveraged
in subsequent engagements with ministries to obtain
buy-ins and follow through on our blueprints agenda.
These have led to IRDA gaining traction with partner
agencies and developers while raising their confidence
levels in IRDA.
Commitment letters to comply with the Erosion
Sedimentation Control Plan (ESCP) were received
from two key developers in Nusajaya. The letters are
assurances from the developers that their developments
will be contained and have minimal disturbances to the
surrounding environment. Through this, developers
within Iskandar Malaysia will embrace self-monitoring as
part of their best management practices.

: Land Management
: Dept. of Town and & Country Planning
: Planning & Compliance
: Integrated Land Use BP

Flood Mitigation & River Corridor Development Committee
Purpose
Lead Agency
Lead IRDA Division
Compliance to

: Flood Management
: Dept. of Drainage and Irrigation (JPS)
: Planning & Compliance
: Drainage & Storm Water Management BP

Environmental Conservation Committee
Purpose
Lead Agency
Lead IRDA Division
Compliance to

Compliance Monitoring Platform

: Environmental Conservation
: Dept. of Forestry
: Planning & Compliance
: Environmental Planning BP
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EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF BLUEPRINTS,
STANDARDS & GUIDELINES
The strategy to ensure implementation of blueprints has changed
from 2012 onwards. Instead of implementation of projects/initiatives
according to blueprints, the new approach is to segregate all initiatives/projects according to agenda.
A “driver” who will also be the Subject Matter Expert for the
agenda will lead each agenda. This new strategy will help to ease the
coordination of the overall implementation plan and reduce costs.
Preparation for the new strategy is targeted for completion by
the second quarter of 2013, and plans to showcase the outcome as
part of awareness to the agencies and the community are scheduled
for the third quarter of 2013 during the CDP and Blueprints Open Day.
Following are some of the key initiatives for the blueprints:

2012 Approved Blueprints
1 Planning & Design Guidelines for Commercial & Industrial 		
Development for Iskandar Malaysia

This PDG aims to enhance and improve urban design elements through innovation,
sustainability and creating a built environment of international standards.

2 Earthworks Management Blueprint for Iskandar Malaysia

The Earthworks Management Blueprint is a set of comprehensive guidelines, which
provides an emulative design standard in earthworks to be used as a reference for Local
Authorities, developers, contractors and others. A standard checklist is designed for all
development requiring earthworks, which can be used by the authorities and agencies
during the submission stage and developers during project preparation.

20

Total number of Blueprints/Studies
(2007 – 2011)

4

Total number of new studies (2012)
• Planning & Design Guidelines for Commercial & Industrial 		
Development for Iskandar Malaysia
• Earthworks Management Blueprint for Iskandar Malaysia
• Guidelines for the Integrated Management of Muslim Cemeteries
for Iskandar Malaysia
• Heritage and Conservation Master Plan

24

3 Guidelines for the Integrated Management of Muslim
Cemeteries for Iskandar Malaysia

The guideline shall create an integrated and systematic Muslim cemetery management
within Iskandar Malaysia that shall optimise land use management for current and
future scenarios.

Total

Summary of Blueprints

4 Heritage and Conservation Master Plan

The Heritage and Conservation Master Plan for JB City is a master plan to conserve and
preserve heritage buildings in JB City Centre. The study covers the JB Old Town Precinct
area and has identified 263 heritage buildings to be conserved.

PLANNING & COMPLIANCE
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HERITAGE CONSERVATION
The Iskandar Malaysia Area Character Statement
Blueprint describes the distinctive qualities and
characteristics of Iskandar Malaysia. This blueprint also
identifies significant features and suggests how they
can be preserved and enhanced through relevant
guidelines and project proposals.
Sixty-four strategies are recommended in this blueprint
to preserve and protect the historic character of Iskandar
Malaysia. In 2012, the P&C division implemented two
strategies under this blueprint: Bicarawara and Heritage
Master Plan.

Heritage Master Plan

Heritage Master Plan
Johor Bahru (JB) is a historical and cultural precinct that
shaped the characteristics of Iskandar Malaysia and its
people. Therefore, IRDA, together with Majlis Bandaraya
Johor Bahru (MBJB), created a Heritage Master Plan for the
JB Old Town area. The objectives of this master plan were
as follows:
• Identify and conserve heritage buildings.
• Identify potential catalyst areas for new businesses.
• Regenerate commercial, cultural and social activities.
The master plan covered JB City Centre and JB Old Town
where 263 heritage buildings were identified from 456
buildings surveyed. The categories for buildings conservation were outlined by grade and building classification. The
categories are as follows: (see right)
Each building was examined for its structural integrity
and historical value (architecturally and activity) to JB.

ACTIVITIES

N

Categories

Unit

Definition / Description

Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

91
172
193

Exceptional Interest (100% Conservation)
Special Interest (Façade Conservation)
Special (Renovation / Rebuild based on guidelines)

Infill

34

Empty Plot (Redevelopment based on guideline)

HIGHLIGHTS

Bicarawara

Karnival Budaya
dan Warisan 2012

DATE: 12-15 March 2012
LOCATION: Johor Bahru
City Centre
OBJECTIVE: To provide
awareness among
the public on the
importance of
historical values in
Iskandar Malaysia.
2012 was the third year of the Bicarawara series (first started in 2010).
The Bicarawara – entitled ‘Kisah Johor Bahru’ – was held together with
a photography exhibition. Featuring eight speakers from various
backgrounds, the Bicarawara was a platform to exchange ideas and to
instil the Johorean jati diri (identity). By using a story-telling approach,
the talk provided an overview of the ‘olden days’ in JB and encouraged
the public to participate in preserving the heritage values of JB.

DATE: 16–18 March 2012
LOCATION: Jalan Wong Ah Fook, Legaran Segget, Jalan Meldrum,
Jalan Tan Hiok Nee, Plaza Seni, Laman Tun Sri Lanang and City Square
Shopping complex.
OBJECTIVES: To promote Johor Bahru City Centre (JBCC) as a vibrant
hive for cultural activities; to attract more tourists and visitors into
JBCC; and to position JBCC as a cultural and heritage centre for
Iskandar Malaysia.
As part of the “one month, one event” programme, Karnival
Budaya dan Warisan 2012 was co-organised by MBJB and IRDA, and was
held in celebration of the anniversary of JB City (Hari Bandaraya).
The event was divided into four supporting events: (1) handicraft
exhibition at City Square and JB Sentral, (2) dance performance and
musical cultural shows at five sites around the city centre, (3) cultural
parade and concert along Jalan Wong Ah Fook, and (4) cultural and
music workshop at Laman Tun Sri Lanang.
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ENHANCING THE ENVIRONMENT

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

Migratory Birds Workshop
DATE: 24 November 2012
OBJECTIVE: Participants were invited to learn the theories on migratory
birds in IMIC and the basics of bird watching in Kampung Sungai (Kg.
Sg.) Melayu.
Sixty participants attended, they included local government
agencies and the Singapore Tourism Board.
This event was registered on the World Migratory Birds Day (WMBD)
website for global publicity to other proponents of migratory birds
conservation and its tourism-related activities.
Strong support from Kg. Sg. Melayu and the Malaysian Nature Society
Johor ensured the success of the event.

Kampung Sungai Melayu

Kayuhan Hijau
1Malaysia

Collaboration with internal divisions and external agencies for the
implementation of programmes with a holistic approach
was undertaken.
The P&C division successfully teamed up with the Social Development
division to engage the villagers and government agencies such as
Jabatan Pengairan & Saliran, Jabatan Laut and Jabatan Perikanan to
integrate all plans in enhancing the livelihood of the villagers including
improvement of infrastructure and personal skills.
Dredging works were carried out by closely working with other
government agencies and the developer. Working closely with other
divisions and agencies ensures that the decision making process will
be done holistically and in an effective manner benefitting both the
government and private entities in Iskandar Malaysia.

DATE: 16 June 2012
LOCATION: Dataran
Sri Gelam, Johor
Bahru
In conjunction
with the World
Environment
Day, the Mayor
of Johor Bahru
launched the event and cycled for 13km together with 200 cyclists
from various cycling groups.
The event was co-organised with Jabatan Alam Sekitar Negeri Johor
with the support of Majlis Bandaraya Johor Bahru.

The five-year JICA- (Japan International Cooperation Agency) funded
project – Development of Low Carbon Society (LCS) Scenarios for Asian
Regions – began in July 2011.
The LCS brings together a team of multidisciplinary researchers from Kyoto University, NIES Japan, Okayama University and UTM
(Universiti Technologi Malaysia) with a view to defining LCS’ vision and
crafting a blueprint towards LCS at national and city-regional levels,
in line with Malaysia’s voluntary commitment to reduce the country’s
carbon intensity emissions by up to 40 per cent by year 2020 (based
on the 2005 levels).

The LCS Blueprint
The LCS Blueprint (LCSBP) for Iskandar Malaysia contains 12 actions
under three main themes, which will chart how the LCS will be implemented. The researchers quantified and qualified emission reductions
through the implementation of actions through a number of initiatives
and programmes (see table on the right).

1
2
3
4
5

GREEN
ECONOMY

Integrated Green Transportation
Green Industry
Low Carbon Urban Governance
Green Buildings & Construction
Green Energy System & Renewable Energy

6 Low Carbon Lifestyle
7 Community Engagement
& Consensus Building

GREEN

LOW CARBON SOCIETY FOR ISKANDAR
MALAYSIA

GREEN
COMMUNITY

8 Walkable, Safe, Livable City Design
9 Smart Growth
10 Green and Blue Infrastructure
& Rural Resources
11 Sustainable Waste
Management
12 Clean Air Environment

GREEN
ENVIRONMENT

The LCS Blueprint
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The launching of the LCSBP for Iskandar Malaysia during the COP18
in Doha in November 2012 marked a significant global milestone for the
LCS Project.
The effect of the launch led to a number of noteworthy spin-offs.
These platforms serve as an excellent opportunity to tell the world about
the adoption and launching of the LCSBP for Iskandar Malaysia, prepared
by researchers from Malaysia and Japan, with Iskandar Malaysia as the
‘living lab’, and the Blueprint’s recommendations to be applied in the
real world through the adoption by IRDA as policy-maker and implementer of the actions contained in the document.
A few of the LCS initiatives have started to be implemented concurrently with other of IRDA’s blueprints with the support of related stakeholders of Iskandar Malaysia. In order to ensure that we are on track
towards achieving carbon reduction by 2025, the current status on
carbon reduction achievement so far will be calculated and reported by
end of 2013.
Apart from constantly reminding and facilitating existing and new
industries and developers to emerge towards greener technologies and
infrastructure, a few initiatives are in progress as shown.

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE CITY
Johor Bahru Transformation Programme
With the vision to rejuvenate and revitalise JBCC as a liveable city that
attracts vibrant economic activities, city living and amenities while
preserving its cultural and heritage values, a few initiatives and agendas
were lined-up:

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

Johor Bahru Transformation Open Day 2012
DATE: 12-14 October
LOCATION: Galeria@Kotaraya, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVES: To showcase the status of current developments and
potential developments in JBCC and to create a link between urban
planning and public need.
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Themed ‘Your City, Your Participation Towards A Vibrant Economy,
Heritage and Cultural Activities’, this event was a collaboration
between IRDA and MBJB.
The Six key partners for this event – Johor Corporation, CBD
Development Sdn Bhd, UMLand Bhd, Ken Holdings Bhd, Daiman Group
and UDA Holdings Bhd – showed their commitment to transform JBCC
throughout this three-day event.
OUTCOME: The Open Day event successfully created a platform of
convergence between the government, business communities and
the public.
More than 500 people attended the launching ceremony and nearly
7,200 visitors from various backgrounds benefitted from the threeday exhibition that covered the overall vision of the JB Transformation
programme, economic achievements, heritage and culture initiatives
and strategies for a liveable environment.

Jom Cuci JB 2012
DATE: 15th October
LOCATION: Johor Bahru City Centre
OBJECTIVE: To promote JBCC and develop awareness among the public
and related agencies on the importance of the environment, and on
how to minimise waste management problems to make Iskandar
Malaysia a healthier region for everyone.
This event was a part of the JB Transformation programme led by
MBJB and supported by other agencies such as PPSPPA, Kementerian
Kesihatan, SWM and NGOs.
Datuk Bandar MBJB, accompanied by DCE, NGO, Ketua Pengarah and
others, did one round of inspection into JBCC’s cleanliness.
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Iskandar Malaysia Affordable Housing Policy
Having a comfortable home is every family’s dream – it can strengthen
family relationships and hence create a better quality of human capital,
which in turn, will create a harmonious and competitive society ensuring
the positive development of a country.
The Johor State Government and IRDA have formed a committee to
formulate the Johor Housing Policy in Iskandar Malaysia. The new policy

was enforced on 1 April 2012 and focuses on quality and affordable
housing, and is one of the development strategies taken on to ensure a
balanced and sustainable development in Iskandar Malaysia.
This specially formulated policy focuses on the middle- and lower
income groups, which are the most important groups for Iskandar
Malaysia’s success.

Size Area: 720 sq. ft
Type: Strata
Price: RM42,000
Household income:
RM3,000

MEDIUM
COST

MEDIUM
COST

4%

5%

for shop lot

for shop lot

MEDIUM
COST

8%

LOW COST

20

Size Area: 850 sq. ft
Type: Strata
Price: RM80,000
Household Income: RM4,500

PERUMA-

%

Size Area: 680 sq. ft
Type: Strata
Price: RM35,000

LOW
MEDIUM
COST

Household Income:
<RM3,000

Size Area:
750 sq. ft
%
Type: Strata
Price: RM50,000
Household Income:
RM 3,500

8

HAN
KOMUNITI
JOHOR (PKJ) TYPE A

5%

PERUMAHAN KOMUNITI
JOHOR (PKJ) TYPE B

10%

Size Area: 850 sq. ft
Type: Strata, Terrace,
Urban House
Price: RM80,000
Household Income:
RM 4,500

Iskandar Malaysia Affordable Housing Policy
Current (1997 – 31 March 2012)

JOHOR
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
(RMMJ)

20

%

Size Area: 1,000 sq. ft
Type: Strata, Terrace,
Urban House
Price: RM120,000 – RM150,000
Household Income: RM5,000

Iskandar Malaysia Affordable Housing Policy
New (1 April 2012)

Iskandar Malaysia Tourism
In 2012, Iskandar Malaysia (IM) Tourism, guided by the Tanjung Puteri
Study - Iskandar Malaysia Tourism Cluster Development Strategic
Framework (2009), laid out the baseline plans for identified projects with
the goals of bringing our Tourism sector closer to achieving the vision of
Iskandar Malaysia being “Asia’s dynamic tourism and leisure destination”
by 2020.
IM Tourism facilitated the annual event JB Arts Festival 2012, as
well as organised the inaugural Iskandar Malaysia National Ecotourism
Summit 2012 (held on 17 and 18 December). Both events were well
received and successful according to the number of tickets sold and
registered participants.

A Series of Firsts
IM Tourism charted a series of firsts in 2012. A conference on Ecotourism
was held for the first time in collaboration with Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM) and Malaysia Ecotourism Association (MEA).
The first-ever workshop on Migratory Birds of Iskandar Malaysia was

also organised with the support of the Malaysia Nature Society (MNS)
Johor Branch.
IM Tourism, together with the Corporate Development, Strategic
Communications and Economic Intelligence divisions, also produced
Experience Iskandar Malaysia, the first Official Visitors Guide to Iskandar
Malaysia in time for the 8th World Islamic Economic Forum, which was
held in JB from 4-6 December 2012. A revised edition of the guide is
scheduled to come out in the third quarter of 2013.
During the 8th World Islamic Economic Forum, IM Tourism lent
support to the event’s accompanying arts festival, the 5th Marketplace
of Creative Arts held concurrently with the Forum at Puteri Pacific, Johor
Bahru. This grand festival saw artists from 17 countries showcasing their
talent at one venue for three days.

Destination Marketing
IRDA was also invited for the first time to participate in the World Travel
Market 2012 in London by Tourism Malaysia (America, Europe, Oceania

PLANNING & COMPLIANCE

Division) from 4-7 November 2012. This was a great opportunity for
IRDA to create greater awareness of Iskandar Malaysia as an exciting
“family-fun themed” tourism destination in this region, and to showcase
our tourism products including the latest to join the list: LEGOLAND®
Malaysia and Puteri Harbour Family Theme Park.
As one of the leading global events for the tourism and travel industry, World Travel Market, the second biggest Tourism and Travel Trade
show in the world is a “must attend” four-day business-to-business
event presenting a diverse range of destinations and industry sectors to
the UK, Europe, international tourism communities and 47,776 global
travel professionals.
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Asia’s Dynamic Tourism and Leisure Destination
Participation in the Iskandar Malaysia Ecotourism Summit 2012 led to rave
reviews and paved the way for IM Tourism to work closely with Tourism
Malaysia to foster greater cooperation with Jabatan Pelancongan and
other agencies in coordinating efforts to establish Iskandar Malaysia and
Johor as “Asia’s dynamic tourism and leisure destination”.
IM Tourism will continue to support JB Arts Festival in 2013 while the
Iskandar Malaysia Ecotourism Summit will now become an annual event
to further put Iskandar Malaysia on the world’s Ecotourism map. We are
looking to work with the Ministry of Tourism and the UN World Tourism
Organisation (UNWTO) to drive the Ecotourism agenda.
In 2013, IM Tourism will participate in strategic tourism marketing and
promotions to establish a framework for increased tourist accessibility into
Iskandar Malaysia and key tourist spots, recommend types of accommodation needed in Iskandar Malaysia (including recommended locations),
and come up with a set of short- and long-term strategies to develop the
MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions) sector.
All this is to help realise the vision of becoming a premier tourism and
leisure hub, and to transform the tourism industry in Iskandar Malaysia
and Johor into a high income economic sector by increasing the number
of high-yield tourists – especially from identified target markets – their
average length of stay and expenditure in Iskandar Malaysia.

Integrated Management of Muslim Cemetery
for Iskandar Malaysia
ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

JB Arts Festival 2012
DATE: 2 September
LOCATION: Bukit Timbalan
The month-long event consisted of
theatre, musical, cultural and comedic
performances targeted at audiences
from all walks of life. There were
international acts from Canada, Sri
Lanka and Japan. The number of visitors grew to a
total of 250,000 for the 30-day event, a 25 per cent increase on last
year’s numbers.

Tourism Work Group Focus Group Discussion
DATE: July 2012
LOCATION: Melaka
The four-day Tourism Work Group Focus Group Discussion (FGD)
was organised by the Commissioners’ Office division. Key takeaways
from the FGD have been incorporated into the IM Tourism Business
Plans to be implemented from 2013 onwards.
The key output of the FGD is a concise yet comprehensive report
complete with recommendations made by the FGD participants
to bring IM Tourism to unprecedented levels. This, together with
the Tanjung Puteri Study, will be IM Tourism’s constant source of
reference in driving the sector towards its vision.

The Approval Implementation Committee approved this blueprint in
August 2012. As Iskandar Malaysia projects the growth of its population
to 3.1 million by 2025, the guidelines will ensure that sufficient and
strategically located land is reserved for burial grounds. The guidelines
also outline the need to enhance the existing management and
maintenance system; establishment of strategic support services and
infrastructures within the compound; and the need for a systematic
database of information.
There are five Muslim Cemetery Planning policies proposed in these
guidelines. These policies are to meet the requirements set by Johor
State’s Islamic Fatwa Committee in July 2012.
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SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Human Capital
Economic Inclusion
Social Inclusion

A PROSPEROUS AND
HARMONIOUS
COMMUNITY FOR ALL
– Nor Hisham bin Hussein
Head, Social Development

A strategic framework for social development is in place
to ensure that the growth and value created will be shared
amongst the local population and that the rakyat will not be
left behind by the thrust and pace of the development.

That, for me, is the driver of the passion
on this journey.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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The Social Development division strives towards its vision for “a prosperous
and harmonious community underpinned by social inclusion and equitable
wealth sharing”.

In realising Iskandar Malaysia’s vision to be a “strong and sustainable
metropolis of international standing”, the Comprehensive Development
Plan (CDP) has laid out development strategies that will greatly accelerate the growth already present in this economically vibrant city, making
Iskandar Malaysia internationally competitive.
This accelerated growth however, comes with inherent risks, namely
that the growth and value created will not be equitably shared amongst
the local population, and that a small proportion of the local population
would inevitably be left behind by the thrust and pace of the development. This is especially true if the growth is expected to be private sector
driven where foreign participation is critical.
With that in mind, a strategic social intervention framework has
been formulated towards the social development vision – the realisation
of which requires strategic intervention on two levels, namely participation or involvement in socio-economic activities and participatory
preparedness. These interventions are then translated into initiatives
and programmes, which are grouped into the following areas: Human
Capital, Economic Inclusion, Social Inclusion, Community Development
and Improvement in Quality of Life (this includes programmes in the
areas of Housing and Spatial).

HUMAN CAPITAL
Human Capital Development (HCD) is the backbone of the Malaysian
Plan in line with the National Mission in which it will play a critical role
in the growth and development of nine economic sectors in Iskandar
Malaysia. Human capital is one of the major catalysts in sculpting much
needed improvements to industries where skills, knowledge and
competence are the strategic drivers in producing a competent and
competitive pool of talent in Iskandar Malaysia.
The Iskandar Malaysia vision, which is to develop the economic
region into “a strong and sustainable metropolis of international standing,” can only be achieved with the right HCD through its Human Capital
Blueprint initiatives. The objectives of this blueprint are to determine the
talent demand in Iskandar Malaysia and to formulate suitable strategies
and plans to ensure a ready supply of talent to meet current and future
employment demands.
Many projects /initiatives have been conducted in 2012 with close
collaborations with various stakeholders (i.e. Malaysian ministries and
agencies, Johor State Government and industry players) to close the
gap between the supply and demand of talent within Iskandar Malaysia
specifically and Johor generally.
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Key Projects & Initiatives Implemented in 2012
National Talent Enhancement Programme
DATE: January - December 2012
LOCATION: Relevance Industry in Iskandar Malaysia
OBJECTIVE: To increase the employability and marketability of graduates
in the engineering field.
This 12-month attcahment programme is a government-driven initiative to accelerate the development of skilled workforce through partnership with the industry.
Through collaboration, PEMANDU, as the driver of this programme,
has allocated opportunities for 100 participants in Iskandar Malaysia. The
government will contribute a maximum of RM1, 000 per participant per
month towards their salary or allowance payments. Participating companies will then have to pay the remaining allowance or salary according to
the market rate. The government contribution is paid to the participating
companies through IRDA.
OUTCOME: Upon completion of the programme, all graduates received
a placement.

Developing Skilled Workers For The Hospitality
Industry in Iskandar Malaysia
DATE: January - December 2012
LOCATION: Iskandar Malaysia
OBJECTIVE: To create a readily available talent pool for the Hospitality and
Tourism industry in Iskandar Malaysia.
LEGOLAND® Malaysia started operations in September 2012. As
one of the first premier international theme parks in Johor, there is a critical need to train skilled workers in accordance to LEGOLAND requirements and standards.
In line with Iskandar Malaysia’s economic growth, we need to train
more skilled workers for the industry. Iskandar Investment Bhd (IIB), Skills
Development Fund Corporation (PTPK), JPK, IRDA and the Federation of
JPK Accredited Centers Malaysia (FeMAC) have collaborated in developing skilled workers for LEGOLAND Malaysia specifically and for the existing Hospitality and Tourism industry.
With the existence of a new Indoor Theme Park, LEGOLAND,

Rennaisance Hotel etc., this initiative is expected to avoid an influx of
foreign workers due to tremendous demand for skilled workers. In addition,
this programme is expected to increase the skill levels among locals and
provide opportunities to be a part of the development of Iskandar Malaysia.
The programme commenced in January 2012 and was completed
by June 2013. This programme requires candidates to undergo Sijil
Kemahiran Malaysia (SKM) 1&2 for one year. Currently, 63 per cent of the
trainees are Johorean followed by 7 per cent from Johor Bahru, Melaka
and Negeri Sembilan. Courses offered include Kitchen Practice, Public
Area, Bakery, Housekeeping, Pastry and F&B. Fifty-four per cent of the
trainees are male and the rest are female.
OUTCOME: The allocation of RM16 million from the Skills Development
Fund Corporation (PTPK) for this training programme has shown its
impact where more than 80 per cent of the trainees who have completed
their SKM 2 were employed.

Graduate Enhancement & Training Programme
for Oil & Gas/Petro & Oleo Chemical
DATE: 5 March - 31 December 2012
LOCATION: Vocational Education Training Academy (VETA)
OBJECTIVE: To train the workers in accordance to industry requirements
and to minimise dependency on foreign workers.
The oil, gas and energy sector has been a mainstay of Malaysia’s
growth and contributes to approximately 20 per cent of the National Gross
Domestic Product, where the Oil and Gas sector has been identified as
one of the catalyst projects that supports the growth of Iskandar Malaysia
through key players like Halliburton, FMC Technologies, Cameron,
Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering (MMHE), and Asiaflex.
Based on the findings of the Iskandar Malaysia Human Capital
Blueprint, this sector is expected to offer more than 50,000 job opportunities by 2015. The Oil and Gas industry and ancillary industries are
important leaders and the main contributors to the country becoming a
high-income economy in 2020.
The Oil and Gas industry is generally divided into upstream,
midstream and downstream activities. In Iskandar Malaysia, the
main activities of the Oil and Gas sector are the manufacturing and
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fabrication of oil and gas machinery, drilling tools and equipment.
With the announcement of the Refinery and Petrochemical Integrated
Development (RAPID) project in Pengerang, Johor there will be new
midstream and downstream activities ranging from the transportation of
oil and gas, refining and processing, through to marketing and trading
of end products. Even though the RAPID project in Pengerang is not
in the Iskandar Malaysia area, it will have an impact on the demand for
skilled workers, especially those currently working in Pasir Gudang and
Tanjung Langsat.
Realising the importance of skilled workers for this particular sector in Iskandar Malaysia, IRDA will embark on a specific
initiative for the Oil and Gas sector where there will be a strategic collaboration between agencies such as Department of Skills
Development (JPK), the Skills Development Fund Corporation
(PTPK), Department of Labour (JTK) as well as industry players such
as Halliburton, Cameron, Asiaflex (Technip), MMHE, Dialog Group
and Petronas.
IRDA has also embarked on several initiatives to produce skilled
workers to meet the current demand in this sector. One of the initiatives is to facilitate the collaboration between MMHE and the Vocational
Education and Training Academy (VETA) in providing the graduates from
Institut Kemahiran Belia Nasional (IKBN), Institut Latihan Perindustrian (ILP)
and Akademi Binaan Malaysia (ABM) with an up-skilling programme to
become certified professional welders who meet industry requirements.
OUTCOME: There were approximately 100 participants consisting of HR
Directors/Managers. At the end of the summit, we gathered a readily
available talent pool to support the economic activities in Iskandar
Malaysia.

Iskandar Malaysia Human Resource Gathering
DATE: 19 June 2012
LOCATION: Iskandar Malaysia Information Centre
OBJECTIVE: To provide a platform for industry professionals to share and
give feedback on the skills required in this field; and to provide a platform for the government, industry professionals and skill centres to work
together on managing the gaps between the supply of and demand for
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talent in this sector.
The Hospitality and Tourism sector is one of the catalyst sectors
identified to support the growth of Iskandar Malaysia. Based on the CDP
for Iskandar Malaysia, the expected number of newly created job opportunities based on economic development is approximately 800,000 by
2025. This figure is based on the drastic growth of the Manufacturing
and Service sectors in Iskandar Malaysia.
Realising the importance of developing skilled workers in the
Hospitality industry due to tremendous demand, a HR gathering
was organised.
Activities focused on the ‘Minimum Wage’, which was presented
by the Ministry of Human Resource (MOHR) on how this government
initiative impacts the strategy of retaining talent in Iskandar Malaysia.
Also invited to participate in this programme was JobStreet and the
Performance Management Delivery Unit (PEMANDU) under the Prime
Minister’s Department, who shared on the current trend of employment
and Human Capital Programme.
OUTCOME: Nearly 170 representatives from the industry attended the
programme.

Talent Outreach Programme to Australia 2012
DATE: October
LOCATION: Australia
OBJECTIVE: To introduce IRDA and Iskandar Malaysia’s business and
career opportunities to Malaysian professionals and students through
TalentCorp and GRADUAN.
TalentCorp developed a series of Diaspora Engagement
programmes as part of its outreach activities to connect with Malaysians
living and working abroad. IRDA’s participation in this outreach
programme is in line with our Human Capital Blueprint recommendation to entice Malaysian talents abroad to return and work in
Iskandar Malaysia.
A series of career fairs were organised in Melbourne, Brisbane and
Sydney by GRADUAN as part of this outreach programme. The graduates met with representatives from 25 organisations from various industries: Accounting, Arts & Media, Banking, Consulting, Engineering, Oil
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& Gas and Manufacturing. These events also provided graduates with a
strong platform to enter the Malaysian workforce with its many opportunities and resources.
The organiser also played host to a forum for candidates to connect
with CEOs and the top management of Malaysia’s best employers. Many
of the participating organisations joined the quest to bridge the gap
between Malaysia’s top talents and employers, while branding their
organisation to attract the best talents. IRDA’s representative participated in this session and in one of the panels for the forum.
On 9 October, TalentCorp organised an update session with
representatives from government agencies based in Sydney and Kuala
Lumpur, namely the Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE), Ministry of
Health (MOH), the Public Service Department of Malaysia (JPA) and
IRDA. The objective of this session was to update them on the current
government initiatives for enticing talents abroad to support the government’s transformation programme.
OUTCOME: IRDA received approximately 1,000 resumes from potential candidates and established a strong relationship with TalentCorp,
the employment community and other government agencies, namely
Consulate General offices, MOH, Ministry of Education, MOHE and
other Malaysian companies.

BN Youth Job Fair 2012
DATE: 16 - 18 November
LOCATION: Putra World Trade Centre, Kuala Lumpur
OBJECTIVE: To promote job opportunities within Iskandar Malaysia; to
collect resumes for employers in Iskandar Malaysia; and to create awareness on the development and projects in Iskandar Malaysia.
Based on the CDP, approximately 850,000 jobs will be created
by the year 2025. From that figure, more than 300,000 jobs represent
skilled talent. The findings also show that approximately 26 per cent
of the jobs created will need to be filled by jobseekers from outside of
Johor. Therefore, IRDA decided to participate in the BN Youth Job Fair –
one of the platforms in attracting talent outside Iskandar Malaysia.
The three-day fair was launched by Dato’ Seri Hishamuddin Tun
Hussein on 17 November. It was organised by Pemuda Barisan National

Malaysia with participation from other companies such as CIMB, UEM
Land, Petronas, Honda, Flextronics and others offering job opportunities in Malaysia.
Two hundred and forty participating companies offered approximately 40,000 vacancies and more than 100,000 people attended the
job fair.
OUTCOME: IRDA received approximately 2,000 resumes during the
three-day event. These resumes were shared with employers within
Iskandar Malaysia to assist them in finding future employees.

Pre HR Summit 2012
DATE: 13 December
LOCATION: Grand Paragon Hotel, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To help foster and sustain effective partnerships between
Human Resource (HR) practitioners across Iskandar Malaysia and collectively address the human capital challenges faced in the region; and, in
line with the Iskandar Malaysia Human Capital Blueprint, to attract talent
to work in Iskandar Malaysia, thereby helping to reduce the “brain drain”
issue in Malaysia.
Themed ‘Develop, Attract and Retain Your Talent’, this one-day
programme was conducted by IRDA.
OUTCOME: At the end of the summit, about 100 participants consisting of
HR Directors/Managers, HR Executives, Project Managers, Consultants,
Team Leaders and others involved in leading and managing people
explored available solutions in addressing the human capital challenge
and requirements. They also acknowledged and understood the importance of developing, attracting and retaining talent.

Mini Career Fair for Hospitality and Tourism
Industry in Iskandar Malaysia
DATE: 19 December 2012
LOCATION: Iskandar Malaysia Information Centre
OBJECTIVE: To help new and existing hoteliers in Iskandar Malaysia
promote their vacancies and manpower needs, and reduce the tendency of employers hiring foreign workers.
In view of the current development in Iskandar Malaysia, the Malaysian
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Association of Hotels (MAH) has sought for IRDA’s assistance in providing local manpower. This is crucial to the impact on the Iskandar Malaysia
Development where the opening of LEGOLAND itself has increased
occupancy rate of existing hotels in Johor Bahru to 100 per cent. For a
short-term period of mitigating the problem, IRDA, in collaboration with
JobsMalaysia and MAH, has come out with an initiative to facilitate by
organising a mini career fair. Nineteen hoteliers participated and over
300 vacancies were posted at this event.
OUTCOME: More than 700 jobseekers attended this programme and more
than 50 per cent of the vacancies available were successfully matched.

ECONOMIC INCLUSION
This department’s main responsibilities are to strategize, plan and
drive the socio-economic objectives of Iskandar Malaysia in line with
the National Key Result Areas (NKRAs) in relation to the inclusion and
enhancement of the local community and businesses in the economic
mainstream of Iskandar Malaysia. The focus for 2012 was to promote
sustainable business opportunities in specific niches along the supply
chain for Bumiputera entrepreneurs.

Sustainable Livelihood Project for Vulnerable
Communities: Eco-tourism Project
DATE: January - December 2012
LOCATION: Kampung Sungai Melayu, Gelang Patah
OBJECTIVE: To increase household income for those potentially affected
by the development through participation in identified economic activities in Iskandar Malaysia.
Kampung Sungai (Kg. Sg.) Melayu – a traditional fishing village with
the majority of families earning income as fishermen or from sea products – was one of the villages that had been identified for this project.
This village has a huge potential to be an eco-tourism destination in
Iskandar Malaysia. It is strategically located close to other tourism attractions in Nusajaya and boasts beautiful seafront scenery with the potential
for water-based activities.
IRDA, in collaboration with the Johor Bahru District Office,
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Department of Irrigation and Drainage Johor and Johor State Tourism
Department and other government agencies, formed strategies and
action plans to develop Kg. Sg. Melayu as an eco-tourism destination
that would benefit not only the locals but also Johor as a whole.
The HCD Programme for Kg. Sg. Melayu residents was essential in
order to ensure they are sufficiently skilled, capable and prepared to take
up the opportunities. More than 100 village residents had been selected
to attend this programme.
The HCD Programmes were conducted by Community College
Pasir Gudang and Bandar Penawar through our collaboration and was
successfully completed on 30 December 2012. The programmes were
as follows: Mind-set Change Programme, Awareness Programme, Basic
English Communication Class, Basic Entrepreneur Class, Cooking Class
(Seafood Chinese Style) and Customer Service Course. A Study Trip to
Homestay Kg. Morten, Malacca and Tourist Guide Course were also
conducted in collaboration with Johor Tourism Department.
OUTCOME: 100 residents participated and an increase of more than 50
per cent in the participants’ household income levels was achieved.

Entrepreneur Development Programmes
Iskandar Malaysia Graduate Entrepreneur Seminar
DATE: 19 July 2012
LOCATION: Grand BlueWave Hotel, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To provide exposure to the graduates on becoming successful entrepreneurs as well as the opportunity offered to them under the
Entrepreneurs Development Programme MARA.
The Graduate Entrepreneurship Development Programme is a joint
programme between IRDA, MARA, University of Kuala Lumpur (UniKL) and
Iskandar Malaysia Malay Chamber of Commerce focusing on graduates
interested in starting their own business or expanding existing businesses.
Graduates had to undergo a test to determine their suitability for
entrepreneurship in order to qualify for this programme. Successful
participants were placed for six months of mentorship at the premises of
successful businesses to gain knowledge of the business. They will also
receive assistance in the form of capital to start their own small/medium
businesses.
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OUTCOME: A total of 250 graduates under the MARA Education Institutions
(IPMA) followed the Iskandar Malaysia Graduate Entrepreneur Seminar.

JB Ignite Start-Up Programme
DATE: 4 September - 10 October 2012
LOCATION: UniKL, Bandar Seri Alam, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To provide exposure, training and guidance to the participants on the important aspects of starting a business.
IRDA has also worked with non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
such as Warisan Global and Usahanita JB to organise the Iskandar
Malaysia Enterprise Day: JB Ignite.
Some successful entrepreneurs shared their experiences and advice
on how to succeed in business. The programme also had the support of
UniKL MITEC Pasir Gudang and its graduates.
OUTCOME: Eighty entrepreneurs in Iskandar Malaysia and successful
participants went through extensive entrepreneurial and business training plus mentoring and were subsequently given RM50,000 to start-up
a small business.

Creating New Bumiputera Entrepreneurs
in Iskandar Malaysia
DATE: 16 - 31 October 2012
LOCATION: IMIC, Danga Bay
OBJECTIVE: To ensure that the local population will benefit from the development in Iskandar Malaysia, and will follow the progress of the region.
One of strategic pillars to achieve the Iskandar Malaysia vision is
ensuring socio-economic equity and buy-ins from the local population.
It will, therefore, address the issues of property and equity ownership,
local and Bumiputera participation, business and income improvement,
employment opportunities and the enhancement of skills.
At present, there are few Bumiputeras participating in commerce in
Iskandar Malaysia as compared to non-Bumiputeras. As such, one of the
Social and Economic Inclusion (SEI) initiatives for 2012 was to upgrade
and strengthen Bumiputera entrepreneurs in Iskandar Malaysia to be
more competitive, resilient and able to compete locally and globally.
This desired outcome could be realised by improving their ability to have
access to accurate and timely information on business opportunities and
assistance through smart partnerships with relevant agencies. It can also
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50%
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be achieved by facilitating and assisting business matching in the nine
promoted sectors amongst potential entrepreneurs.
In 2012, IRDA collaborated with the National Entrepreneurial Group
Economic Fund (TEKUN), the Ministry of Rural and Regional Development
(MARA), Cahaya Jauhar and Little Red Cube to provide greater opportunities for Bumiputera entrepreneurs to be matched and placed at prime
business locations such as Kota Iskandar and Puteri Harbour, Nusajaya.
These locations were chosen for their strategic locations at other
tourism destinations in Nusajaya. With the rise of Iskandar Malaysia, Johor
is set to become one of Malaysia’s largest tourism destinations, with over
a million local and foreign visitors expected to visit the state within the
next two years.
OUTCOME: More than 200 new and existing Bumiputera entrepreneurs
participated in the business-matching programme with 50 per cent of the
business opportunities matching for Bumiputera entrepreneurs.

SOCIAL INCLUSION
There are two key objectives of social inclusion, they are: to reduce
inequalities between the least advantaged groups and the rest of society
by closing the opportunity gap and installing measures to reduce marginalisation; and to promote unity and integration across socio-economic
classes and ethnic backgrounds.
The strategy used to reduce inequalities is through strategic partnerships with community leaders, government agencies, NGOs and corporate sectors to provide social support and to serve the people better.

Racial Integration Programmes
In 2012, the Social Development division continued the 2011 Racial
Integration initiative to promote racial unity and harmony by enhancing
contact, integration and networking in all aspects of social and econ
omic activities among the locals. This initiative is important to build social
capital in the form of trust, loyalty and reciprocity, which forms the basis
for social and economic strength.

Skills Development Programme in Construction and
Maintenance - Belia Tempatan Mahir (BERTAM)
DATE: July-December 2012
LOCATION: Skudai, Johor
OBJECTIVE: To provide training in building construction and services for
youths in Iskandar Malaysia.
This programme was in collaboration with Akademi Binaan Malaysia
(ABM) and Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB), and
supported by the Johor Bahru Tengah Municipal Council (MPJBT).
Twenty-two youths were involved primarily to refurbish and repaint
units of low-cost flats in Taman Melawati, Skudai. The targeted youths
were school leavers (or dropouts) who did not get the opportunity to
pursue their studies in any learning institute.
Twelve participants from previous BERTAM programmes were involved
as mentors for the new participants and were paid as skilled workers.
Upon completion of this programme, the students received
“Sijil Kecekapan Kemahiran” from the CIDB, which certifies them as
skilled workers.
OUTCOME: The collection of management fees increased approximately
50 per cent after the flats were refurbished and repainted. This is largely
due to the residents’ level of satisfaction from the outcome of the project
and they are now more committed to looking after their properties,
public amenities and areas.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Iskandar Puteri Treasure Hunt 2012
DATE: 7 July
LOCATION: JB City Centre
OBJECTIVE: To enhance public awareness, promote a sense of belonging and entice public participation through their interests in heritage and
fun activities.
This programme was organised in collaboration with Majlis
Bandaraya Johor Bahru (MBJB). One hundred and twenty-four teams
including three teams from the Society of the Deaf Johor (SDJO)
participated.
As the race promotes cultural and racial unity, it was aptly themed
‘Racial Unity and Harmony’, where teams were encouraged to include at
least one other member from another race in their team.
This race took place at the Iskandar Puteri Heritage Trail with the start
and finish points at Bangunan JOTIC. The Iskandar Puteri Heritage Trail is
a walk-through trail that describes the history of Johor, in particular the
growth of JB, with stops at historical sites/buildings such as Tiong Hua
Museum, Gurdwara Sahib and others.
Participants were of different races thereby enhancing the networking amongst them.
OUTCOME: Participants were educated on the various cultures of other
races as the pit stops of the Heritage Trail represented the history and
heritage of all the different races in Malaysia.
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This programme was organised in collaboration with SME Unit
Corporate Development & Finance. Three hundred and thirty-three
participants from different races, which included students from the IPMA
and UniKL, took part in this session.
The sectors identified were Tourism, Food and Beverages and
Creative. Three entrepreneurs from each sector were invited to be
speakers for this session.
OUTCOME: Social capital in the form of ‘trust, loyalty and reciprocity’ was
built amongst the participants.

Sukan Muhibah Perumahan Iskandar
DATE: 23 September 2012
LOCATION: Rumah Iskandar Malaysia Football Field
OBJECTIVE: To enhance the connectivity and networking amongst various
races through common interest in sports.
This activity was organised in collaboration with Prisma Harta Sdn
Bhd for Perumahan Iskandar residents. To promote racial unity and
harmony, the participants were from different races and age groups.
Also included were traditional Malay, Indian and Chinese games as part
of the educational element of our racial integration agenda.
OUTCOME: More than 150 tenants participated (split into four teams) in
this event.

Galleria@Kotaraya Scavenger Hunt
Business Knowledge Sharing
DATE: 19 July 2012
LOCATION: Grand BlueWave Hotel, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To implement the Racial Integration programme through
business knowledge sharing between different races.

DATE: 14 October 2012
LOCATION: Galleria@Kotaraya
OBJECTIVE: To educate the participants on the JB City Transformation
programme and to promote racial harmony and unity in Iskandar
Malaysia through the younger generation.
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In collaboration with Smart Reader Kids and Galleria@Kotaraya
management, this event was organised in conjunction with JB City
Transformation Day. The ‘hunt’ involved 77 children (aged three to six
years) and their parents. To promote racial harmony and unity, participants of the ‘hunt’ were of different races and some of the checkpoints
represented multi-racial culture in Malaysia. It was an educational
programme for the kids through experiential learning.
OUTCOME: Contact, integration and networking were enhanced
amongst the participants.

Programmes for The Orang Asli
Colouring Contest For the Orang Asli Children
DATE: 11 March 2012
LOCATION: Tasik Merdeka, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVES: To provide better healthcare services to the Orang Asli;
and to enhance the awareness level of the Orang Asli community on the
importance of hygiene and ways to take care of their health.
This contest was organised in conjunction with the Health
Awareness Campaign for Orang Asli Seletar organised by JUWITA and
supported by government agencies and departments such as the State
Health Department, Jabatan Kemajuan Orang Asli Negeri Johor, District
Office, Yayasan Warisan Johor, MBJB, related ADUNs and corporate
companies such as Danga Bay, KPRJ, Monash University and NGOs such

HIGHLIGHTS

as the Diabetic Society of Johor and Persatuan Soka Gakkai.
OUTCOME: Seventy children from the Orang Asli settlements within JB
were involved in this colouring contest.

Gotong-royong for Kampung Orang Asli Simpang Arang
DATE: 16 March 2012
LOCATION: Gelang Patah, Johor Bahru
OBJECTIVE: To enhance the awareness level of the community on the
importance of hygiene and cleanliness, and indirectly to provide a better
living environment for the aboriginal people (Orang Asli).
This programme was organised in collaboration with Pertubuhan
Peladang Kawasan Johor Bahru Selatan (PPK) and other government
agencies. More than 600 residents (including NGOs and private companies) were involved in this programme, which was launched by Y.B. Puan
Tan Ah Eng, Ahli Parlimen Kawasan, Gelang Patah.
Also organised in conjunction with this event was a competition
entitled “Rumah Terbersih” conducted by the Department of Orang
Asli Development (JAKOA) and the State Health Department, as well as
Tele-matches (Sukaneka) conducted by The Community Development
Department (KEMAS).
OUTCOME: The community was encouraged to live a cleaner, more
hygienic lifestyle.

GROW
INCLUDE
SUSTAIN

817,500

Approximately
817,500 jobs will be created
by the year 2025.

Pulau Kukup
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Programme Mesra Minda JAKOA
DATE: 30 October – 1 November 2012
LOCATION: Kampung Sungai Temon
OBJECTIVE: To disseminate information on indigenous peoples, especially
to the youths of the Orang Asli.
This programme was organised for the Orang Asli by the JAKOA
and was supported by IRDA and government agencies and NGOs
such as RELA (The People’s Volunteer Corps), Jabatan Kesihatan and
Pejabat Daerah.
There were a few activities during this two-day programme such
as sukan rakyat, gotong-royong, “Pertandingan Rumah Terbersih” and
“Menyumpit”. The closing ceremony was officiated by Y.B. Puan Hajah
Asiah Binti Md. Arif, Pengerusi Jawatankuasa Kemajuan Luar Bandar &
Wilayah, Kesenian, and Kebudayaan Dan Warisan Negeri Johor.
OUTCOME: Approximately 400 people of all ages participated in this
programme.

MIND-SET CHANGE & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

Leadership Programme For Penghulu & Ketua Kampung
DATE: 31 January - 1 February 2012
LOCATION: Johor Bahru, Kulaijaya & Pontian districts
OBJECTIVES: To coach all Penghulu and Ketua Kampung (headmen and
village heads) in 87 mukims (or sub-districts) to be Change Agents for
Iskandar Malaysia, and to ensure the rakyat understands the vast opportunities in Iskandar Malaysia and know how they can participate in its
development.
Several programmes were conducted for the Penghulu and Ketua
Kampung and rakyat:
• English and Mandarin courses were held on 14 April – 30 June 2012

HIGHLIGHTS

at IRDA’s Office. These courses were conducted in collaboration with
Kolej Komuniti Bandar Penawar with fees as low as RM30 per course
(32 hours).
• Taklimat Kerjaya & Perniagaan IKS was held on 20 June 2012 at the IMIC.
• An ICT course for Penghulu and Ketua Kampung was held on 16-17 July
2012 at Pusat Jalur Lebar Felda Bukit Batu (Batch 1), 3-4 September 2012
at Unit ICT Kota Iskandar (Batch 2) and 10-11 September 2013 at Unit ICT
Kota Iskandar (Batch 3).
• A Basic Financial and Customer Service Course was held on 11 March
2012 at IRDA’s Office.
• KEPAK, Karnival Nusajaya and many more.
OUTCOME: All Penghulu and Ketua Kampung were involved in all
of the programmes organised by IRDA and gave their full support
and commitment.

Iskandar Malaysia Sustainability Framework
DATE: January - December 2012
LOCATION: IMIC, Danga Bay
OBJECTIVE: To enable and empower public, private and community cooperation along a strategic pathway, and to develop sustainable thinking
as a culture that would ensure cooperation of all parties for the greater
good of all, regardless of race, religion or creed.
The attainment of Iskandar Malaysia as “a strong and sustainable
metropolis of international standing”, hinges on its constituents taking
ownership and accountability of realising the vision as a shared responsibility. To nurture this spirit of cooperation, a change of mind-set is necessary if the stakeholders are to participate and commit to making the
vision a reality.
In driving towards a change of mind-set, sustainability, being
a concern affecting all of us, is used as a common denominator. To

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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8
50

IM MSC Interventions

Schools involved in MSC Smart schools
Capacity Enhancement programme

SSQS ratings

initiate this co-operative platform along the sustainability track, stakeholders convened in a workshop to help develop the Iskandar Malaysia
Sustainability Framework.
As an output of the roundtable, stakeholders signed a declaration
of support to work on six collaborative projects to demonstrate effective
partnerships towards social development.
OUTCOME: All six collaborative projects were implemented on time
according to IRDA’s strict Performance Management System. The
outcome of these projects has met with varying degrees of success.
However, from the onset, the projects were scoped differently taking
into consideration its purpose, objectives, intended outcomes, potential along with the communities’ level of participatory preparedness.
The biggest achievement, however, is the successful implementation of the social development strategy to enrol the private sector and
empower the community to undertake social development as a shared
responsibility. All six collaborative projects are run and owned by third
parties with IRDA playing a facilitation role.
Highlights include the Iskandar Learning Festival – a weeklong festival
with the aim to enable future talent. In total, 2,452 individuals benefitted
from the 24 learning and development tracks. To view the ILF2012 exit
video visit: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiWmJraAWyM.
Another highlight was the launching of The Iskandarian – the first English
language community newspaper. To date, it has had more than 80,000
downloads since its introduction in July with the November 2012 issue
peaking at 24,000 downloads.
The other four projects: Sustainableiskandar.com, I Love JB, Plant-a-TreeCampaign and Earth Hour will be enhanced further in 2013 and beyond
as we acknowledge their huge potential to create a lasting impact on the
Iskandar Malaysia community.

Iskandar Malaysia MSC Smart Schools Capacity
Enhancement Programme
DATE: January - December 2012
LOCATION: 50 schools from the five flagships in Iskandar Malaysia
OBJECTIVE: To emphasise the need to increase Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) usage and literacy among school
students, teachers and administrators; and to provide a platform for
innovative teaching and learning processes.
OUTCOME: As a result of the eight intervention programmes conducted,
all of the 50 schools involved improved in terms of their SSQS ratings (up
to four and five stars).

This programme was implemented as part of the Mind-set Change
programme and ICT Blueprint implementation strategy, and was
a result of joint collaboration efforts between IRDA, Johor State of
Education, Johor State Educational Technology Division and Multimedia
Development Co-operation (MDeC).
The programme is aligned with Iskandar Malaysia’s vision to improve
its education system as part of the main pillars in forming a strong basic
foundation and support system in Iskandar Malaysia. Various other
programmes under this were successfully conducted such as the Blog
Skills Workshop, Deployment of Technicians and others.

Career, Business & Skills Carnival
DATE: 29 March - 7 October 2012
LOCATION: Johor Bahru, Kluang, Muar & Pasir Gadang
OBJECTIVE: Outreaching to the low-income household groups to provide
job, business and skills upgrading opportunities.
The Career, Business & Skills Carnival (KEPAK) is a joint programme
between IRDA and the Johor State Government under the Unit Perancang
Ekonomi Negeri Johor (UPENJ) in collaboration with Jabatan Tenaga
Kerja, MARA Negeri Johor and Jabatan Pembangunan Kemahiran as well
as other private agencies.
Activities included career fair and job opportunity offers by employers, SME booths displaying potential business opportunities and
seminars, the Mind-set Change Programme for school students, talks
by successful role models from various industries, public awareness
programmes on various initiatives implemented by various agencies in
creating new job opportunities, business and self-development.
It was the largest outreach and matching event to date, encompassing opportunities in employment, small businesses and
skills development.
OUTCOME: KEPAK was conducted in a few districts in Johor and was visited by approximately 40,000 visitors. More than 50 per cent job matching ratio was achieved, which is high according to the industry standard.

Himpunan Belia Iskandar Malaysia Johor 2012 (IM Youth)
DATE: 17 - 20 May 2012
LOCATIONS: Plaza Angsana, Danga City Mall, Dataran Bandaraya Johor
Bharu, Kompleks Belia dan Sukan Larkin, Taman Merdeka, Kompleks
Sukan Indahpura Kulaijaya, Hutan Bandar Mutiara Rini and Hutan Bandar
Kulaijaya.
OBJECTIVE: To create awareness among the community about the youth’s
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responsibilities towards the country’s development with regards to
Iskandar Malaysia’s development and nation stability as well.
OUTCOME: This programme successfully achieved its target of 125, 636
visitors and 7, 272 ‘likes’ on 100, 000 Belia Tawan Iskandar Malaysia
2012’s Facebook page.
This event was a collaboration of initiatives between Kerajaan Negeri
Johor Darul Takzim, Jabatan Belia dan Sukan Negeri Johor, IRDA and
Majlis Belia Negeri Johor.
There were many activities during the event such as Penyiar Versatile,
Karnival Mesra Belia JOM Centre, Jelajah Cinta Buku 1Malaysia, Karnival
Belia Islam, Volunteer Camp, Hall of Fames, Go Green, Go Kart Open,
Mini Bike Open, Drift, Moto Gymkhana, MTB Xrace, Motocross Fun
Race, J-Robikton, Aerobikton, Gusti Lengan, Karnival Rekreasi, Autoshow
and many more.

Motivational and Mind-set Change
DATE: 25 November 2011 – 25 November 2012
LOCATION: 50 schools from the five flagships in Iskandar Malaysia
OBJECTIVE: To equip participants with relevant mind-set change skills
such as improving thinking speed, increasing memory, problem solving,
focus, and analytical and flexibility skills.

The Iskandar Malaysia Motivational and Mind-set Change
Programme is a Social Development initiative conducted as part of the
Human Capital Development approach strategy aimed at providing
school students and counsellors with good coping skills through various
self enhancement activities, which focus on Intelligent Quotient (IQ) and
Emotional Quotient (EQ) thinking strategies.
The programme was facilitated by the Iskandar Malaysia UTM
Research Centre (IMREC) as the service provider who delivered, implemented and conducted the programme with strong support from the
Johor State of Education.
Systematic and strategic approaches of training and learning based
modules were utilised to find the right equilibrium between IQ and EQ
applications.
The programme was conducted for a period of one year, involving
50 schools within Iskandar Malaysia.
OUTCOME: Altogether, 96 school counsellors and 1,031 students have
successfully completed the programme.
A report showed that 80 per cent of the students improved significantly in terms of confidence level and discipline. From the programme
evaluation feedback survey received, 90 per cent of the school counsellors found the programme to have been effective and shall be continued.

PROJECTS & PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT OFFICE
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PROJECTS & PROGRAMME
MANAGEMENT OFFICE
Building the Future
Mobility for the Masses
Rumah Iskandar Malaysia Programme
A Safe & Secure Community

CONNECTIVITY IS KEY
– Mohamed bin Sa’elal
Head, Projects & Programme Management Office
Infrastructure in Iskandar Malaysia stretches beyond
transportation network and telecommunications.
Accessibility to resources, opportunities and the domestic
economy is crucial for building a strong foundation
for business.

Most importantly, Malaysia is strategically
situated in the confluence of East-West
trade routes, widening opportunities for
international exposure.
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The Project & Programme Management Office (PPMO) division’s key role is to ensure that the
projects in Iskandar Malaysia are delivered ahead of time, within the approved cost and are of a
high quality. The PPMO is also responsible for ensuring the realisation of Iskandar Malaysia’s
vision by proactively monitoring and reporting on Strategic Projects, PEMANDU, Urban
Agglomeration and other key projects assigned to IRDA.

The PPMO division continuously strives to facilitate an environment
conducive for balanced development, with a long-term vision of achieving the status of a Sustainable Metropolis by 2025.
As the custodian of several development projects, it is imperative
to the PPMO division that these projects are well maintained, functional
and economically productive, while being environmentally friendly. The
PPMO team is dedicated to ensuring that planned projects are closely
monitored and implemented while collaborating with State and Federal
agencies.
The division is also committed to ensuring that all projects are beneficial not only to investors, but to the rakyat as a whole. Development
projects undertaken encompass several areas, ranging from basic infrastructure and construction to community safety and public transportation systems.
These projects have contributed to the efficiency of infrastructure
across Iskandar Malaysia as well as improved quality of life in the area.
While we are constantly expanding opportunities for growth,
we have remained deeply rooted in our core values. This is, to us, the
essence of ‘inspiring aspirations’.

BUILDING THE FUTURE
Connectivity plays a crucial role in the improvement of quality of life.
With multi-million dollar development projects in progress, IRDA has
placed great emphasis on planning an efficient road system to improve
transportation within Iskandar Malaysia.

Connecting People
In 2010 and 2011, IRDA successfully completed six road projects that
were integral to the improvement of transportation in the area. Apart
from easing traffic congestion and improving travel time, these road
projects have contributed to the social and economic wellbeing of
the area.
The following road projects were completed:
1. Package 2 – Upgrading of Jalan Abu Bakar – Jalan Skudai
2. Package 3A – Jalan Lingkaran Dalam – Jalan Yahya Awal Interchange
3. Package 4 – Upgrading of Skudai – Senai Expressway

4. Package 5 – Ulu Tiram Interchange
5. Package 6 – Upgrading of Jalan Kolam Air
6. Bandar Indahpura – Kulai Second Link Expressway
Subsequently, IRDA completed two remaining road projects for
the convenience of road users: (1) Package 1: Coastal Highway and (2)
Package 3B: Jalan Lingkaran Dalam – Jalan Abu Bakar Interchange (and an
additional construction of a motorcycle crossing at Bandar Senai).
Besides alleviating traffic congestion and improving travel time,
these road projects have positively impacted Iskandar Malaysia from
social and economic aspects.
Package 1: Coastal Highway
Construction of this government-funded highway commenced in
December 2008 and was scheduled for completion by April 2013.
The coastal highway is regarded as the catalyst of rapid development in Nusajaya and the western part of Iskandar Malaysia. The highway
will reduce traffic congestion along Jalan Skudai as well as revitalise
economic activities around the area.
Package 3B: Jalan Lingkaran Dalam – Jalan Abu Bakar Interchange
The construction of the Jalan Lingkaran Dalam – Jalan Abu Bakar
Interchange is part of the Package 3 project under the Ninth Malaysia
Plan. The project commenced in October 2008. Construction was
completed on schedule on 30 March 2012, reducing traffic from Jalan
Lingkaran Dalam and Jalan Abu Bakar, thereby providing access to future
development along the waterfront.
Initiated by the Chief Minister of Johor in October 2011, the Bandar
Senai Motorcycle Crossing was constructed for the benefit of motorcyclists and pedestrians. The project was completed ahead of schedule
on 18 December 2012 and reduces travel distance for motorcyclists and
pedestrians by 3.2 km.

MOBILITY FOR THE MASSES
In a conscious effort to foster sustainable development and reduce cost
of living in Iskandar Malaysia, an efficient, environmentally friendly and
safe public transportation system was created. This is another initiative
to increase connectivity between all flagship zones and areas. Besides
providing the local community with an efficient, comfortable and cost
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2.

4.

3.

5.
1. Package 1: Coastal Highway
2. Package 2: Upgrading of Jalan
Abu Bakar – Jalan Skudai
3. Package 3B: Jalan Lingkaran
Dalam – Jalan Abu Bakar
Interchange
4. Package 4: Upgrading of
Skudai – Senai Expressway
5. Bandar Indahpura: Kulai
Second Link Expressway
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effective transportation system, this initiative will also help reduce
carbon emissions, thus contributing to a healthier environment.
Five projects were identified and implemented in collaboration with
Perbadanan Pengangkutan Awam Iskandar Malaysia (Perbadanan PAIM)
and other local agencies.

5

1. BAS ISKANDAR MALAYSIA (BIM)
2. BUS EXPRESS TRANSIT (BEXTRA)
3. NEW BUS POLES
4. NEW BUS STOPS
5. BUS STOP REFURBISHMENT

Continuous monitoring of the level of service, infrastructure
improvements and promotional activities conducted with various public
and private agencies have positively impacted BIM ridership, increasing
figures to an annual average of 34.4 per cent in 2012.
An annual outcome survey assessing service frequency, cleanliness, fare structure, public transport infrastructure conditions and driver
disposition shows an increase in positive public perception and customer satisfaction from 90 to 94 per cent since 2011.

105,578
MONTHLY AVERAGE PASSENGERS
ON BAS ISKANDAR

17
bus routes

Bas Iskandar Malaysia (IM01 – IM17)
Launched in February 2010, BIM aims to provide efficiently scheduled
and prompt bus services on social routes with the objective of alleviating traffic congestion and minimising carbon emissions for a greener
environment.
The availability of this public transportation service will also increase
accessibility to education, healthcare and employment opportunities for
the low- to medium-income population.
Three local bus companies operate BIM, supplying 34 buses on 17
routes. Routes IM01-IM17 have benefitted more than 100,000 passengers per month (over 30 per cent of which were school children) since its

first month of operation in December 2009.
IRDA maintains close cooperation with government agencies to
serve the feeder services for the Iskandar Malaysia Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT), as well as to ensure the continuity of the BIM service until 2015.

22,863
AVERAGE ANNUAL RIDERS

+10
additional
routes

Expansion of Bas Iskandar Malaysia Service (IM18-IM27)
Following the success of BIM, 10 additional social routes were identified
in the Iskandar Malaysia Corridor and City Lab through the Urban Public
Transport & Road Network Lab. It is crucial for BIM services to be implemented within these high capacity areas.
With the support from the Federal Government and local authorities, the services subsequently commenced operations in May 2012.
Operated by three local bus companies supplying 20 buses on
10 social routes, these routes, namely the IM18-IM27, have benefitted
4,735 passengers during its first month of operations. By December
2012, this figure saw a gradual increase of 27,993 per month. In addition
to this, the service benefitted more than 3.4 million passengers for the
entire social route package encompassing IM01 - IM17 and IM18 - IM27.

237
NEW BUS POLES INSTALLED

16
bus stops
refurbished

Enhancing Public Transport Infrastructure
Accurate bus scheduling and timetables complement the improvements
in public transport infrastructure, thereby providing opportunities for
journey planning as well as increasing accessibility.
Collaboration between IRDA and PAIM was vital for the execution
of these efforts.
In February 2011, 219 new bus poles were erected around the MBJB
(Majlis Bandaraya Johor Bahru), MPJBT and MPPG (Majlis Perbandaran
Pasir Gudang) areas.
Subsequently, collaboration between IRDA and Perbadanan PAIM
resulted in the installation of 237 additional bus poles and 10 new bus
stops, as well as the refurbishment of 16 bus stops, which were completed by December 2012.
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A SAFE & SECURE COMMUNITY
IRDA is continuously working towards maintaining the level of safety and
security in Iskandar Malaysia by enhancing our current capabilities.
With this objective in mind, IRDA maintains close cooperation with
PDRM (Polis DiRaja Malaysia) to ensure the implementation of initiatives
underlined in the Iskandar Malaysia Safety and Security Blueprint.
Improvement in security is focused on several aspects, including increasing enforcement capability and capacity, instilling shared
responsibility through effective community policing and the utilisation
of technology for crime prevention. Hence, three strategic projects
were formulated to uphold security standards, namely Community
Police Posts (CPPs), Auxiliary Police (AP) and Integrated Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) surveillance systems.

Community Police Posts

RUMAH ISKANDAR MALAYSIA
PROGRAMME
While Iskandar Malaysia aims to provide world-class infrastructure as
well as attract sustainable investments for economic growth, equal effort
has been invested towards sustainable social development to ensure a
balanced and holistic approach to successful nation building.
The Rumah Iskandar Malaysia (RIM) programme was initiated with
the full support of the Federal and State governments.
This unique social development project was initiated with the main
objective of assisting lower and medium-income families. RIM will serve
as high quality, affordable rental housing for the newly transient and
local community while providing temporary accommodation for families
financially incapable of committing to property purchases.
Construction of 1,500 apartment units (90 per cent of which
comprises of three-bedroom units with the remaining 10 per cent
comprising of four-bedroom units) as well as 32 units for the disabled
was completed in January 2012, several months ahead of schedule. In
line with Iskandar Malaysia’s efforts to promote an environmentally
friendly city, these units were equipped with green technology such as
Photo Voltaic (PV) solar panels and rainwater harvesting ponds to recycle
rainwater for landscape watering.
Completion of infrastructure work is only the first phase for this
public housing project. Full occupancy, quality maintenance, full
amenities, security as well as continuous community development
programmes have been identified as crucial aspects that will complement the success of RIM.
These factors will support the growth of a vibrant, active and
productive community fully capable of contributing positively to the
development of a better Iskandar Malaysia.
RIM shall serve as a benchmark for future public housing projects
within Iskandar Malaysia, encouraging healthy economic activity in
surrounding areas.

The CPP is a community policing initiativet which directly connects
residents and homeowners with the police force. Each housing area is
equipped with special quarters, which serve as both a residence and
office for a police officer and his family. This initiative greatly increases
police visibility and presence, thus contributing to a reduction and
prevention of crime related activities. It is also unique as it encourages
public engagement and community participation in crime prevention.
Two hundred and eight CPPs are planned to be established and operational throughout Iskandar Malaysia.
The expeditious completion of the construction of CPP Felda Taib
Andak in July marked a total of 16 operational CPPs since the inception
of the project in 2009.
An outcome survey conducted on selected housing areas throughout the year concludes that 95 per cent of respondents agree that the
establishment of the CPP has improved the level of security, thus reducing fear of crime.

Auxiliary Police
The deployment of AP aims to reduce crime by assisting police in
increasing police visibility and presence. This initiative aligns with the
Omnipresence Programme under the GTP (Government Transformation
Programme), in which crime reduction is highlighted as one of the
National Key Result Areas (NKRA).
Efficiency in operations has been greatly increased with the creation of an SPV called IMSEC SB.
In an active effort to improve the quality of security enforcement
officers, IRDA sent three batches of AP for training at Police Training
Centres (PULAPOL) in Muar and Kuala Lumpur in 2012. A total of 171 APs
have graduated since November 2012. They are currently deployed at
various strategic locations in Iskandar Malaysia.

CCTV Surveillance System
Technology plays a vital role in crime reduction. The installation of an
integrated CCTV surveillance system is one of the methods used by IRDA
to leverage on technology for a safer environment.
As outlined in the Iskandar Malaysia Safety and Security Blueprint
and Iskandar Malaysia Corridor and City Transformation Programme, a
total of 1,467 CCTVs will be installed at designated locations.
Upon commencement of the CCTV Package 1 project in May 2012,
IRDA identified 76 locations around the Majlis Perbandaran Johor Bahru
Tengah (MPJBT) area for the installation of 250 surveillance cameras,
targeted to be fully operational by December 2013. An additional 165
surveillance cameras are to be installed in the Majlis Perbandaran Kulai
(MPKu) area by January 2014.

CONNECT

RM225
MILLION
RM 225 million has been spent on public housing
under the Rumah Iskandar Malaysia programme.

554,796

554,796 jobs were created in
Iskandar Malaysia from 2007 to 2012.
Second Link
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STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS
Media Relations Unit
Stakeholder Management Unit
Content & Channels Unit
Branding & Events
Iskandar Malaysia Information Centre

WORKING CLOSE
TO NATURE
– Zaini binti Long
Head, Strategic Communications
(until 29 December 2012)

We are committed to the building of a
‘green city’, where people can have the
comfort of urban working and living while
engaging with nature.
Iskandar Malaysia recognises the importance
of preserving and creating green spaces for
both humans and wildlife.
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As the division name suggests, Strategic Communications’ (SC) main role is to strategically promote
Iskandar Malaysia through accurate information dissemination via the various communication
channels available. The responsibility lies with the SC division to develop and execute an integrated
communications plan for the branding of Iskandar Malaysia.
This division champions the vision and philosophy of Iskandar Malaysia and creates a strong brand
for Iskandar Malaysia and its promoted sectors through effective stakeholder management, media
relations, and coordination of cross-divisional events and programmes. In the event of any issues or
crisis, the SC division will be tasked with managing perceptions and clarifying information.
Since 2012, the division has been overseeing the operations of the Iskandar Malaysia Information
Centre. Credible content is continuously developed to ensure all stakeholders have access to the latest
information on Iskandar Malaysia.
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Number of Visitors for 2012
Association 400

Property 441

Others 679

Financial Institutions 210

Government 275

Others 66

General Investment Enquiries 117

In 2012, Iskandar Malaysia made great progress and continued to garner
positive media coverage in both print as well as electronic media in
Malaysia and Singapore, yielding a Public Relations (PR) value of RM60.9
million. Positive headlines praising the region dominated the mainstream
press, with a total of 98 per cent of all news published in 2012.
Ultimately, the effort that was invested into engaging with the media
and its readers on a calculated and regular basis to promote and highlight Iskandar Malaysia was reflected in the results that were attained.
As the year closed, a total of 73 engagements with the media (both
domestic and international) had been made and a total of 39 press
releases were issued.
The Media Relations team utilised various opportunities to create
fruitful engagements with the media. Proactive steps were taken to build
bridges and enhance relationships with members of the media by having
programmes that were essentially rapport building.
On top of the region’s progress and investment updates, key
communication messages for 2012 were entitled ‘Banner Year’ due to
the launch of several catalytic projects such as LEGOLAND® Malaysia,
Puteri Harbour Family Theme Park, Mall of Medini (Phase One) and the
University of Southampton, Malaysia Campus.
2012 was another exciting year as Iskandar Malaysia soared to
greater heights with several efforts to gain worldwide publicity, which
was achieved with coverage by exclusive print and broadcast interviews
such as with Time magazine, the Wall Street Journal, CNBC, Thomson
Reuters and Singapore’s The Edge.
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Stakeholder Management Unit
Continuous efforts were made to reach out to Iskandar Malaysia’s various
stakeholders, from both commercial and non-commercial groups.
The Stakeholder Management unit focuses on engaging stakeholders from various backgrounds with the objective of achieving our
goals as well as promoting lucrative business opportunities in Iskandar
Malaysia. Stakeholders include the Government, community, embassies, financial institutions, associations, property developers and also
non–governmental organisations (NGOs).
Cumulatively, the Stakeholder Management unit handled a total
of 2,198 visitors in 2012, excluding walk-ins and visits planned by other

divisions in IRDA.
There is great interest among the community, including NGOs,
universities, colleges and schools, to know more about Iskandar Malaysia
and the opportunities it presents.
Several events involving special visitors were the highlight of 2012.

Content & Channels Unit
The Content and Channels unit was created in May 2012 as a new unit in
the Strategic Communications division arising from the need for information consolidation, extensive research support and proactive strategic

No. DATE

VISIT

1
2/9/12
2
2/16/12
		
3
2/18/12
4
23- 24/02/12
5
3/14/12
6
3/20/12
		
7
3/20/12
		
8
3/27/12
9
4/7/12
10 4/13/12
11 5/14/12
12 5/16/12
13 5/28/12
14 6/5/12
15 6/6/12
16 6/8/12
17 6/22/12
18 6/28/12
19 6/29/12
20 7/12/12
21 7/18/12
22 7/19/12
23 7/24/12
24 7/25/12
25 7/31/12
26 7/31/12
		
27 8/16/12
28 9/3/12
29 9/18/12
30 9/19/12
31 9/20/12
32 9/25/12
33 29 & 30/09/2012
		
34 11/5/12
35 11/8/12
36 11/21/12

Visit by H.E. Vijay Gokhale, High Commissioner of India
Visit by Ms. Grace Fu, Senior Minister of State for Information,
Communications & the Arts, Environment & Water Resources in Singapore
Visit by Vietnam SME
European Union - Johor Day
Visit by Perbadanan Putrajaya
Visit by Y.B. Pehnin Dato Seri Setia Lim Jock Seng, Second Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Trade of Brunei Darussalam
Visit by Bapak Luky Eko Wuryanto, Timbalan Menteri Koordinasi Perekonomian
Republik of Indonesia
Visit by H.E. Masood Khalid, High Commisioner of Pakistan
Perhimpunan IPTA Anak Johor, Yayasan Pelajaran Johor
Visit by H.E. Martine Dorance, Ambassador of France
Visit by Kembara Perbadanan Putrajaya
Visit by Am Cham Singapore
Visit by Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission
Visit by RHB
Visit by Keppel Land
Visit by Malaysia India CEO Forum
Visit by Y.B. Dato Mukhriz Mahathir
Visit by Singapore Chinese Chambers
Visit by Persatuan Pesara Kerajaan Malaysia
Visit by Malaysia Building Materials Distribution Association
Visit by Bumiputera Tourist Guide
Visit by UBS
Visit by H.E. Rolf Lenz, Ambassador of Switzerland
Visit by JP Morgan
Visit by H.E. Lee Yong-Joon, Ambassador Republic of Korea
Visit by Y.B. Dato’ Sri Mustapa bin Mohamed, Menteri Perdagangan
Antarabangsa dan Industri Malaysia.
Visit by Ketua Pengarah Pejabat Tanah dan Galian (PTG)
Visit by H.E. Ruben Perez Valdes, Cuba Ambassador
Visit by Thai Trade Investment
Visit by Board of Directors and Senior Officers of PERKESO
Visit by Maybank Singapore
Visit by Pusat Sains Negara
Visit by Deputy Secretaries General of Malaysia & Deputy
Permanent Secretaries of Singapore
Visit by Ambank
Visit by Rotary Club
Visit by Credit Suisse
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Iskandar Malaysia in the news
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content development for friendly, informative reading.
The role of this unit is to develop content and information related
to Iskandar Malaysia for dissemination to all IRDA-owned channels and
external paid media channels. This unit develops and produces content
to reach out to the public, creating brand awareness and bridging the
gap between a corporate entity and the community.
This division also works very closely with all the other divisions in
IRDA. The following content was produced in 2012.

Content Developed in 2012

Title

Date

Channel

Iskandar Malaysia Launches Low Carbon Society Blueprint
Iskandar Malaysia Ready to Soar
Malaysian Business 12-page pull-out
Iskandar Malaysia: The Tipping Point
Focus: City of The Future (2 pages)
Focus: Showtime in Iskandar Malaysia (1 page)
Special Focus: All are welcome (1 page)
Menjana PKS di Iskandar Malaysia (2 pages)
Rejuvenasi dan Pemuliharaan Bandaraya Johor Bahru (2 pages)
3 part series on Social Development:
a. Winning the Brain Game
b. Building Safe Havens Together
c. Prosper The People
A safer Iskandar – The view from the man on the streets

2 December 2012
25 September 2012
1 October 2012
4 November 2012
4 December 2012
17 November 2012
9 November 2012
24 October 2012
Pending for usage in 2013
Pending for usage in 2013

Bernama
Bernama
Malaysian Business
Magazine
Sunday Star
Star
StarBizWeek
Berita Harian
Berita Harian

The Digital Media campaign ran from May to December 2011 and
continued on until January 2012. It has shown above-average performance in terms of click through rates (CTR), which is an industry standard
measurement of effectiveness of digital campaigns.
The latest updates and initiatives on Iskandar Malaysia were shared
with Johor Bahru District Officers, Village Heads and Public Relations
Officers from the Federal Government.

Key Activities
1. Car Parade in conjunction with HRH the Sultan of Johor’s Birthday
2. Iskandar Johor Open 2012 (IJO)
3. 3rd Muslim World Business & Investment Zone (BIZ)
4. 8th World Islamic Economic Forum (WIEF) 2012

Branding & Events

Iskandar Malaysia Information Centre

Branding efforts in 2012 continued to focus on international and local
promotional initiatives to further increase both local and foreign investor
and stakeholder awareness regarding current affairs and the latest development in Iskandar Malaysia.
Iskandar Malaysia continued with brand advertising and articles in
The Expat, Site Selection and The Edge (Singapore and Malaysia), New
Straits Times and Bernama.

The availability of a designated communication platform for Iskandar
Malaysia has given the public and potential investors an avenue to gain
deeper insight into our vision and progress.
Located in the Danga Bay Convention Centre, Iskandar Malaysia
Information Centre (IMIC) opened in June 2011 but was officially launched
by His Majesty the Sultan of Johor D.Y.M.M Sultan Ibrahim Ibni Almarhum
Sultan Iskandar on 13 February 2012.

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

The principal role of IMIC is to function as a centralised and interactive communication platform between IRDA, its stakeholders and the
general community. IMIC showcases Iskandar Malaysia’s development
progress and collaboration between agencies, government bodies
and investors. It is a forum for all stakeholders to understand, learn and
participate in the development in Iskandar Malaysia as well as to promote
a deeper understanding of Iskandar Malaysia’s master plan. In addition
to this, IMIC also functions as an avenue for regular feedback from key
stakeholders.
Built on an area of 19,057 square feet, the information centre is
equipped with interactive touch-screen panels and information kiosks.
The centre hosts people from all walks of life, focusing on several
demographics:
1) Local Communities – The local community is able to identify with
the centre as an information point to enlighten them on the impact
and progress Iskandar Malaysia has made to their environment and
general well-being.
2) Regional Communities – Citizens from other ASEAN countries can
also learn about the broad impact of Iskandar Malaysia on the region and
how they can participate in its growth.
3) Investors – As potential players and partners, investors will be well
informed of Iskandar Malaysia and the opportunities that it opens up for
business and investments within Iskandar Malaysia.
4) International Visitors – Expatriates and foreign tourists can also
learn about the aspirations of Iskandar Malaysia as a world-class development project.
Throughout 2012, more than 18,000 people have visited IMIC.
These visitors hailed from near and far, including investors, international ministers, local authorities, corporate companies and students.
A number of corporate meetings and seminars were also held at IMIC.
The breakdown of visitors in 2012 is as follows:
Monthly events were also held throughout the year in an effort to
reach out to the community (see below).
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HIGHLIGHTS

#twtupJOHOR @ IMIC
DATE: 3 March 2012
LOCATION: Iskandar
Malaysia Information
Centre (IMIC)
OBJECTIVE: To promote
the IMIC to the younger
demographic, while
encouraging participation
from the youth and local
entrepreneurs.
There were approximately 3,000 attendees (mostly from Johor Bahru,
Kluang, Senai, Kulaijaya, Masai, Pasir Gudang, Kuala Lumpur, Shah
Alam, Pulau Pinang, Kedah, Pahang, Melaka, Kelantan and Singapore).
This event was sponsored by 1MalaysiaTV, Amore rosso, Alla Fonte,
Asyacoll, KSL Resort City, CD Hamper, and the following media
organisations were in attendance: TV – MHI, TV9, Newspaper – Berita
Harian, Kosmo, Sinar Harian, Metro, The Star, Online TV – 1MalaysiaTV.

EVENT
DATE
		

NUMBER
OF PAX

IMIC Launch
12 February 2012
IM Photography Contest Prize Giving
2 March 2012
TwtupJOHOR@IMIC
3 March 2012
1 Hari Francais
4 May 2012
PC Drama IM
18 June 2012
Visit by Shafie Apdal
21 June 2012
Visit by Datuk Idris Jusoh
21 July 2012
Visit by CEO Kidzania & Datuk Lat
1 August 2012
(Puteri Harbour Entertainment Media Briefing)
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1.43 MILLION JOBS
A total of 1.43 million jobs will be created for
a population that is expected to reach three
million in 2025. The rest of Johor will also
benefit with significant spill-over effects.

1

ST

Iskandar has the first private
coal-fired plant in Malaysia as
well as the biggest coal-fired
IPP in South-East Asia.

GROW
SUSTAIN
CONNECT
Tanjung Bin Power Plant

CORPORATE SERVICES
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CORPORATE SERVICES
Broadband Committee
Investor Management System & Portal
Smart School 2.0 Rollout
Data Centre Parks & MSC Designated Zones
ICT Programme Awareness for SMEs and Industry

BRIMFUL OF
OPPORTUNITIES
– Safuan bin Yusof
Head, Corporate Services

I believe that Iskandar Malaysia is an
attractive place for anyone to live and work,
as it provides bountiful opportunities for doing business,
enhances one’s career and improves quality of life.
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The Corporate Services division covers three key areas: Information & Communication Technology,
Procurement and Administration where we continue to drive service and delivery excellence.
As a regional development authority, it is important to inspire investors’ confidence via a solid
system of organisational-wide support services built on a platform of highly specialised skills,
knowledge, international best practices and cutting edge technology fully dedicated to serving
internal and external stakeholders. To this end, Corporate Services has been proactive to address
IRDA’s and Iskandar Malaysia’s needs to fulfil various operational and strategic requirements.

Broadband Committee
ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS

MISTI Johor 2012
DATE: 19-25 June
OBJECTIVES: To increase awareness of information and advancements
related to science, technology and Information and Communications
Technology (ICT), and to promote and deliver ICT infrastructure, the
latest technology and networks in Johor and Iskandar Malaysia.
The Johor Science, Technology and ICT Week (MISTI Johor) was one of
the many events organised by the Johor Science, Technology and ICT
Unit (USTICT Johor).
MISTI Johor 2012 fulfilled one of Prime Minister Y.A.B. Datuk Seri Najib
Tun Razak’s aspirations to make the year 2012 Malaysia’s Creativity and
Innovation Year while working towards Vision 2020.
IRDA was one of the Platinum Sponsors for MISTI Johor 2012 and
is deeply committed in supporting the efforts by the Johor State
Government to promote the ICT vision in Johor and Iskandar Malaysia.
During the event, participants received updates and clarification
regarding Iskandar Malaysia as well as development updates
across the region.

In 2007, the Federal Government signed a Public-Private Partnership
(PPP) agreement with Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM) to install highspeed broadband infrastructure at selected areas. The project was
initially called the High Speed Broadband (HSBB) Project, but was
subsequently branded as UniFi by TM.
In rural areas, the government targets to bridge the digital divide by
expanding broadband and cellular coverage under the Universal Service
Provision (USP) initiative charged under the Malaysian Communication
and Multimedia Commission (MCMC). In high economic impact areas
such as Iskandar Malaysia, broadband services are to be upgraded to
provide broadband bandwidth of up to 20Mbps to residential areas and
up to 1Gbps to industrial areas.
In order to improve online content, efforts are being focused to
enhance and promote e-Government, e-Education and e-Commerce.
Efforts are also being made to digitise traditional information resources from libraries and archives, so that these materials will be available
online. The development of various incentives to reduce broadband
access costs and widen community access will eventually bridge the
digital divide between urban and rural areas.
Broadband is one of the enablers for a knowledge-based economy.
With the implementation of broadband and success of achieving a 50
per cent target, this service has the potential to create 135,000 new high
value jobs in the ICT sector. The implementation of broadband services
will also create a spin-off effect in other profitable sectors such as engineering, local content development and broadcasting.
IRDA, as the secretariat of the Broadband Committee in Iskandar
Malaysia, which is co-chaired by the MCMC and the Johor State
Government through the Johor State Economic Planning Unit (UPEN),
conducts meetings to improve and widen broadband services on a
quarterly basis. The main objective of the committee is to ensure that the
broadband penetration rate in the state of Johor and Iskandar Malaysia is
executed according to plan, and to resolve any issues faced by Service
Providers with the best possible resolutions promptly.
Johor achieved 63.6 per cent in household broadband penetration
by the end of 2012, while Iskandar Malaysia achieved a 90 per cent rate.

CORPORATE SERVICES

Data Centre Parks and MSC Designated Zones

The Government Regional Electronic Advancement Transformation
(GREAT) initiative in Iskandar Malaysia is an extension of the eKL project
that has been implemented by all five economic corridors in Malaysia.
Iskandar Malaysia has the privilege of being the first economic corridor
to be deployed with the GREAT initiative.
The objective of the GREAT initiative is to enhance the efficiency and
quality of various government agency services to the business community and to the people at large.
After gathering user requirements from IRDA and various states
as well as Federal agencies, MAMPU (The Malaysian Administrative
Modernization and Management Planning Unit) and their appointed vendor, Brilliance Information, proceeded to develop the GREAT
system, Investor Medium Portal and Investor Monitoring System – these
will be utilised by IRDA as well as other economic corridors in Malaysia.

These are initiatives that started with the collaboration of MDeC,
Performance Management Delivery Unit (PEMANDU) and IRDA.
The Economic Transformation Programme (ETP) under the Business
Services National Key Economic Area (NKEA) has identified the data
centre industry as a key growth area, which resulted in the Entry Point
Project (EPP) 3: Positioning Malaysia as a World Class Data Centre Hub.
MDeC was appointed by PEMANDU to be the lead agency of the
EPP3, the progress of which is monitored by a Lead Minister through an
upper-level steering committee that reports directly to the Prime Minister.
PEMANDU and MDeC conducted a mini lab from 2-7 July 2012 at
the Pullman Putrajaya Lakeside Hotel. Later, PEMANDU, MDeC and IRDA
conducted a Focused Results Delivery lab from 1-4 October 2012 at
the Grand Paragon Hotel, Johor Bahru, which focused directly on Data
Centres in Iskandar Malaysia. IRDA, MDeC and PEMANDU are now
targeting to secure at least one major Data Centre player in Iskandar
Malaysia by 2014.
There is also growing interest from land and building owners in
Iskandar Malaysia to apply for the MSC Designated Zone. IRDA is working
closely together with the Johor State Investment Centre (JSIC) to assist these
land and building owners so that they may successfully receive an MSC
Designated Zone status, which will help draw investments to spur local
economic growth and encourage the growth of local technopreneurs.

The Smart School programme was initially created by the Multimedia
Development Corporation (MDeC) to improve and enhance ICT utilisation within schools in Malaysia.
As Iskandar Malaysia aspires to become an educational hub for the
region, MDeC’s knowledge and expertise in smart schools and utilisation of ICT in education has proved to be an invaluable asset. On 19
October 2011, a MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) was signed
between IRDA and MDeC for the enhancement of 50 schools within
the Iskandar Malaysia region. The initial target for the year 2012 was
to improve Smart School Quality Standards (SSQS) of the 50 targeted
schools from a three-star to at least a four-star rating.
IRDA also piloted a few programmes such as Sudut Iskandar, Info TV
and Idea Paint held in selected schools. Sudut Iskandar updates students
regarding developments in Iskandar Malaysia, thus increasing brand presence and awareness of the opportunities that await them upon graduation. Idea Paint is a concept using dry erase paint which transforms school
walls into an erasable, vibrant canvas, giving teachers and students the
space they need to collaborate, interact and fully explore their creativity.
SSQS Achievement 2011 vs 2012

27
23

HIGHLIGHTS

DATE: 17 May 2012
This was jointly organised with Formis Advanced Systems.

DATE: 20 June 2012
This was jointly organised with ICT Association Johor.

18

15

2012

2011

5

2011

Cloud Computing: ACTIVITIES
Is it a Hype or Real?

Harnessing the Power of Online Branding & Marketing

20

10

IRDA jointly organised three programmes and seminars throughout 2012
on new technologies and leveraging ICT for businesses. These events
were a platform for the industry to share their ideas and thoughts on business models, new trends, changing consumer expectations and other
matters. These programmes included:

DATE: 7 June
This was jointly organised with MDeC and Advanced Technology Studies
Centre (atSC).

29

25

ICT Programme Awareness for SMEs and Industry

IRDA Project Management Awareness Forum 2012

30

		
2
2012
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Investor Management System & Portal

Smart School 2.0 Rollout
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HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT
IRDA Manpower
Town Hall Sessions
Employee Engagement
Talent Search
Employee Relations
Performance Management
Enhancing IRDA, Delivering Iskandar Malaysia
Learning & Development
Culture

A PLACE, WHICH
INSPIRES US ALL
– Rugayah Yasmin binti Ibrahim
Head, Human Capital Management
The well-being of the community lies at the heart
of Iskandar Malaysia. We have always dreamt of an
environment where life and business come together
in a lifestyle that is balanced and fulfilling.

Iskandar Malaysia is more than just
about realising ambition, it’s about
driving human inspiration.

HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
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Our People Are Our Greatest Asset.
This statement introduces IRDA’s people policy and projects its commitment to the continual
development of its prized capital – its employees.
IRDA acknowledges that creating and sustaining a winning culture through an effective and
efficient Human Capital Management System and practices are prerequisites towards realising
its vision, mission and objectives.

Throughout the years, IRDA has devised and carried out various human
capital initiatives. 2012 saw the Human Capital Management (HCM)
division continue its journey on ‘The People Excellence’ campaign –
aimed at heightening excellent work values and principles amongst
employees. IRDA recognises the challenge in managing staff with
diverse backgrounds and has chosen to establish itself as an employer
of choice to its existing employees, prospective jobseekers and to the
global market.

presents a road map to reach the vision.
The gathering, again, presented an opportunity for employees from all
levels to hold an open dialogue with the CE as well as raise questions and
offer suggestions.
Town Hall sessions signify IRDA’s commitment in upholding its
shared values of International Standing, Engage, Enable, Envision and
Integrity, as the pillars of the Authority’s culture.

Employee Engagement
IRDA Manpower
IRDA’s manpower as at end 2012 stood at 185, an increase of 1.64
per cent, as compared to 182 in 2011. The composition is very
much concentrated at the Senior Executive level in order to allow
IRDA to play a more leading and influencing role in line with its
core functions.

Town Hall Sessions
IRDA’s commitment to transparency and accountability was continually demonstrated in the Town Hall sessions, a quarterly gathering of
employees where the Chief Executive (CE) provides highlights and
updates on IRDA’s performance, identifies the challenges faced, and

Yearly Employee Engagement Surveys are continuously being carried
out to access the employees’ perception of organisational issues and
readiness for change within IRDA. The survey aims at providing the
organisation with information and quantifiable results on how employees view various dimensions that somewhat affect their engagement
level and organisational effectiveness. The Employee Engagement
Index has been above 80 per cent and in 2012 the index was 85 per
cent. This is mainly because of their pride to contribute to IRDA and their
passion for nation building, which provides an opportunity for IRDA
to leverage on. Leadership is seen to be the main driver in motivating,
inspiring and supporting its employees, whilst the Leadership’s decision
making process and communication would be the areas that require
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further enhancement. The management is also mindful of the comments,
suggestions and expectations expressed in the survey and action plans
were taken and communicated to all employees.

Talent Search
In its bid to become an employer of choice, IRDA has geared up its
human capital outreach by participating in talent search programmes
in the United States, Australia, New Zealand and United Kingdom by
working together with Talent Corporation in ushering Malaysians to
join the constant growing economic region in Malaysia as prospective
employees. This includes organising talks and participation in career/
education exhibitions, where IRDA shared with them the prospects
and excitement of business opportunities and direction that Iskandar
Malaysia is heading towards.

Employee Relations
Constant Employee Relations briefing and dialogue sessions were
conducted between IRDA and related government agencies to promote
the exchange of information and to build up good rapport among the
parties involved. Pulse Lunches were also organised as an additional
proactive effort made by the organisation for its employees, aside
from consultations to resolve any differences, grievances and disputes.
It has always been the core principle of the organisation to responsibly manage the entire workforce with full adherence to the Code of
Conduct for Industrial Harmony and at the same time, respect each
other’s obligations.
Various Employee Relations activities were also consistently carried
out during the period under review aiming to promote healthy work-life
balance and cohesive teamwork amongst the employees. Sports, recreational, wellness, Islamic, charity and volunteerism related activities shall
continue to be emphasised with the goal to realise the organisation’s
corporate social responsibility.

Performance Management
The Performance Management System (PMS) has been consistently
communicated to all employees to propagate the value placed on high
performance in the organisation. The importance of evaluating each individual’s performance objectively, fairly and systematically is an integral
part of our PMS, which aims to measure the individual employee’s performance against critical targets, in particular Key Performance Indicators
(KPI). The HCM division also acts as a strategic business partner to other
divisions in cascading the Divisional Balance Scorecard to the individual
performance appraisal form to ensure that the ‘line of sight’ and objectives of the divisions are clearly met. The measurement tool used in ensuring alignment for the teams’ PMS is the ‘4 Disciplines of Execution’. The
appraisal then serves as a basis to determine appropriate rewards.

Enhancing IRDA, Delivering Iskandar Malaysia
2012 was seen as a critical year to reset IRDA’s roles in ensuring its alignment with the current phase of ‘strengthening and growth’. In line with
the National Transformation Programme, Comprehensive Development
Plan and Strategic plan, an organisation restructuring was conducted effective May 2012 under ‘Enhancing IRDA, Delivering Iskandar
Malaysia’. Three main functional groupings were introduced namely
Investment, Strategic Drivers and Support to further seal IRDA’s commitment in making Iskandar Malaysia a success.
To further support this, various human capital improvement initiatives

were implemented during the period under review. The development of
the Functional Competency Framework for all job functions and Business
Activity Model were seen as critical in ensuring that the employees are
well equipped with the necessary set of skills, knowledge and abilities
in fulfilling specific job responsibilities. It is also recognised that the
Authority needs to continuously build on talent capabilities during this
phase to sustain the momentum for the next wave of growth.

Learning & Development
IRDA acknowledges that learning programmes are critical tools in the
development and transformation of its employees and for the development of IRDA in general. To this end, IRDA endeavours to employ the
best talents and continuously hone their skills through the latest learning programmes that can equip them better in their specific fields of
expertise. The scope of learning ranges from value driven execution
programmes, extraordinary productivity, effective communication, and
executive and leadership development programmes.
As a progressive organisation, IRDA was given the privilege to
co-host two programmes involving world-renowned speakers and
global thought leaders. Michael Simpson was invited by IRDA to deliver
a special keynote presentation on ‘Leading Organisational Change’ and
Dr. Ram Charan on ‘The Right Leader in the Right Job and Confronting
Reality’ in collaboration with Leadership Resources and Urban Forum (M)
Sdn Bhd. IRDA’s strategic partners from local and overseas organisations
attended both programmes.
Formal courses, seminars and workshops shall continue to be held
both internally and externally.

Culture
IRDA believes that culture is a key performance driver in meeting the organisation’s critical missions and scored 83 per cent of the Shared Values Index
for 2012. The objective is to continue to organise programmes on culture
solution delivery to instil culture and values amongst employees that are in
line with other People Excellence initiatives.
Most employees believe that IRDA has the foresight to drive Iskandar
Malaysia towards its vision through innovation and proactiveness.

HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
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ACTIVITIES
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HIGHLIGHTS

4.

3.

4.

1. IRDA Management Team Retreat
2. Keepers of the Flame
3. Talent Scouting
4. Learning and Development
5. Employee Relations Briefing
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LEGAL &
SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

BUILDING
TOMORROW,
TODAY.
– Balbeer Singh Jessy
Head, Legal & Secretarial Services

Iskandar Malaysia aims to be a progressive
entity, constantly changing with the times.
We recognise that quality and sustainability can only be
achieved through continuous improvement and innovation.
We are striving to plant the seeds of progress today, so that
we may reap the benefits for a better tomorrow.

LEGAL & SECRETARIAL SERVICES
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The Legal and Secretarial Services (LSS) division, is responsible for the following:
• Conducting and standardising legal and secretarial activities in IRDA.
• Ensuring all legal and secretarial activities are carried out efficiently according to operational procedures and are
well documented.
This division is also responsible for managing the Members of the Authority (MOA), Advisory Council (AC), Executive
Committee (EXCO) and Approvals and Implementation Committee (AIC) as well as handling the internal legal and
advisory management.

ACHIEVEMENT

DATE

6th Executive Committee Meeting

21 February 2012

Legal Awareness Programme: The Institution of Marriage
- A Legal Perspective Part 1

6 March 2012

10th Approvals & Implementation Committee (AIC) Meeting

16 April 2012

Legal Awareness Programme: “Menegakkan Integriti Dan Tadbir
Urus Korporat Ke Arah Masyarakat Bebas Rasuah”

23 April 2012

Legal Awareness Programme: An Overview of Personal Data Protection Act

6 June 2012

12th Members of the Authority (MOA) Meeting

13 June 2012

Talk on IRDA Act by Datuk CE

6 & 7 August 2012

11th Approvals Implementation Committee (AIC) Meeting

27 August 2012

IRDA Act Review Session

3 & 4 September 2012
2 October 2012

Legal Awareness Programme: The Institution of Marriage
- A Legal Perspective Part 2

9 October 2012

Iskandar Malaysia Corporate Governance Conference

5 November 2012

12th Approvals & Implementation Committee (AIC) Meeting

19 November 2012

13th Members of the Authority (MOA) Meeting

11 December 2012
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The Statement of Corporate Governance sets out the framework and
process through which the Authority and the Management of Iskandar
Regional Development Authority (IRDA) ensures the integrity and sound
operational policies and procedures in accordance with prevailing
laws, rules, regulations, best practices and ethical business conduct.

standards of corporate governance, in keeping with the Malaysian
Code of Corporate Governance.
The Authority provides strategic directions, reviews and approves
policies and decisions for the development and promotion of Iskandar
Malaysia, ensures proper financial administration and human capital
management and oversees the overall management of IRDA.

THE AUTHORITY

AUTHORITY MEETINGS

The Authority is the highest decision-making body in IRDA. There are
eight Members of the Authority and it is co-chaired by Dato’ Sri Mohd
Najib bin Tun Abdul Razak, the Prime Minister of Malaysia and Dato’ Haji
Abdul Ghani bin Othman, the Chief Minister of Johor.
Other Members of the Authority are eminent members from the
public and private sectors, who are appointed by virtue of Section
8(1) of the Iskandar Regional Development Authority Act 2007.
The Authority is committed to ensure IRDA practices the highest

The Authority met twice in 2012 for the Authority’s meeting. The first
meeting was held on 13 June 2012 in Kuala Lumpur while the second
meeting was held on 11 December 2012 in Putrajaya. The details of the
Members’ attendance are as follows: (see below)
The agenda and a full set of papers for deliberation were distributed
in a timely manner before each meeting. This ensured that the Members
had sufficient notice and thus were well prepared for each meeting. All
issues were deliberated and decisions made were minuted accordingly.

		
NO. OF
		MEETINGS
NAME
DESIGNATION
ATTENDED

Y.A.B. Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib bin Tun Abdul Razak
Prime Minister of Malaysia

Co-Chairman

2/2

Y.A.B. Dato’ Abdul Ghani bin Othman
Chief Minister of Johor

Co-Chairman

2/2

Y.Bhg. Datuk Seri Dr. Mohd Irwan Serigar Abdullah
Secretary-General of Treasury in Ministry of Finance
(appointed on 24 August 2012 and attended the meeting on 11 December 2012)

Member

2/2

Y. Bhg. Datuk Dr. Rahamat Bivi binti Yusoff
Director General of Economic Planning Unit

Member

2/2

Y.B. Dato’ Haji Obet bin Tawil
State Secretary of Johor

Member

2/2

Tuan Haji Elias bin Hasran
Director of Johor State Economic Planning Unit

Member

2/2

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dato’ Azman bin Haji Mokhtar
Managing Director of Khazanah Nasional Berhad
(Represented by En. Hisham bin Hamdan, Executive Director, Investments, in the meeting held on 13 June 2012)

Member

2/2

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dato’ Tan Kay Hock
Chairman & Chief Executive of Johan Holdings Berhad

Member

2/2

Y. Bhg. Datuk Ismail bin Ibrahim
Chief Executive of IRDA

Secretary

2/2

Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dr. Wan Abdul Aziz bin Wan Abdullah
Secretary-General of Treasury in Ministry of Finance
(attended the meeting on 13 June 2012 and retired on 23 August 2012)

INTERNAL CONTROLS & COMPLIANCE
There is an ongoing process for identifying, evaluating and managing
significant risks faced by IRDA. This process includes updating the
system of internal controls when there are changes to the organisation’s
operations and to meet regulatory requirements.
The key elements of the internal control system of IRDA are as follows:• Clearly defined division and delegation of responsibilities to the
members of the senior management including a robust organisation
structure and the appropriate levels of authority for expenditure
approval limits.
• Documented internal policies and procedures that take into account
the changing environment, risks and enhancement to processes.
• Establishment of committees to review and recommend on key areas
such as evaluation of tenders, capital and operational expenditure,

projects, human resource issues and other pertinent matters.
• Periodical reporting by the Management to the Authority and/or the
Audit Committee on financial and performance indicators as well as
key risk issues.
• A detailed budgeting process that incorporates the input of all
operational functions of IRDA for the preparation of the annual
budget that is approved by the Authority, as well as the Economic
Planning Unit of the Prime Minister’s Department and the Treasury,
Ministry of Finance, Malaysia.
• External audits conducted on the financial statements of the
Authority are under the statutory purview of the National Audit
Department (Jabatan Audit Negara).
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AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Authority had established an Audit Committee on 30 June 2008
and delegated oversight responsibilities for the:• Corporate Governance process;
• Financial reporting process;
• System of internal control;
• Audit process, internal and external; and
• Compliance to laws and regulation.

MEMBERSHIP AND MEETINGS
The Audit Committee (“AC”) comprised three members. The AC met
twice on 7 March 2012 and 5 November 2012 in the year ended 31
December 2012. The details of the members and their attendance are
as follows: (see below)-

ACTIVITIES OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee carried out the following activities over Internal
Audit Department during the year:
• Reviewed and approved the annual internal audit plan to ensure
adequate scope and coverage.
• Reviewed the Internal Audit Department’s resources to ensure that
the function is adequately resourced with competent and proficient
internal auditors.
• Reviewed the Internal Audit Department’s performance and
activities in relation to the approved plan.
• Reviewed the internal audit reports which were tabled, the audit
recommendations made and management’s response. The Audit
Committee also directed management to rectify and improve the
processes where appropriate.
• Monitored the corrective actions taken on the outstanding audit
issues.

INTERNAL AUDIT DEPARTMENT
IRDA’s Internal Audit Department (“IAD”) reports independently to the
Audit Committee and appraises the system of controls of IRDA. Internal
Audit Department assists the Audit Committee in the discharge of
Audit Committee’s duties and responsibilities.
The principal roles of the Internal Audit Department are:• To ensure that a sound internal control system is in place and to
provide reasonable assurance that such a system continues to
operate satisfactorily and effectively for IRDA.
• To provide independent and objective evaluation of the operations
with the view to add value and improve the operational efficiency,

effectiveness and economy.
• To help the organisation accomplish its objective by bringing a
systematic and disciplined approach to improve the effectiveness of
risk management, control and governance processes.
• To ensure that the internal audit activity is managed effectively and
the results of the internal audit’s activities are communicated to the
Audit Committee periodically.
• The activities undertaken by Internal Audit Department are in
conformance with the Code of Ethics and the International 		
Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing issued by
Institute of Internal Auditors.

ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The Management has established the Risk Management Framework
which was approved on March 1, 2011 by IRDA’s Executive Committee.
The following key elements have been put in place:
• Establishment of a formalised Risk Management Policy and
Procedure on risks
• Establishment of Risk Management Committee to assist the
Authority in discharging its statutory duties and responsibilities
relating to Risk Management activities;
• Establishment and review of the risk management structure, which
outlines the reporting framework and responsibility of the Authority,
Risk Management Committee, Risk Working Group, Management
and Corporate Planning Unit;
• Appointment of Risk Managers’ representative within each division
of IRDA;
• Reviewing and, where appropriate, revising the risk parameters
(qualitative and quantitative) for IRDA and at the individual business
unit level to strengthen effectiveness of the risk management 		
process;
• Ongoing formal and informal risk management training at
management and staff levels;
• Continuous review and refinement of existing risk management
frame work model to enhance risk awareness within IRDA and
facilitate re-affirmation of risk prioritisation and aggregation
exercises with various divisions and departments;
• Implementation by Management of a group-wide risk assessment
process, which includes the identification of key risks facing each
business unit, the potential impact and likelihood of those risks
occurring, the control effectiveness and the action plans to manage
those risks to the desired level.

		
NO. OF
		MEETINGS
NAME
DESIGNATION
ATTENDED

Y.Bhg. Tan Sri Dato’ Tan Kay Hock

Chairman

2/2

Y.Bhg. Tan Sri Dr. Wan Abdul Aziz bin Wan Abdullah

Member

1/1*

Y.Bhg. Datuk Seri Dr. Mohd Irwan Serigar Abdullah

Member

1/1**

Y.B. Dato’ Haji Obet bin Tawil

Member

0/2

Notes:
* - Y.Bhg. Tan Sri Dr. Wan Abdul Aziz bin Wan Abdullah retired on 23 August 2012.
** - Y.Bhg. Datuk Seri Dr. Mohd Irwan Serigar Abdullah was appointed as AC members on 24 August 2012.
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL REVIEW

The financial year 2012 was characterised by on-going uncertainties in the
Euro Zone economies, geo-political developments in the Middle Eastern
world and natural disasters in Japan and Thailand. As an open economy,
Malaysia was not insulated from these developments, thus it was challenging for its economic growth during the year.
Building on the momentum achieved in previous years, IRDA was able
to turn in a commendable financial performance and commitment in delivering outstanding achievement during the ‘Tipping Point’ of Iskandar Malaysia.
Accordingly, the year 2012 has been a banner year for IRDA in which a
number of catalytic projects were completed such as LEGOLAND Malaysia,
Puteri Harbour Family Theme Park and Marlborough College.
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BALANCE SHEET

1) There were no major asset purchases during the year as IRDA had
continued with its existing prudence drive of curbing its investment
on capital expenditure by limiting it to cater for expenditure on
replacements and improvements only. As a result, the significant
decrease of 35% in fixed assets was mainly due to annual
depreciation of RM1.54 million (2011: RM1.68 million).
2) The significant increase of the other receivables, deposits and
prepayments by 59% or to RM2.89 million (2011: RM1.82 million)
was primarily due to the expansion in the Special Development
Fund’s other receivables and deposits value.
3) IRDA’s cash balance stood at RM548.99 million as at 31 December
2012 consisting of:
a) Operational cash balance of RM35.24 million that were
represented by accumulated profit sharing income, committed
professional consultancy fees, advertising and promotional costs
and other operational expenditures approved by the management
as well as two months operating expenditure reserve;
b) Development expenditure cash balance amounted to RM455.42
million mainly reserved for contractual obligations under the
Tenth Malaysian Plan projects, Creative Industry Talent Development
Programmes and National Talent Enhancement Programme
(“NTEP”). During the year, Development grants of RM288.96
million, Creative funds of RM10.00 million and NTEP funds of RM1.67
million were received and total of RM118.25 million was disbursed
for various projects;
c) Social Project Fund of RM48.32 million will be utilised in
accordance to the social projects approved by the Social
Development Committee consistent with the strategies and
initiatives as stated in the Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP);
and
d) Facilitation Fund balances of RM10.01 million includes profit
sharing income derived from Islamic Banking investment. This
fund is managed on behalf of and funded by the Federal
Government through TERAJU to be used in initiatives undertaken by
qualified Bumiputera companies to embark on viable projects
through the provision of facilitation fund (Dana Mudahcara) and the
implementation of High Performing Bumiputera Companies (Teras)
Programme.
4) Amount owing from subsidiaries comprised of the subsidiaries’
operational expenses paid on behalf by IRDA. As at 31 December
2012, amount owing from PHSB stood at RM1.15 million while
amount owing from ISB was RM0.004 million.
5) Other payables and accrued expenses consisted of contractual
obligations under the operating fund that have been settled after
the year end and contractual obligations under the development
fund mainly due to the retention sum on progress payment of the
Ninth and Tenth Malaysian Plan projects.
6) Amount owing to subsidiary of RM0.16 million was for the Auxiliary
Police service which has yet to be paid as at 31 December 2012.
7) Amount owing to related company consisted of the amount owing
to Multi Meridian Sdn Bhd (“MMSB”) by ISB. MMSB is treated as a
related company by ISB since one of the ISB’s directors has control
or significant influence over the former.
8) The Authority did not have any capital commitments as at 31
December 2012.

INCOME STATEMENT

The government grant received for IRDA’s operating expenditures
remain unchanged for the financial year ended 31 December 2012 at
RM62.0 million.
The key financial highlights are as follows:
1) For the financial year ended 31 December 2012, the Group
registered revenue of RM1.55 million derived from its subsidiaries
through the rental income in Prisma Harta Sdn Bhd (PHSB) of
RM1.36 million and Auxiliary Police services income in IMSEC Sdn
Bhd (ISB) of RM0.19 million.
2) Profit sharing income from the Islamic Banking investment
decreased to RM5.64 million (2011: RM7.88 million) owing to the
lower development grant received during the year (2012: RM399.6
million; 2011: RM592.7 million).  
3) IRDA recorded a surplus of income over expenditure of RM4.28
million mostly due to IRDA’s profit sharing income of RM5.64 million
(2011: RM7.88 million). This surplus has been committed for projects
that generate positive impact to IRDA’s balance scorecard results as
approved by the management.
4) Operational expenditure has increased by 12% compared to the
previous year as IRDA had settled its 2011 operational commitments
in 2012. Operational expenditure for the financial year ended 31
December 2012 were represented by:
a) The employees’ cost of RM36.85 million, an increase of 6% as
compared to the previous year due to approved incentive payments
and increments;
b) The promotional costs which has increased by 38% (2012:
RM5.17 million, 2011: RM3.75 million) due to IRDA’s strategic
approach which focuses on:
i) IRDA’s continued and committed approaches in promoting
Iskandar Malaysia at both local and international markets through an
increase in branding activities; and
ii) Significant growth in promotional activities through IRDA’s
participation in various trade missions, events, conferences, forums
and symposiums while enhancing the public awareness as well as
promoting Iskandar Malaysia’s brand presence globally.
c) The professional consultation fees for 2012 have increased 		
significantly to RM2.78 million (2011: RM0.82 million) to cater for the
strategic consultancy fees and blueprint implementation
requirements aside from the yearly maintenance of IRDA’s existing
system. Among the major expenditures during the year incurred
were for the Human Resource Consultancy Framework, Human
Resource Rewards Review, IRDA Geographical Information
System (“GIS”) Masterplan and Simulation Study with respect to the
Implementation of Sungai Segget Project.

2011

2012

Breakdown of Operating Expenses For The Year Ended 31 December 2012

59.2 %

28.0 %

8.3 %

----- 4.5%

Staff Cost & Benefits
Administrative Expenses
Marketing & Promotions

63.0 %

28.7 %

6.8 % ----- 1.5%

Professional Consulting Fees
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

		

BALANCE SHEETS		

as at 31 December 2012

					

Note

2012

		

RM

Group

IRDA

2011

2012

RM

RM

2011
RM

1,730,385
2,619,244
1,709,675
Investments in subsidiaries
4
    –        –        4
		
1,730,385
2,619,244
1,709,679

2,619,244
     4
  2,619,248

			
Property, plant and equipment

3

					

CURRENT ASSETS					
Receivables, deposits and prepayments
5
3,404,192
1,818,827
2,886,422
1,818,827
Cash and cash equivalents
6
550,906,768
359,946,639
548,990,997
359,946,635
Amount owing from subsidiary
7
    –        –   
1,159,037
  
6,565
		
554,310,960
361,765,466
553,036,456    361,772,027
CURRENT LIABILITIES					
Other payables and accruals
8
55,412,367
75,306,125
54,372,389
75,304,125
Amount owing to subsidiary
7
–
–
158,763
–
Amount owing to related company
7
     880,322        –        –        –
56,292,689
75,306,125    54,531,152    75,304,125

						
				

498,018,271
286,459,341
498,505,304
		
499,748,656
289,078,585
500,214,983
NET CURRENT ASSETS

286,467,902
289,087,150

					

REPRESENTED BY:					
Operating Fund 		
38,617,901
34,796,765
39,084,228
34,805,330
Special Development Fund
9
402,774,067
206,078,046
402,774,067
206,078,046
Social Projects Fund
10
48,345,221
48,203,774
48,345,221
48,203,774
Facilitation Fund
11
  10,011,467        –   10,011,467      –
		
499,748,656
289,078,585
500,214,983
289,087,150

INCOME STATEMENTS

				

for the year ended 31 DECEMBER 2012

					

Group

IRDA

Note

2012

2011

2012

2011

		

RM

RM

RM

RM

62,000,000

62,000,000

62,000,000

62,000,000

Government grants

12

Revenue

13	    1,544,628	      – 	      – 	     –

Other income

14

		
Operating expenses

15

5,928,554

8,046,063

6,001,858

8,046,063

69,473,182
(65,652,046)

70,046,063
(56,825,783)

68,001,858
(63,722,960)

70,046,063
(56,817,218)

4,278,898

13,228,845

			
Surplus for the financial year		
3,821,136

13,220,280

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

			

for the year ended 31 December 2012

							

			
		 Operating
		
Fund
		

RM

Special
Development
Fund

Social 						
Projects
Facilitation
Fund
Fund
Total

RM

RM

RM

RM

Group			
AT 31 DECEMBER 2010
21,576,485
221,921,992
Development grant received from Government
–
592,700,000
Utilisation of development grant		
–
(608,543,946)
Utilisation of Social Projects fund
–
–
Interest income		
–
–
Surplus for the financial year		 13,220,280
       –
AT 31 DECEMBER 2011		
34,796,765
206,078,046

52,858,625
–
–
(6,174,854)
1,520,003
       –
48,203,774

–
       –
    –

296,357,102
592,700,000
(608,543,946)
(6,174,854)
1,520,003
13,220,280
289,078,585

–
288,961,600
NTEP grant received from Government		
–
1,665,000
Creative fund received from Government		
–
10,000,000
Facilitation fund received from Government
–
–
Utilisation of development grant
–
(113,725,223)
Utilisation of NTEP grant		
–
(19,783)
Utilisation of Social Projects fund		
–
–
Interest income		
–
9,814,427
Surplus for the financial year		
3,821,136        –
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012		
38,617,901
402,774,067

–
–
–
–
–
–
(1,375,033)
1,516,480
       –
48,345,221

–
–
–
10,000,000
–
–
–
11,467
    –
10,011,467

288,961,600
1,665,000
10,000,000
10,000,000
(113,725,223)
(19,783)
(1,375,033)
11,342,374
3,821,136
499,748,656

IRDA			
AT 31 DECEMBER 2010
21,576,485
221,921,992
Development grant received from Government
–
592,700,000
Utilisation of development grant		
–
(608,543,946)
Utilisation of Social Projects fund
–
–
Interest income		
–
–
Surplus for the financial year		 13,228,845
       –

52,858,625
–
–
(6,174,854)
1,520,003
       –

–
       –

296,357,102
592,700,000
(608,543,946)
(6,174,854)
1,520,003
13,228,845

206,078,046

48,203,774

    –

289,087,150

–
288,961,600
NTEP grant received from Government		
–
1,665,000
Creative fund received from Government		
–
10,000,000
Facilitation fund received from Government
–
–
Utilisation of development grant
–
(113,725,223)
Utilisation of NTEP grant		
–
(19,783)
Utilisation of Social Projects fund		
–
–
Interest income		
–
9,814,427
Surplus for the financial year		
4,278,898        –
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012		
39,084,228
402,774,067

–
–
–
–
–
–
(1,375,033)
1,516,480
       –
48,345,221

–
–
–
10,000,000
–
–
–
11,467
       –
10,011,467

288,961,600
1,665,000
10,000,000
10,000,000
(113,725,223)
(19,783)
(1,375,033)
11,342,374
4,278,898
500,214,983

Development grant received from Government

AT 31 DECEMBER 2011		
34,805,330
Development grant received from Government

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements
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for the year ended 31 December 2012

					

Group

IRDA

Note

2012

2011

2012

2011

		

RM

RM

RM

RM

					

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES					
Surplus for the financial year
3,821,136
13,220,280
4,278,898
13,228,845
Adjustment for :		
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

3

Disposal/write-off of property, plant and equipment
Surplus before working capital changes

1,548,827
(103,193)
5,266,770

1,677,582
(133,612)
14,764,250

1,543,650
(103,193)
5,719,355

1,677,582
(133,612)
14,772,815

Increase/(Decrease) in:

196,696,021
(15,843,946)
196,696,021
(15,843,946)
141,447
(4,654,851)
141,447
(4,654,851)
10,011,467
–
10,011,467
–
(1,585,365)
(310,922)
(1,067,595)
(310,922)
(19,893,758)
(8,106,297)
(20,931,736)
(8,108,297)
     880,322 	      – 	    (993,709) 	     (6,565)

Special development fund
Social projects fund
Facilitation fund
Other receivables, deposits and prepayments
Other payables and accruals
Amount owing from subsidiary

191,516,904 	  (14,151,766) 	  189,575,250 	    (14,151,766)

Net cash from/(used in) operating activities

CASH FLOW USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES				
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
3
(659,975)
(653,912)
(634,088)
(653,912)
Acquisition of shares in subsidiary
–
–
–
(2)
Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment      103,200 	      – 	   103,200 	   159,350
Net cash used in investing activities
     (556,775)	 
(494,562) 	  (530,888) 	   (494,564)
					

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH
AND CASH EQUIVALENTS		
190,960,129

(14,646,328)

189,044,362

(14,646,330)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
AT BEGINNING OF FINANCIAL YEAR

359,946,639

374,592,967

359,946,635

374,592,965

550,906,768

359,946,639

548,990,997

359,946,635

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
AT END OF FINANCIAL YEAR

6

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2012
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
ISKANDAR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (“IRDA”) was
established on 12th February 2007. The main activity of IRDA is to act
as the authority empowered to plan, promote, process, stimulate,
facilitate and undertake the development of Iskandar Malaysia.
The principal activity of the subsidiary company is disclosed in
Note 4.
The total number of employees of IRDA at year end was 153 (2011: 149).
The principal place of operation of IRDA is located at #G-01, Block
8, Danga Bay, Jalan Skudai, 80200 Johor Bahru, Malaysia.
The financial statements for the year ending 31 December 2012
was approved by the Members of Authority through a Circular
Resolution dated 5 June 2013.

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The following accounting policies are adopted by IRDA and are
consistent with applicable approved accounting standards for
private entities issued by the Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board (“MASB”).
(a) Basis of Accounting
The financial statements of IRDA are prepared on the historical cost
basis except as disclosed in the notes to the financial statements and in
compliance with the provisions of the Iskandar Regional Development
Authority Act, 2007 and applicable approved accounting standards
for private entities in Malaysia.
(b) Basis of Consolidation
Subsidiary
The financial statement of subsidiary company is included in the
consolidated financial statements from the date that control effectively
commences until the date that control effectively ceases. Subsidiary
company is the enterprise controlled by IRDA. Control exists when
IRDA has the power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and
operating policies of an enterprise so as to obtain benefits from its
activities.
The purchase method of accounting is used to account for
the acquisition of subsidiary by IRDA. The cost of an acquisition is
measured as the fair value of the assets given, equity instruments
issued or liabilities incurred or assumed at the date of exchange,
plus costs directly attributable to the acquisition. Identifiable assets
acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed in a business
combination are measured initially at their fair value on the date of
acquisition, irrespective of the extent of any minority interest.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, transactions,
balances and unrealised gains on transactions between IRDA and
subsidiary are eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated but
considered an impairment indicator of the asset transferred.
Minority interests are that part of the net results of operations
and of net assets of a subsidiary attributable to interests which are not
owned directly or indirectly by IRDA.
Where necessary, adjustments are made to the financial
statements of subsidiary to bring accounting policies into line with
those used by IRDA.

(c) Income Recognition
Government Grants
Operating grants are recognized in the income statement when
the rights to receive the grants are approved and the grants will be
received during the financial year.
(d) Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses.
Depreciation
Property, plant and equipment purchased at cost of RM500 and below
are expensed as incurred. The straight line method is used to write off
the cost of the property, plant and equipment over the term of their
estimated useful lives at the following principal annual rates:
Motor vehicles
25 %
Computers and mobile phones
33 1/3 %
Furniture and fittings, office equipment and renovation
20 %
(e) Receivables
Receivables are carried at anticipated realisable values. Bad debts are
written off in the financial year in which they are identified. An estimate
is made for doubtful debts based on a review of all outstanding
amounts at the financial year end.
(f) Taxation and Deferred Taxation
Current tax is the expected amount of income taxes payable in respect
of dividend income pursuant to the tax exemption obtained from the
Ministry of Finance as mentioned in Note 17. It is measured using the
tax rate that have been enacted by the Inland Revenue Board at the
balance sheet date.
No deferred taxation is recognised for the financial year due to the
tax exemption.
(g) Other Payables
Other payables are stated at the amounts which the Authority is
contracted or obligated to settle plus any incidental legal expenses.
(h) Provision for Liabilities
Provision for liabilities is recognised when the Authority has a present
legal and contractual obligation as a result of past event, when it is
probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits
will be required to settle the obligation, and when a reliable estimate
can be made of the amount of the obligation. Provisions are reviewed
at each balance sheet date and adjusted to reflect the current best
estimate. Where the effect of the time value of money is material, the
amount of a provision is the present value of the expenditure expected
to be required to settle the obligation.
(i) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and bank balances, and
deposit which are readily convertible to known amount of cash and
which are subjected to insignificant risk of change in value.
(j) Impairment of Assets
At each balance sheet date, the Authority reviews the carrying
amounts of its assets to determine whether there is any indication of
impairment. If any such indication exists, the impairment is measured
by comparing the recoverable amount with the carrying amount of an
asset and when the latter amount is higher, the asset is written down
to the recoverable amount. The recoverable amount of an asset is the
higher of its net selling price and its value in use, which is measured by
reference to discounted future cash flows.
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An impairment loss is charged to the income statement
immediately, unless the asset is carried at revalued amount. Any
impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a revaluation decrease
to the extent of previously recognised revaluation surplus for the same
asset. Should the impairment loss of an asset exceeds its revaluation
surplus, the surplus impairment loss is charged to the income
statement.
Subsequent increase in the recoverable amount of an asset if
carried at cost, is treated as a reversal of the accumulated impairment
loss previously recognised in the income statement but the reversal is
limited to the accumulated impairment loss previously recognised, and
if carried at revalued amount, is credited directly to revaluation surplus.
(k) Special Development Fund
Special Development Fund is managed on behalf of and funded
by the Federal Government under Ninth Malaysian Plan (RMKe-9)
and Tenth Malaysian Plan (RMKe-10) for infrastructure development
project, Creative Fund used for Creative Industry Talent Development
Programmes and National Talent Enhancement Programme (NTEP)
Fund used for Human Capital Development Programmes.
All receipts are credited and all payments are debited to the
account. Unutilised amounts at the balance sheet date are shown as
balance of the above fund.
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(n) Foreign Currency Transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded in Malaysia Ringgit at
rates of exchange ruling at the time of the transactions.
Assets and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated into
Ringgit Malaysia at the approximate rates of exchange ruling at the
balance sheet date. Assets and liabilities not in foreign currencies
are determined on fair value which translated into Ringgit Malaysia at
the approximate rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date.
Exchange differences arising from foreign currency are recognised in
the income statement.
The principal closing rates used in translation of foreign currency
amounts at the balance sheet dates are as follow:
FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS

2012

2011

RM

RM

2.50
2.44
4.04
4.11
4.94
4.90
11.37
0.04
0.04
0.87
8.39
0.86
(l) Social Projects Fund
3.06
3.18
Social Projects Fund managed by the Authority is funded by third
3.22
parties and utilised for certain purposes in accordance with the
0.03
provisions of Section 37 of Iskandar Regional Development Authority
0.27
Act, 2007.
1.66
All receipts are credited and all payments are debited to the
2.44
account. Unutilised amounts at the balance sheet date are shown as
0.49
0.50
balance of the above fund.
0.54
0.55
0.47
0.46
(m) Facilitation Fund		
0.91
0.95
Facilitation Fund is managed on behalf of and funded by the Federal
0.39
Government through TERAJU to be used in initiatives undertaken
0.06
by qualified Bumiputera companies in accordance to the specified
criteria.
All receipts are credited and all payments are debited to the
account. Unutilised amounts at the balance sheet date are shown as
balance of the above fund.
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1 Singapore Dollar (SGD)
1 Euro (EUR)
1 United Kingdom Pound (GBP)
1 Kuwait Dinar (KWD)
1 Japan Yen (JPY)
1 Qatar Riyal (QAR)
1 Bahrain Dinar (BHD)
1 United Arab Emirates Dirham (AED)
1 United States Dollar (USD)
1 Australia Dollar (AUD)
100 Indonesian Rupiah (IDR)
100 South Korean Won (KRW)
1 Turkish Lira (TRY)
1 Brunei Dollar (BND)
1 Chinese Yuan Renminbi (CNY)
1 Danish Krone (DKK)
1 Swedish Krona (SEK)
1 Romanian New Lei (RON)
1 Hong Kong Dollar (HKD)
1 Indian Rupee (INR)

(o) Employee Benefits
Short Term Benefits
Wages, salaries, bonuses and social security contributions are
recognized as an expense in the year in which the associated sevices
are rendered by employees of IRDA. Short term accumulating
compensated absences such as paid annual leave are recognized
when services are rendered by employees that increase their
entitlement to future compensated absences. Short term nonaccumulating compensated absences such as sick leave are
recognized when the absences occur.
Defined Contribution Plan
IRDA is required by law to make monthly contributions to Employees
Provident Fund (“EPF”), a statutory defined contribution plan for
all its eligible employees based on certain prescribed rates of
the employees’ salaries. IRDA contributions to EPF are disclosed
separately. The employee’s contribution to EPF are included in salaries
and wages.
(p) Cash Flow Statement
IRDA adopts the indirect method in the preparation of the cash flow
statement. Cash equivalents comprise short-term, highly liquid
investments with maturities of less than three months from the date of
acquisition and that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash
and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
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3. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
					

Motor Vehicles
Computer
			
			
RM

Furniture and Fittings,
Office Equipment
and Renovation

Total

RM

RM

4,876,293
284,449
–
5,160,742

9,701,319
659,975
(236,686)
10,124,608

RM

Group			
COST
At 1 January 2012
889,313
3,935,713
Additions
320,592
54,934
Disposal/ write-off
(214,539)
(22,147)
At 31 December 2012
995,366
3,968,500
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION
At 1 January 2012
Additions
Disposal/ write-off
At 31 December 2012

510,503
139,669
(214,536)
435,636

3,249,240
465,928
(22,143)
3,693,025

3,322,332
943,230
–
4,265,562

7,082,075
1,548,827
(236,679)
8,394,223

559,730
378,810

275,475
686,473

895,180
1,553,961

1,730,385
2,619,244

58,246

641,169

978,167

1,677,582

4,876,293
262,062
–
5,138,355

9,701,319
634,088
(236,686)
10,098,721

NET BOOK VALUE
At 31 December 2012
At 31 December 2011

DEPRECIATION CHARGE FOR 2011

IRDA			
COST
At 1 January 2012
889,313
3,935,713
Additions
320,592
51,434
Disposal/ write-off
(214,539)
(22,147)
At 31 December 2012
995,366
3,965,000
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION
At 1 January 2012
Additions
Disposal/ write-off
At 31 December 2012

510,503
139,669
(214,536)
435,636

3,249,240
465,228
(22,143)
3,692,325

3,322,332
938,753
–
4,261,085

7,082,075
1,543,650
(236,679)
8,389,046

559,730
378,810

272,675
686,473

877,270
1,553,961

1,709,675
2,619,244

58,246

641,169

978,167

1,677,582

NET BOOK VALUE
At 31 December 2012
At 31 December 2011

DEPRECIATION CHARGE FOR 2011
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4. INVESTMENTS IN SUBSIDIARIES
IRDA

Unquoted shares at cost

2012

2011

RM

RM

4

4

Details of the subsidiaries which is 100% owned are as follows:
Name of
Principle activities
subsidiaries		

Place of
incorporation

Date
acquired

Prisma Harta
Manage the operation and maintenance of the Public Housing for Iskandar Malaysia
Malaysia
01/02/2010
Sdn. Bhd.
		
IMSEC Sdn. Bhd.
Povide safety and security services to Iskandar Malaysia region
Malaysia
03/08/2011
				
Financial Statements of the subsidiaries are not being audited by the Auditor General of Malaysia.

5. RECEIVABLES, DEPOSITS AND PREPAYMENTS

					

		

2012

		

RM

Group

IRDA

2011

2012

RM

RM

2011
RM

OPERATING FUND:				
Trade receivables
517,770
–
–
Other receivables		
430,774
275,104
430,774
Deposits 		
607,299
611,360
607,299
Prepayments
514,954
364,311
514,954
2,070,797
1,250,775
1,553,027

–
275,104
611,360
364,311
1,250,775

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT FUND				
Deposits
	  1,305,294
539,770
1,305,294
	  1,305,294
539,770
1,305,294

539,770
539,770

SOCIAL PROJECTS FUND:				
Interest receivables
28,101
28,282
28,101
	 
28,101
28,282
28,101

28,282
28,282

					

TOTAL

3,404,192

1,818,827

2,886,422

1,818,827
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6. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
					

		

2012

		

RM

Group

IRDA

2011

2012

RM

RM

RM

OPERATING FUND				
Cash in hand
10,402
9,004
9,000
Bank balances
37,149,735
32,311,197
35,235,366
	 
37,160,137
32,320,201
35,244,366

9,000
32,311,197
32,320,197

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT FUND				
Bank balances		
455,418,044
279,450,946
455,418,044
455,418,044
279,450,946
455,418,044

279,450,946
279,450,946

SOCIAL PROJECTS FUND				
Bank balances		
402,067
103,708
402,067

103,708

47,915,053
48,317,120

47,915,053
48,317,120

48,071,784
48,175,492

FACILITATION FUND				
Bank balances
10,011,467
–
10,011,467
10,011,467
–
10,011,467

–
–

Deposits with licensed bank

48,071,784
48,175,492

2011

					

550,906,768

TOTAL

359,946,639

548,990,997

359,946,635

7. AMOUNT OWING FROM/(TO) SUBSIDIARY AND RELATED COMPANY
The amounts due from/(to) subsidiary and related company are unsecured, interest free and have no fixed term of repayments.

8. OTHER PAYABLES AND ACCRUALS
					

		

2012

		

RM

Group

IRDA

2011

2012

RM

RM

2011
RM

OPERATING FUND				
Other payables
499,977
938,857
405,485
Accruals		
199,434
454,599
17,633
Deposits and Prepayments		
763,685
–
–
		
1,463,096
1,393,456
423,118

938,857
452,599
–
1,391,456

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT FUND				
Other payables		
53,949,271
73,912,669
53,949,271
		
53,949,271
73,912,669
53,949,271

73,912,669
73,912,669

			

TOTAL		
55,412,367
75,306,125

54,372,389

75,304,125

Other payables comprise amounts outstanding for ongoing costs. The amounts owing are interest-free and have no fixed terms of repayment.
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9. SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT FUND

2012
As at 1 January
Development grant received from Government
NTEP grant received from Government
Creative fund received from Government
Interest income

Less: Utilisation of development grant
Less: Utilisation of NTEP grant
Less: Interest income transferred to Operating Fund
As at 31 December

Group & IRDA

2011

RM

RM

206,078,046
288,961,600
1,665,000
10,000,000
506,704,646
14,329,558
521,034,204

221,921,992
592,700,000
–
–
814,621,992
7,198,007
821,819,999

113,725,223
19,783
4,515,131
402,774,067

608,543,946
–
7,198,007
206,078,046

10. SOCIAL PROJECTS FUND
2012
As at 1 January
Interest income
Less: Utilisation of Social Project Fund
As at 31 December

Group & IRDA

2011

RM

RM

48,203,774
1,516,480
49,720,254
1,375,033
48,345,221

52,858,625
1,520,003
54,378,628
6,174,854
48,203,774

The Social Projects (“SPF”) Fund is established pursuant to Section 37 of IRDA Act 664 (Act 664) which shall be used to finance social projects and
schemes consistent with the strategies and initiatives as stated in the Comprehensive Development Plan (“CDP”). The Fund is managed by the SPF
Committee comprising of independent members in accordance with the guidelines, policies and decisions made by IRDA, provided always the said
guidelines, policies and decisions are not in contravention of the Act and the CDP.
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11. FACILITATION FUND

			

2012
As at 1 January
Facilitation Fund received from Govetrnment
Interest income
As at 31 December

Group & IRDA

2011

RM

RM

–
10,000,000
10,000,000
11,467
10,011,467

–
–
–
–
–

The establishment of Facilitation Fund is to be used for qualified Bumiputera companies under the TERAJU’s Entry Point Project (EPP) initiatives.
The Fund is managed by the Facilitation Fund Review Committee (FFRC) comprising of independent members and will be chaired by IRDA’s Chief
Executive. The FFRC Committee task is to review the application received from all the companies applying for the fund and make recommendation
for the qualified companies to the Teraju Delivery Committee (TDC) for final approval.

12. GOVERNMENT GRANTS

2012

Group & IRDA

2011

RM

RM

OPERATING FUND:		
Government grants received
62,000,000
62,000,000
62,000,000
62,000,000

13. REVENUE
2012

Group & IRDA

2011

RM

RM

OPERATING FUND:		
Rental income
1,260,262
–
Auxilliary Polices services income
284,366
–
1,544,628
–

14. OTHER INCOME

2012

Group

IRDA

2011

2012

RM

RM

RM

2011
RM

60,700
5,643,405
121,256
–
103,193
5,928,554

700
7,875,593
36,165
–
133,605
8,046,063

60,700
5,643,405
104,560
90,000
103,193
6,001,858

700
7,875,593
36,165
–
133,605
8,046,063

OPERATING FUND:
Tender fees
Interest income
Other income
Management fees
Gain on fixed assets disposal
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15. OPERATING EXPENSES

		

2012

Group
2011

2012

IRDA
2011

		

RM

RM

RM

RM

2,780,357
18,577
330,000
349,876
6,000
3,850
8,000
–
3,665,949
1,543,650
8,000
106,500
810

824,480
16,918
325,355
334,484
4,500
700
–
–
3,303,764
1,677,582
5,000
19,125
–

23,714,652
4,987,690
88,702
252,827
6,229,879
1,168,320
393,145
18,507
5,166,701
195,921
1,542,510
1,426,242
68,150
1,140,269
305,797
720,741
114,606
265
920,191
7,974
1,686,015
233,124
239,015
4,702
357,197
19,786
36,245
3,862,218
–
63,722,960

23,403,717
4,692,847
81,846
193,371
6,139,364
–
216,343
43,580
3,754,278
171,145
1,709,268
1,241,247
37,000
1,045,502
276,030
681,375
103,279
188
1,037,313
12,143
1,312,357
297,781
208,735
5,656
317,641
13,772
34,698
3,274,834
–
56,817,218

OPERATING FUND:				
The details of operating expenses are as follows :
Professional fees		
2,780,657
824,480
Auditors’ remuneration		
25,868
19,818
Board members’ allowances		
330,000
325,355
Allowances - AIC Members & Advisory Council		
349,876
334,484
Allowances - IRDA Exco		
6,000
4,500
Allowances - Tender Board A & B		
3,850
700
Allowances - Incentives Committee		
8,000
–
Allowances - Selection & Approval Committee		
5,200
–
Rental expenses		
3,665,033
3,303,764
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment		
1,548,827
1,677,582
Donation		
8,000
5,000
Sponsorship		
106,500
19,125
Secretarial fees		
4,143
5,665
Staff costs		
- Salaries and allowances		
24,682,193 23,403,717
- EPF		
5,038,050
4,692,847
- SOCSO		
90,059
81,846
- Overtime		
252,827
193,371
- Bonus		
6,229,879
6,139,364
- Ex Gratia		
1,168,320
–
- Staff welfare		
394,345
216,343
- Staff recruitment		
18,507
43,580
Marketing and promotions		
5,182,831
3,754,278
Entertainment		
197,592
171,145
Training and seminar		
1,542,760
1,709,268
Utilities charges		
1,646,292
1,241,247
Website expenses		
68,150
37,000
Upkeep of office equipment, premises and motor vehicles
1,570,508
1,045,502
Printing and stationeries		
325,182
276,030
Meeting expenses		
721,021
681,375
Medical charges		
114,656
103,279
Loss on foreign exchange		
265
188
Insurance		
923,285
1,037,313
Bank charges		
10,249
12,143
Advertisement		
1,686,015
1,312,357
General expenses		
240,190
297,781
Security charges		
119,651
208,735
Taxation fees		
6,702
5,656
Licence fees		
359,897
317,641
Membership and professional subscriptions		
19,786
13,772
Postage and courier		
36,245
34,698
Accommodation and travelling		
3,891,035
3,274,834
Management fees

273,600
65,652,046

–
56,825,783
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16. STAFF COSTS

2012

Group

IRDA

2011

2012

RM

RM

RM

2011
RM

37,874,180

34,771,068

36,853,722

34,771,068

OPERATING FUND:
Staff costs

Included in staff costs are Group’s contributions to Employee Provident Fund of RM5,038,050 (2011: RM4,692,847).

17. INCOME TAX
IRDA has obtained tax exemption under Section 127(3A) of the Income Tax Act, 1967. All income except for dividend income are exempted from
tax for 10 years beginning from year assessments 2007 until 2016.

18. OPERATIONAL COMMITMENTS

2012

Group & IRDA

2011

RM

RM

1,102,051
2,712,640
154,474
3,969,165

245,126
3,172,410
224,565
3,642,101

Approved and contracted:
Marketing and promotions
Consultancy and blueprint studies
General expenses
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